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Summary 
In this thesis we examine the bifurcation in behaviour (for the dynamics) which occurs 
when we perturb the holomorphic germ fo(z) =z+ z"+1 + O(z"+2) defined in a neigh- 
bourhood of 0, so that the multiple fixed point at 0 splits into v+1 fixed points (counted 
with multiplicity). The phenomenon observed is called the parabolic implosion, since the 
perturbation will typically cause the filled Julia set (if it is defined) to "implode. " 

The main tool used for studying this bifurcation is the Fatou coordinates and the 
associated Ecalle cylinders. We show the existence of these for a family of well behaved 
f's close to fo, and that these depend continuously upon f. 

Each well behaved f will have a gate structure which gives a qualitative description 
of the "egg-beater dynamic" for f. Each gate between the fixed points of f will have 
an associated complex number called the lifted phase. (Minus the real part of the lifted 
phase is a rough measure of how many iterations it takes for an orbit to pass through the 
gate. ) The existence of maps with any desired gate structure and any (sensible) lifted 
phases is shown. This leads to a simple parameterisation of the well behaved maps. 

We are particularly interested in sequences fk -+ fo where all the lifted phases of the 
fk converge to some limits, modulo Z. We show that there is a non-trivial Lavaurs reap 
g associated with these limits, which commutes with fo. The dynamics of fk are shown 
to (in some sense) converge to the dynamics of the system (fo, g). 

We also prove that for any Lavaurs map g there is a sequence fk --ý fo so that fk --3 g 
as k --p +oo, uniformly on compact sets. 
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Notation 

Standard notation 
N, Z, R, C the natural numbers, integers, real numbers and complex numbers 

respectively 
No the set of non-negative integers {0,1,2.... } 

U the Riemann sphere CU fool 
C the set C\ {0} 
D the unit disc {z EC+ Iz{ < 1} 
DR the open disc {z ECI zI < R} where R>0 
D(a, R) the open disc {z ECIz- al < R} where aEC and R>0 
X, ! ("9X the closure, interior and boundary respectively of the set X 
#X the number of elements contained in the set X 
AUB the disjoint union of A and B 
A '" B A is conformally isomorphic to B 
id or idx the identity map on the set X 
[w, z] the set {(1 - t)w + tz ItE [0,1]} where w, zEC 
mult(f , a) the multiplicity of f at a where a is a fixed point of f 
t(f, a) the holomorphic index of f at a, where or is a fixed point of f 

(p" 7) 
IfIlK the uniform norm Il fII x= sup, ZEK if (z) j, where K is a compact 

subset of C, and f is well defined on K 
O(g(z)) (as z --+ 0) an arbitrary map f (z) such that f (z)/g(z) is bounded (in some 

neighbourhood of 0) 
o(g(z)) (as z -+ 0) an arbitrary map f (z) such that f (z)/g(z) -+ 0 (as z -4 0) 
x» a or a« xx is much greater than a 
A :=B or B =: AA is defined to be B 

Symbols used in the main text 
X3 = X9 the s-time flow for the vector field z=f (z) -z (p. 4) 
Y e=Y äf the t-time flow for the vector field .= i( f (z) - z] (p. 4) 
TfU -* C the change of coordinate qlf(z) := fzp f where UC Cis 

simply connected and contains no fixed points of f, and zo EU 
(p. 4) 
the set of holomorphic maps, together with the compact-open 
topology (p. 6) 

fo the holomorphic germ fo(z) =z+ z"4' + O(zi+2) defined in a 
neighbourhood of KO (p. 6) 

Ko the compact disc D2rp, where ro >0 is very small (p. 7) 
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ro half the radius of KO (p. 7) 
No a small neighbourhood of fo E f, made up of holomorphic maps 

defined in a neighbourhood of KO (p. 7) 

Uf given fE No, uf is a holomorphic map defined in a neighbourhood 
of KO, such that f (z) =z+ (z - co) ... 

(z - cr�)u f(z) for some 
a0,..., a E KO (p. 7) 

Comp*((C) the set {X CUIX#0 is compact} together with the Hausdorff 
metric (p. 8) 

zz, +, zi, - points of distance ro away from 0, lying along the ith attracting 
direction, and ith repelling direction respectively, where iE Z/vZ 
(p. 8) 

W13 the maps in No which are well behaved (p. 9) 

'Yi, s, f the "maximal" trajectory for z= i[f (z) - z] which satisfies 
yz, s, f (0) = zi,,, where iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -I and fE No (p. 9) 

&, B, f the image of the path ryi, s, f, where iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -} and 
fEM (p 

- 
9) 

'Yi, s, f(+oo) the fixed point Timt-, fý ryi, 3, f(t) and where iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -} 
and fE W13 (p. 10) 

Sti, 3, f the closed set bounded by the closures of the lines £z, s, f and f (ez, s, f) 
where iE Z/vZ, s E{+, -} and fE W13 (p. 10) 

Sil,,, f the fundamental region obtained by removing the fixed points 
, yi, s, f(+oo) and ryti, s, f(-oo) from Sz, 3, f where iE 7G/vZ, sE {+, -} 
and fE 11V13 (p. 11) 

gate(f) the vector gate(f) = (gate, (f ), ... , gate� (f)) in { 1, ... , v, *}" 
which represents the gate structure of fE W13 (p. 11) 

Admissible the set of vectors in {1, ..., v, *}" which corresponds to the admis- 
sible gate structures (p. 11) 

G= (G1, ... , GU) an arbitrary gate structure in Admissible (p. 11) 
W3(G) maps in Wx3 which have gate structure GE Admissible (p. 11) 

Qa (f ), ... , O" (f) the distinct fixed points in Ko of fE W13 (p. 14) 
4pi, s, f the Fatou coordinate defined upon S,, 

3, f 
(or UU, 8,1) where iE Z/vZ, 

sE{+, -}and f EWB(p. 15) 
Ci, 9, f = S,, 

s, f/f the Ecalle cylinder for iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -} and fE W13 (p. 15) 
1Z] f the equivalence class of zE Sz, 9, f in C2, s, f= SS, 3, f/f 

(p. 15) 
[W]Z the equivalence class of wEC in C/Z (p. 15) 
UZ, 3, f the neighbourhood of Si',,, f which Di, 3, f is extended to, where iE 

Z/vZ, sE {+, -} and fE Wl3 (p. 15) 
the 3-index of f at a, where a is a fixed point of f, and f'(or)-1 E 1D 
(p. 18) 

7z (f the lifted phase of the ith gate for fE W13 (p. 17) 
Fix'(i, f ), Fix'(i, f) the fixed points of f "above" and "below" the ith gate (p. 19) 
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g(G; Bi, ... , B�) the Lavaurs map with gate structure G, and lifted phases 61, 
... , B� 

(p. 21) 
(fo, g) the dynamical system generated by fo and an associated Lavaurs 

map g (p. 21) 
J(f), K(f) the Julia set and filled Julia set of f, where f is a polynomial 

(p. 23) 
J(fo, g), K(fo, g) the Julia set and filled Julia set of (fo, g), where fo is a polynomial 

(p. 23) 

RUI-) one of the return maps for f (p. 24) 

R(j'. ) one of the return maps for (fo, g) (p. 26) 

a holomorphic family of maps of a particular form and containing 
fo (p. 27) 

Hý the set {w EC( Re w<-} where »1 (p. 27) 

H(G, ) the set Ml x"""x M� C where e»0 and 

HH if Gi *, Mk- {oo} if Gi=* 

for k=1, ... ,v (p. 27) 
f (G; the unique map fE W3(G)n. F with lifted phases (p. 27) 
f (G; co, u) the unique map fE Wß(G) with oo(f) = oo, uf=u and lifted 

phases 61, 
... , 

6, (p. 29) 
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Organisation of the paper 
This paper comes in three chapters: the Introduction, the Results, and the Proofs (to- 
gether with an appendix). 

It is organised into chapters, sections and subsections. §2 denotes the 2nd chapter, 
and §3.7.2 denotes the 2nd subsection of the 7th section of the 3rd chapter etc. 

Formulae and figures are numbered within chapters, so (3.9) denotes the 9th formula 
of the 3rd chapter, and Figure 2.4 is the 4th figure of the 2nd chapter. 

Statements are numbered within sections, so Corollary 4.7.3 is the 3rd statement of 
§4.7. By a statement we mean a Theorem, Proposition, Corollary, Lemma, Remark or 
Definition. 

Proofs begin with "Proof. " and end with "I. " 

All the results will be stated in Chapter 2, and the page on which the corresponding 
proof can be found appears in a box like p. 54 in the margin. All sections in Chapter 2 
will have a corresponding section in Chapter 3. So for example, a result in §2.3 will have 
its proof located in §3.3. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this paper we examine the bifurcation in behaviour which occurs when we perturb the 
holomorphic germ 

fo(z) =z+ z"+i + O(zv+a) 

defined in a neighbourhood of 0, so that the multiple fixed point at 0 splits into v+1 
fixed points (counted with multiplicity). The phenomenon observed is called the parabolic 
implosion, since the perturbation will typically cause the filled Julia set (if it is defined) 
to "implode. " See Figure 1.1. 

The main tool used for studying this bifurcation is the theory of Ecalle cylinders, which 
was first introduced in [DH]. In this paper we show the existence of Fatou coordinates 
and Ecalle cylinders for a fairly general family f's close to fo. (These Fatou coordinates 
will conjugate f to the translation T (w) :=w+1 on particular regions. ) 

The v incoming and v outgoing Fatou coordinates for fo are quite easy to obtain 
(see [Mil). In [La], [Shl-3], [Do] and [Zi] the "persistence" of the Fatou coordinates (and 
Ecalle cylinders) for certain perturbations is shown in the special case v=1. ([DSZ], 
(EY] and [Wi] contain applications of these Fatou coordinates. ) 

In this thesis we prove the persistence of the Fatou coordinates in the general case 
v>1. All the Theorems and Propositions in Chapter 2 are new (although A. Epstein 
may have some unpublished work on the same problem). Much of the notation used in 
this thesis follows [Sh2]. 

We will consider a fairly general family of well behaved maps f in a neighbourhood of 
fp and construct Fatou coordinates for these which depend continuously upon f. 

Each well behaved f will have a gate structure which gives a qualitative description 
of the "egg-beater dynamic" for f. Each gate between the fixed points of f will have 
an associated complex number called the lifted phase. (Minus the real part of the lifted 
phase is a rough measure of how many iterations it takes for an orbit to pass through the 
gate. ) The existence of maps with any desired gate structure and any (sensible) lifted 
phases is shown. This gives us a simple parameterisation of the well behaved maps. 

We are particularly interested in sequences fk -a fo where all the lifted phases of the 
fk converge to some limits, modulo Z. In this case, there is a non-trivial Lavaurs map g 
associated with these limits, which commutes with fo. The dynamics of fk are shown to 
(in some sense) converge to the dynamics of the system (fo, g). 
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Figure 1.1: In (a) we show the trajectories for fo(z) =z+ z3, the unperturbed map. 
(b), (c) and (d) show the dynamics of maps close to fo. Notice that the left-lower fixed 
point in (c) is a double fixed point. (a), (b) and (c) are all well behaved maps, and 
Fatou coordinates can be constructed for each of them. (d) however is not well behaved, 
although we do deal briefly with this example in the appendix 
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We also prove that for any Lavaurs map g there is a sequence fk -* fo so that ff -* g. 
The Fatou coordinates and Ecalle cylinders are constructed using the following 

Lemma. (See Lemma 3.3.13 in §3.3.5. ) 

Main Lemma Let K be a closed Jordan domain and let f: K -> C be 
analytic. Suppose that 

1. If (z) - zj < lö and If'(z) - 11 < la for every zEK; 
0 2. y: Il8 -* K solves i[f (z) - z] and -y(t) -+ oas t -* foo (where 

o, +, o, - are fixed points of f, which need not be distinct; ) 

3. f (e) CK and £ (1 f (e) = 0, where f := ry(II8), (see Figure 1.2). 

Then we can let S be the closed set bounded by the loop fUf (Q) U {a+, a- } 

and S' :=S\ {Q+, o, - 
} (which we call a fundamental region). 

There is an analytic, injective map (D : S' -+ C such that 

1(f (z)) = D(z) +1 for every zee, 
and 1 is unique up to addition by a constant. We call a Fatou coordinate. 

We can construct the quotient S'/f by identifying zEQ with f (z) Cf (e). 
This is a cylinder with the structure of a Riemann surface. [z] fH [<D(z)]z 

induces a conformal isomorphism S'/ f4 C/Z (where [z] f denotes the class 
of zE S' in S'/ f and [w]z denotes the class of wEC in C/Z). We call S'/ f 

an Ecalle cylinder. 

K 
ýS fýý) 

6 

Figure 1.2: 

Now in the cases which we will be dealing with, condition (1. ) will be immediate if we 
make Ka sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0. And if both (1. ) and (2. ) are satisfied, 
then condition (3. ) will be immediate (although we may need to extend K slightly. ) 

Therefore much of the work we must do to prove the existence of the Fatou coordinates 
is aimed at proving that the trajectories for the vector field 

z=i[f(z)-4l (1.1) 
which pass through certain points will satisfy condition (2. ). 

If these trajectories "do what they are supposed to" we will say that f is well behaved, 
and we will be able to apply the Main Lennna above to show the existence of the incoming 
and outgoing Fatou coordinates for f. 
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Vector fields and approximate Fatou coordinates 
We now take a quick look at the two vector fields z=f (z) -z and z= i[f (z) - z], and 
how these are related to the dynamics of f. The flows for these vector fields are used 
many times in the proofs, and they also lead to a convenient change of coordinate. 

Assuming that f (z) -z and f(z) -1 are both small, we can in some sense "ap- 
proximate" the discrete time dynamical system associated with f by the continuous time 
dynamical system associated with the vector field 

i= 

Orbits of points under f will roughly follow trajectories for (1.2). In fact f is the Euler 
method map of step length 1 for (1.2). (Compare with [Do, §10]. ) Notice also that or is 
a fixed point of the flow for (1.2) if and only if it is a fixed point for f. (Notice also that 
trajectories for the vector field (1.2) will never cross one another since the vector field 
does not depend upon time. The same is true for (1.1). ) 

Since we will often be working with trajectories for the vector fields (1.2) and (1.1) 
it makes sense for us to denote the respective flows by Xt = Xt and Yt = Ytf. More 
specifically, if zo E K0 then Xt is determined by 

jtXt(zo) _ f(Xt(zo)) - Xt(zo) and Xo(zo) = zo, 

and Yt is determined by 

ätYt(zo) = i[f(Y(zo)) - Y(zo)} and Yo(zo) = zo. 

These are well defined (at least for small tE IR) and are unique (by Theorem 3.2.1). For 

a fixed TE JR the maps XT and YT will be holomorphic on their domains of definition 
(which may just be the empty set). 

Suppose that UcC is a simply connected set containing no fixed points of f, and 
that f is well defined upon U. Then 

_fz 
d( 

Tf is well defined on U if we only allow integration over arcs in U and zo E U. (Note 
that choosing a different zo EU will only have the effect of adding some constant to the 
map T f. ) Compare with [Sh2, §2.6.1]. 

The significance of' f is that it is a "Fatou coordinate for Xl ,"i. e. Wf will conjugate 
Xi to the translation T(w) := w+1. (Xi is actually very close to f .) If we let w= XFf(z) 
then in the w-coordinate the push forwards of the two vector fields .z=f (z) -z and 
z= i[f (z) - z] become w=1 and w=i respectively. 

This IF f provides us with an approximate Fatou coordinate for f, That is to say that 
T f(f (z)) - Kf(z) +1 when both sides are well defined. 

Xs and Ft commute with each other, 

X3oYt(z)=YoX. (z) 
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for every z, s, t such that both sides are well defined. We also find that Tf (X3 o Yt(z)) 
Kf(z) + (s + it). See Figure 1.3. 

Trajectories for the vector field z=f (z) -z correspond to horizontal lines in the 
w= 'P1(z) coordinate, and trajectories for z= i[f (z) - z] correspond to vertical lines. 

Wp is basically the change of coordinate used in [Shl-3] and [Do]. For instance, if 
f (z) =z+ z"+1 then w=Tf (z) =- -Z� + tonst. Also if f (z) =z+ z2 +e then 

Kf(z) = 2iý 
log 

(z_i\/\ )+ 
7G + const. 

(See [Do, p. 122J. ) 

We will really only be considering the local dynamics of maps f close to fo (and also 
in passing the dynamics of the vector fields ,z=f (z) -z and i[f (z) - z]), since we 
are unsure of the domain of definition of the maps f. 

In [DES] a study is given of the global dynamics of ,z=V 
(z) where V is a de- 

gree d polynomial. (P. Sentenac gave a seminar based on [DES] in December 1998 at 
Warwick, but the paper has not been written as yet. ) [DES] is not concerned with any 
discrete dynamical system, and so it has no direct connection with the subject of Fatou 
coordinates. 

However, [DES] does use "straightening coordinates" (which correspond to our ap- 
proximate Fatou coordinates), on each element of a partition of C to describe the global 
dynamics for the vector field. This is done for any polynomial V, without having to 
restrict attention to "well behaved" V's. 

Each one of our admissible gate structures will correspond to one of the "combinatoric 
invariants" in [DES]. Also defined in [DES] are "integral invariants" which correspond 
to our lifted phases. 

Lemma 3.7.13 (which is used in the proofs) is a special case of a result in [DES]. 
The proof that we give of Lemma 3.7.13 depends upon the same kind of global study of 
polynomial vector fields which is carried out in [DES]. (However I do not know whether 
the proof used in [DES] is quite the same. ) 

V(Z)+S 



Chapter 2 

The Results 

2.1 Preliminaries 
Given any analytic map, with a multiplier-e"'P/9 parabolic fixed point, we can shift the 
fixed point to the origin so that it is of the form 

90 (z) = e27r: plgz + azm+i + O(zm+2) 

for some m>1. gö is then of the form 

9öýz) =z+ bz'+' + 0(zß+a) 

for a certain i>1, and we are able to conjugate go (via some map of the form z az) 
to a map fo : D(fo) - C, of the form 

fo(z) =z+ zv+iUfo(z), 

where u,, (0) =1 and ufo is analytic on D(fo) (which is a neighbourhood of 0). We will 
work throughout with fo rather than go. 

Definition 2.1.1 (Compact-open topology together with domain of 
definition) For any holomorphic map f defined on a subset of C let D(f) 
denote the domain of definition off . Now set 

f is holomorphic and { 
a(interior D(f )) = 8D(f) 

} 

where two functions are considered to be distinct if they have different domains 
of definition. 

We can construct a non-Hausdorffl topology on fl (which is also defined in 
[Sh2, §2.5.1]) so that fm -a f if and only if for every compact set KC D(f ) 
there is an mo so that Kc 7b(f�1) for every m> mo, and fmI K -4 fIK 
uniformly as m -* +oo. Roughly speaking this means the fm converges to f 
uniformly on compact sets. 

'This is not Hausdorff since if fEW then any extension f of f will lie in an arbitrarily small 
neighbourhood of f. 

6 
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In this topology a neighbourhood of fl E 1-l is any set containing 

N(f,, K, e) := {g E ?fIKC DO (g), 17(fl (z), g(z)) <EVZE K} 

for some e> 0 and a compact set KC D" (fl), where o, (., ") is the spherical 
metric on U. 

This topology will always be used in this paper. So when we write fk --+ f 
(for some fE 3-l) we implicitly mean that convergence is in the compact-open 
topology. 

We take a very small r0 >0 so that the closed disc KO = DZ,. o is contained in D(fo). 
This KO will remain fixed throughout this paper. 

We then take a very small open neighbourhood No of fo in the compact-open topology. 
Assuming this is small enough then KO C D(f) for every fE . 

No. In fact we require that 
ro is small enough such that 1/rä »I t(fo, 0) 1 where t(fo, 0) is the holomorphic index (or 
dynamical residue) of fo at 0, which is defined as follows. 

Definition 2.1.2 (Holomorphic index t(f, v)) We denote by t(f, a) the 
holomorphic index (or dynamical residue) 

t(f, a) 
Z dz 

27ri z-f (z)' 
Q 

an integral over an infinitesimal anti-clockwise circle centred on the fixed point 
a. This is a conformal invariant. See [Mi, §9]. 

If a is a simple fixed point (that is, if it has multiplicity 1) then 

1 
b(f, 0, ) -1- fl(a). 

Lemma 2.1.3 (Definition and continuity off uf) For fE No, with p. 33 
r+1 distinct fixed points inside KO, let so.... , Sr be those fixed points, and 
let ml, := mult(f) sk) be the associated multiplicities for k=0, ... , r. 

Now 
define 

f(z) -z uf(z) _ (z 
- SpýmO... (z 

- Sr)mr 

on Ko \ {so,. 
.., s,. }. This can be extended analytically to give uf: Ko --* C. 

The map fuf is continuous on No (with respect to the compact-open 
topology). 

When fo is perturbed, we get v+1 fixed points counted with multiplicity which are 
very close to 0 (by Rouche's Theorem). Therefore any fE No must be of the form 

f(z) =z+(Z-UQ)" ... (Z-Qr)mruf(Z) 

where ao, ... , a, are close to 0 and mo +"""+m,. =v+1. From Lemma 2.1.3 and the 
fact that u/0(z) -- 1 for all zE KO, we see that uf (z) -- 1 for all zE Ko (assuming that 
No is very small). 
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Definition 2.1.4 (Hausdorff metric dH(", "), and semi-distance ä(", ")) 
We denote by ä(", ") the semi-distance 

ö(X, Y) = sup 
(inf 

u(x, y)ý 
XEX \YEY 

where o, (., ") is the spherical metric on U and X, YCC are compact. Then 
the Hausdorfimetric is given by 

dH(X, Y) = max (0(X, Y), ä(Y, X)). 

With this metric the space 

Comp* (C) :_ {X cUI X-A 0 is compact} 

is compact. (See [Do, p. 112]. ) 
Suppose that A is a topological space and for each AEA there is an 

X,, CC which is compact and non-empty. Then we say that A -* Xa is lower 
semi-continuous on A if for every AO EA we have O(Xao, Xa) -* 0 as A -a A0. 

Notice that fH D(f) must be lower semi-continuous on ? -l. 

8 

2.2 Fundamental regions and Fatou coordinates for 
fo 

Definition 2.2.1 (Maximal solution of a vector field) Let V: D -* C 
be holomorphic (where Dc C) and let zo E D. Now suppose that y: I -4 C 
satisfies 

1. I is an interval in R containing 0; 
2. -y solves z= V(z); 
3. -y(0) = zo. 

We say that y is maximal if given any other C satisfying (1. ), (2. ) 
and (3. ) we have ICI. 

(Note that given any ryl :1 -a C and 72 : 12 --Y C satisfying (1. ), (2. ) and 
(3. ) we must have ry1i, ni2 = Miinl2, by Lemma 3.2.1 below. ) 

Given ro >0 (which was fixed above) we define zk, _ := roe2'(k_1)/" and zk, + :_ 
eIri/"zk, _ for kE Z/uZ, so that the zk, + are in the attracting directions of fo, and the Zk, _ 
are in the repelling directions. See Figure 2.1. 

Lemma 2.2.2 (Fundamental regions for fo) For iE Z/v7L and sEp. 3 
{+, -} let ryas, fo be the maximal trajectory passing through zti, 5 for the vector 
field 

z= i{fo(z) - z]. 

Then 7i, 3, f is well defined on R and 7i,,, f (t) E Ko for all teR. Also 7,8,10(t) --* 
0 as t -+ ±oo for each iE Z/vZ. None of these paths intersect one another. 
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In addition, if we define fý 
s, j0 := 'yz, s, fo(R) (for all i, s), then for each i 

we have that f& 
, +, fo) lies "inside the loop fi, +, fo U {0}, " and f (eý, 

_, fo) lies 
"outside the loop Qj, 

_, fo U {0}. " 

We denote by Si, 5, f the closed set bounded by £j, 
s, fo UfU {0}. See Figure 2.2. 

We also denote by Sj"s, fo the set Si, s, f,, 
\ {0}, and we call this the fundamental region. 

Z,. + " 
I y Alý 

ýIvr y Ar IC- 

Tr-, 
ýt 

ýtr 
Ar AC 

Lýyý 

ýrr 
0 'z' 

y x w *- 

4 

Z ,+ 

Figure 2.1: We show the dynamics of 
fo(z) = z+z3? u fo(z) close to the fixed point 
0, along with the attracting and repelling 
directions. 

S, 
,,, 

s, 

-", v1, +, 11 

!, -, 0 

Figure 2.2: The fundamental regions for 
fo(z) =z+ z3u10(z)" 

The Main Lemma in the introduction (or Lemma 3.3.13) gives us the existence of the 
incoming Fatou coordinates 4)i, +, f(, : S10 -4 C and outgoing Fatou coordinates (Di, -, f, : 
Si', 

-, f(, -* C (where ie Z/vZ). These are unique up to addition by a constant. The 

existence is proved by a different method in [Mi, Thin. 7.7]. 

2.3 Fundamental regions, Fatou coordinates and 
gate structures for f 

Given an iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -} and fE 
. 
A/o, we let 'yß,, 9, f: I --> C be the rnaxiinal solution 

of the vector field i[f (z) - z] (defined on K0) satisfying 2',, f(O) = z,,,. Also let 
ti, 

s, t := 7i, s,! (I). 

The "Continuous dependence of solutions" (see Theorem 3.3.9 below) tells us that if 
fE 

. IVJ and No is sufficiently small, then all forward and backward trajectories for the 

vector field z= i[f (z) - z] will enter the open disc Dro/2 (since the same is true for fo). 
More specifically, for any iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -} there are some T_, T+ so that 

T_ <0< T+, ',,, f(T_ ), yz, s, f(T+) E Dro12 
. 

(This is because the same is true for fo, amid 
Dr012 is open. ) See Figure 2.3. 
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z/. + 

Zz,. 

Z2, + 

Figure 2.3: 

ZI. 
- 

Definition 2.3.1 (Well behaved, W! 3) We say that fE No is well behaved 
if every forward and backward trajectory for the vector field z= i[f (z) - z] 
passing though the points z2,, stays in Dr0/2 once it has entered that disc. 

More specifically, for each iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -} there are some 
t_, t+E11 such that t_ <0<t+and 

t_)) C Dr012, 
tl) C Ko \ Dro/2 an (I 

12,9,1 
((t+, 

Too)) 
C Drop. 

We let WB :={fE No f is well behaved}. 

10 

The topology of WB is looked at briefly in §2.9. The reason that we restrict our 
attention to maps in WB is that they will have "fundamental regions" with associated 
"Fatou coordinates" which are fairly easy to construct. 

Let iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -}. If limt, +,, 'y,, 1(t) exists then we let 

'YZ, s, f 
(+oc) :=t li ý ryi, s, f 

(t) 

And similarly, if limt, 
_. ', 1(t) exists then we let 

'Yi, s, f(-oo) := lira 'yý, s, f(t)" t-4-Oo 

Both ryi, s, f(+oo) and yi, s, f(-oo) will be fixed points for f (if they exist). 
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Proposition 2.3.2 (Combinatorics for well behaved maps) If fEp 37 
W13 then the following hold. 

1. Every trajectory yi, s, f(t) converges to a fixed point (close to 0) as t --+ 
±00. 

2. For any fixed point o off in KO, there is some iE Z/vZ ands E {+, -} 
such that either yi, s, f(+oo) =a or 'yj, s, f(-oo) = a. 

3. For all iE Z/v7L we have yi, _, f(+oc) = ryZ, +, f(+oo) and 'y;,, _, f(-oo) _ 

4. For each iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -}, either the closure of £Z,, s, f is home- 
omorphic to a circle (in which case yj, s, f(+oo) = yi,,, f(-oo) is a mul- 
tiple fixed point), or there is a unique jE Z/vZ so that the closure of 
Qi, s, fU £3, j, f is homeomorphic to a circle, where ssE {+, -}. 

5. For any iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -} we have £j, s, f fl f (ea, s, f) = 0, and 
the closure of Pi,,, fUf (fi, s, f) is a Jordan contour which bounds a closed 
Jordan domain Si, s, f. These Sti, s, f (for the various i, s) can only intersect 
one another at the fixed points (which lie at their end points ryj,, s, f(+oo) 
and yz, 9, f (-o°)). 

We set S', s, f := SS, s, 1 \ {yz, 9, f(+oo), 'y2, s, f(-oo)}. We call these sets the fundamental 
regions for f, 

Notice that if a= ryz, 3, f(+oo) (for some iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -}) then either a is a 
multiple fixed point, or Im f(v) >0 and "the dynamics of f rotate anti-clockwise around 
a. " (See Remark 3.3.2 below. ) Similarly, if a= yi, s, f(-oo) then or is either a multiple 
fixed point, or Im f'(a) <0 and "the dynamics of f rotate clockwise around v. " 

We can now define the gate structure for an fE W13. 
Definition 2.3.3 (Gate structure, gate(f)) For an fEW! 3 we form the 
vector gate(f) = (gatel (f ), ... , gate� (f)) where 

j if QE, +, fU Pj, _, f is homeomorphic to a circle; gatei (f) :_* if Qz, +, f is homeomorphic to a circle. 

This is well defined (by Proposition 2.3.2) and in the particular case of fo, we 
get gate(fo) = (*, 

... , *). The ith gate is said to be open if gatei (f) *, and closed if gatei (f) 

Definition 2.3.4 (Admissible and W13(G)) Note that although every gate 
structure has an associated vector GE {1, 

... , v, *}", not every such vector 
corresponds to an admissible gate structure. 

Let us draw a circle and place along it points labelled in anti-clockwise 
order (1-), (1+), (2-), (2+), 

... , 
(v-), (v-y-). A vector G=(G1,... 

, 
G, ) E 

{ 1, ... , v, *}" is said to be an admissible gate structure if for each jE Z/vZ 
there is at most one iE Z/v7G such that Gi = j, and if we can draw non- 
intersecting lines on the disc between each pair (i+), (j-) for which Gi = j. 
See Figure 2.4. 
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Let 

Admissible := {G E {1, ... , v, *}" IG is admissible} and 
W13(G) :_ If E W13 I gate(f) = G}. 

(Note that when in this paper we write GE Admissible, Gk will denote the 
loth entry of G, where k=1, ... ) v. ) 

lz. -f /---\ 1, +f 

ý ßf(f) 
Ist gate 

2nd gate lý 
_f 

11, 
+j is closed y lý 

f 

o(f) 

(a) 

(2+ 

(c) 

(I-) 

13 
_> 2% "ý 13, 

+J 
(b) 

(2+ 

(d) 

(f-) 

12 

Figure 2.4: In (a) we have the picture of the arrangement of £z,, q, f, 's when gate(fl) = 
(2,1, *), and the fixed points Qo(fl), al (fi), a2(fl) are labelled. In (b) we have the picture 
forgate(f2) = (1, *, 3), again with the fixed points ao(f2), o'1(f2), o2(f2) labelled. (c) and 
(d) are schematic representations of the gate structures shown in (a) and (b) respectively. 

Proposition 2.3.5 (All gate structures are admissible) If fE W13 p. 41 
then gate(f) E Admissible. 

Remark 2.3.6 In Figure 1.1 the maps associated with (a), (b) and (c) are all well 
behaved and have gate structures (*, *), (l, 2) and (1, *) respectively. 

Remark 2.3.7 The reason that we choose to restrict our attention to maps in W! 3 is 
that for any fE W13 there is a simple way of constructing our fundamental regions, using 
the trajectories 7i, s, f. 
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Figure 2.5: We show the trajectories ryl, +, f 
and lyl, _, f through (zl, + and zl, _ respec- 
tively) for the vector field z= i[f (z) - z], 
for a certain non-well behaved map f close 
to f0(z) =z+ z2. (The shaded disc is 
D,. 

012. 
) yl, ±, f(t) converges to a fixed point 

as t -4 moo, but eventually tries to leave 
Ko ast -foo. 

(b) (c) 

Figure 2.7: In (a) we show the arrangement of the ti, Y, f's Ibr an fi E W13((l, *)). It is 

possible to split apart the double fixed point of f1 to give some f2 E Wß((1,2)) close to 
fi, as shown in (b). It is also possible to perturb fi to give an f3 E Wß((2,1)) as shown 
in (c). (It is quite clear that we do not have Hausdorff upper semi-continuity when we 
perturb fi to give an fE W13((2,1)), and in fact there is a "mini parabolic implosion. ") 

13 

Z/, i 

Figure 2.6: We show the trajectories ryi, +, f 
and 'yl, _, f through (zl, + and zl, _ respec- 
tively) for the vector field z= i[f (z) - z], 
for a certain non-well behaved map f close 
to fe(z) =z+ z2. Although f is not well 
behaved, ryi, +, f(R) U (I[8) will still be 

a Jordan contour homeomorphic to a cir- 
cle (which is what one would find if f were 
well behaved). 
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Notice however that for a particular fE W13 there may be many ways of picking a 
family of Jordan paths {ryi, s :R -a Ko}ti, s such that yz, 9(0) = zi, s for all i, s and such that 
Proposition 2.3.2 is still satisfied (where 7i, s, f is replaced by yi, 5 for each i, s). For each 
such family there will be associated fundamental regions {Si', 

3}i, 8 and an associated gate 
structure G' E Admissible (and perhaps Fatou coordinates defined on the sets {SS, 8}i, 8). However it is quite possible that G' # G. 

As a result f may have more than one possible gate structure. In fact it would seem 
that any fE No will have at least one possible gate structure (with associated Fatou 
coordinates). To avoid ambiguity we restrict our attention to well behaved maps, which 
will have only one "natural" gate structure determined by {yi, s, f}i,, s. 

Proposition 2.3.8 (Numbers of fixed points and open gates) Suppose F p-. 
that GE Admissible has r <_ v open gates (i. e. #{i E Z/vZ I Gti *} = r). 
Then every fE W13(G) will have exactly r+1 fixed points in Ko. 

Also for any iE Z/VZ, sE {+, -} there will be some ml, m2 EN (depen- 
dent on G) such that 

mult(f, 'Yi, s, f(+OC))= ml and mult(f, 'Yj, s, f(-°°)) = m2 

for any fE W13(G). (That is, the multiplicity of the fixed points yz, s, f(+oo) 
and ryas f(-oo) off will be ml and m2 respectively. ) 

Suppose that G has r<v open gates. Then Proposition 2.3.2 parts (2. ) and (3. ) 
implies that for every fEW, 3(G) we can label the r+1 distinct fixed points of f using 
the following algorithm: 

(1. ) Let m: = 0 and i: = 1. 
(2. ) If l(i, _, f(-oc) has not already been labelled then let or,,, (f) (-oo) and let 

mm+1. 
(3. ) If ryti, _, f(+oo) has not already been labelled then let a,,,, (f) := ryi, _, f(+oo) and let 

m. =m+1. 
(4. ) Let i :=i+1. 
(5. ) If i<v then go back to step (2. ), or else if i=v then stop. 

Therefore for any fE W13 we have oo(f) := yl, _, f(-oo). Also, notice that by Proposi- 
tion 2.3.8 above, fH mult (f, am(f )) is constant on W13(G) for each m=0, ..., r. 

45 Proposition 2.3.9 (Continuity of the maps fH ok(f)) Fix GEP. 
Admissible with r open gates and for fE W5(G) define oo(f ), ... , Q, (f) using 
the above algorithm. 

Then fH C/ (f) is continuous on WC3(G) for each k=0, ... , r. 

Proposition 2.3.10 (The space of well behaved parameters is open) p. 45 
Fix GE Admissible with r open gates. Give (CT+1 the Euclidean norm, and 
the space of holomorphic maps f{ (as defined in Definition 2.1.1) with the 
compact-open topology. Then we give Cr+' x }{ the product topology. 
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Let the mo,... , mr EN be those multiplicities such that mk _ 
mult(f) Qk (f )) for all fE W13(G) and k=0, ... , r. Now define 

fs, 
u(z) =z+ (z - so)m0 ... (z - Sr), T u(Z) 

where s= (so, 
... , sr) E C''+1 and uE 1I is a holomorphic map defined in a 

neighbourhood of Ko. Then 

P(G) := {(s, u) E C''+1 xfI fs, u E WB(G)} 

is open in Cl+' x W. 

Whether or not the sets P(G) are connected (probably) depends upon our choice of 

, 
No. (See §2.9 below. ) 

Importantly, we have the following Proposition, which actually follows immediately 
from Corollary 2.7.2 and Proposition 2.4.5 below. 

Proposition 2.3.11 (fo is a limit point of W13(G)) Given any GE 
Admissible there is a sequence { fk}k>, o in W13(G) which converges to fo (with 

respect to the compact-open topology). 

Theorem 2.3.12 (Existence and continuity of Fatou coordinates) p- 8- 1 

Let fE W13, iE Z/vZ and s E{+, -}. 
1. There exists an analytic univalent map I)i, 

s, f 
defined in a neighbourhood 

of Si".,, f, satisfying 

eils, f 
(z) +1 if zE Pi, 

s, f' 
ý`2.1ý 

This is unique up to addition by a constant. (That is, for any two such 
functions (PI, 4D2, the function 11)1 - '2 is a constant. ) We call this a 
Fatou coordinate of f. 

2. The Ecalle Cylinder, Ci, 3, f = SS, s, fl 
If obtained by identifying z and f (z) 

for all zE Q1, s, f, is conformally isomorphic to the cylinder C/Z via 
[z] fH [4)i, s, f(z)]z (where [z] f denotes the equivalence class of zE Si',,, f 
in S, ', 

3,1/f, and [w]z denotes the equivalence class of wEC in C/Z). 

3. For each GE Admissible, the map fH Si, 9, f is Hausdorf, ' continuous 
on W13(G), but only Hausdorff lower semi-continuous on W13. (The 
compact-open topology is used on W13 and W13(G). ) 

4. There is a normalisation of the Fatou coordinates such that f ý-+ ((Di, 9, f 
Si',,, f -+ C) is continuous on W8 (using the compact-open topology on 
both sides). 

We will always use the "preferred normalisation" of the Fatou coordinates, which will 
be introduced later in Theorem 2.4.11. This normalisation satisfies Theorem 2.3.12 part 
(4. ). 

Definition 2.3.13 (The sets Uß, 3,1) Let fE W8. Then if we have 
gate%(f) =j* we let Uz, +, f= UU, _, f be the open Jordan domains bounded 
by the closure of f-2(Pz, +, f) U f2(fj, 

_, f). 
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Figure 2.8: We show typical Ui,,, f and Si, s, f when gate(f) _ (1, *). Notice that Ul, +, f = 
Ul, 

-, 1. 

If gatei (f) then we let Ui, +, f be the open set bounded by the closure 
of f -z (Qi, +, t) 

And if gatek(f) j for each kE Z/vZ then we let Uj, 
_, f 

be the open set 
bounded by the closure of f 2(Qj, 

_, f). Notice that we will always have Si',,, fC Ui, s, f, and that for all i, jE Z/V 
we have U2, +, f= Uj, 

_, f if and only if gatei(f) = j. See Figure 2.8. 

Proposition 2.3.14 (Extending (Di, s, f to U;,, 5,1) 
Let fE W13, iE Z/vZ p. 48 

ands E f+, -j- 
1. We can extend the Fatou coordinate (defined on Si',.,, f) to give an analytic 

map (Di, 9, f : Ui, s, f -* C satisfying 

<pz, s, f 
(f (z)) 

_ 
bi, 

s, f 
(Z) +1 if z, f (Z) E Uä, 

s,, %, 

and I i, S, f is unique up to addition by a constant. Also we have Ui, s, f/f = 
S=, S, fI If = Ci",! - 

2. fH ((I)Z,,, f: Ui,,, f -* C) and f ý-+ Ui,,, f are continuous on Wß(G) 
for each GE Admissible. (However neither is continuous on WB, and 
f Ui, 

s, p is not even lower semi-continuous. ) 

2.4 Lifted phases and I-indices 
From now on we use the "ýýreferrcýl normalisation" for the Fatou coordinates (which 
is introduced properly in Theorem 2.4.11 below). Using this nornialisation the map 

fH (41i, 
s, f: Si', 

s, f --> (C) is continuous for each i and s. The preferred normalisation is 
fixed in such a way that the lifted phases defined below can be calculated by the simple 
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formula in Theorem 2.4.11. 

Definition 2.4.1 (Lifted phase, Ti(f )) Recall that if fE W13(G) and 
Gi =j 54 * then 4i, +, f and -ýDj, _, f are both defined on U2, +, f= Uj, 

_, f and 
differ by a constant (since Fatou coordinates are unique up to addition by a 
constant). 

Therefore the lifted phase for the ith gate 

T= ýf) (Ilj, -, f - (. Di, +, f if j= Gi 54 *, 
0) if Gi = *, 

is well defined. 

The value of the lifted phase (for a open gate) gives us some idea of what happens 
to an orbit passing through this gate. For instance, - Re Ti (f) is roughly the number of 
iterations it takes for a point to pass though the ith gate. (Compare [Do, Prop 17.3]. ) 

Also if Im f (f) »0 (resp. Im(f) « 0) then an orbit going through the ith gate 
tends to be pushed towards the fixed point yi, +, f(+oo) on the upper side (resp. 7i, +, f (-oo) 
on the lower side). 

More specifically we have the following. (Compare [Sh2, Prop 3.2.2]. ) 

Remark 2.4.2 Suppose that fE W13(G) and Gi =j0*. For each zE Si', 
-, f there is 

a unique positive integer N such that f n(z) E Uz, +, f for all n=0, ... ,N and f N(z) E 
Sj', 

-, r 
\ ej, -, f . Also 

, Dj, -, f (f'(z)) = ýi, +, f(z) +Tz(f) + N. 
Proposition 2.4.3 (Continuity of the lifted phase) For each iE Z/vZ, p. 49 
f ý-+ Ty (f) is continuous as a map from Wß -3 U. 

Remark 2.4.4 For any fE Wß(G) it can be shown (see Lemma 3.7.4 below) that if 
Gi A* then 

ReTz(f) <-1 21 «0. 
0 

Proposition 2.4.5 (The size of the ith gate) If fEW! 3 has Gi :*p. 49 
then the distance between the fixed points o"(f) := yi, +, f(+oo) and ae(f) 
yi, s, f(-oo) on either side of the ith gate will be bounded by the inequality 

lcru(f) -7E(f)l l< 
tonst 

I ReTj(f)J11" 

for some constant dependent only upon v. 

Remark 2.4.6 Proposition 2.4.5 implies that given a sequence {fk}k in W13(G) satisfy- 
ing 

" Re fi (fk) --4 - oo ask-4 +oo for each i with Gti *; 
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" oo(fk) -0and ufk-ýufoas k-++oo; 

we have fk-4 fo ask-4+oo. 
Note however that we can have a sequence { fk }k 1 in W, 3(G) satisfying ft (fk) I -4 +oo 

for each i such that G. *, but such that fk 74 fo. (For example, this happens if we have 
fE W13 ((1, *)) and a sequence {A }k_> 1 in W1 ((2,1)) converging to f. See Figure 2.7. ) 

Now we introduce the-index which will be used later in the formulae for the lifted 
phases in Theorem 2.4.11. 

Definition 2.4.7 (Definition of the j-index, j(f, a)) If QE Ko is a fixed 
point off E No and m := mult(f, o) is the multiplicity of Q then we let 

-2 ri if m=1, M, 0, ) log f It 
27ri " (f, a) -zI if m>1, 

where we always take Im log(. ) E (-ir, ir], and t(", ") is the holomorphic index 
defined in Definition 2.1.2. We call j(", ") the 3-index. (This like t(", ") is a 
conformal invariant. ) 

Lemma 2.4.8 (Continuity of the-index and holomorphic index) If 
UC KO then both the maps 

fH J(f, a) and f i-p 1] t(f, a) 
o=f(o)EU a=f(v)EU 

are continuous in a neighbourhood of fl E No if fl has no fixed points on OU. 

Notice that if a is a simple fixed point of fE No, then in notation of [Sh2] we have 
j(f, Q) _ -ý where e2''1a = f'(Q) and Rea E (-2,2]. 

3-index: behaves in very much the same way as the holomorphic index. In fact, 
if we have a sequence fk of maps, each with a simple fixed point Q(fk), such that 
fk'(a(fk)) --> 1 as k --ý +oo then 

3(fk, o(fk)) = 2iri " [t(fk, Q(fk)) - 21] + o(i) 

as k --> +oo (where in = mult(fk, v(fk)) =1 for all k). 

Remark 2.4.9 If a is a simple fixed point of f, then it is attracting if and only if 
Im 3(f, a) >0 and repelling if and only if Im 3(f, a) < 0. 

A multiple fixed point a of f is parabolic-attracting (in the language of [Ep] and 
[EY, Appendix A]) if and only if Im 3(f , a) >0 and parabolic-repelling if and only if 
Im3 (f, a) < 0. 

Lemma 2.4.8 above implies that if f has a parabolic fixed point a, then when we 
perturb f we get at least one attracting or parabolic-attracting fixed point close to a. 

Also if a is a simple fixed point of f then the dynamics of f around it will "rotate 
anti-clockwise" (see Remark 3.3.2) if and only if Re j (f, a) < 0, and "clockwise" if and 
only if Re j(f, u) > 0. 

p. 48 
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Definition 2.4.10 (Fixu(i, f) and Fixe(i, f)) Suppose that fE WB, iE 
Z/vZ and gate1(f) *. Notice that bv the definition off being well behaved, 
D, 

072 
\ Ui, +, f has two components. (See Figure 2.9. ) We denote by Upper(i, f) 

the component which contains rye, +, f(+oo), and by Lower(i, f) the component 
which contains yi, +, f(-oc)" 

We can then decompose the set of fixed points Fix(f) :_ {a E Ko 
f (o, ) = a} into the disjoint union Fixe (f) Li Fixz (f) by letting Fix(i, f) 
Upper(i, f) n Fix(f) and Fix'(i, f) := Lower(i, f) n Fix(f). 

In some sense, Fixu(i, f) is made up of those fixed points in KO which are 
above the ith gate, and Fixe(i, f) is made up of those below. 

19 

Figure 2.9: We show the closed set Upper(3, f) which contains the black fixed points 
which constitute Fixu(3, f). We also show Lower(3, f) which contains the white fixed 

points which constitute Fixe(3, f). 

Theorem 2.4.11 (Formula for the lifted phases) Suppose that we have p. 56 
fE W8(G). There is a preferred normalisation of the Fatou coordinates (so 
that Theorem 2.3.12 part (4. ) is satisfied) such that if Gi #* then the lifted 

phase of the ith gate is given by 

Tiff) -(+ 

EcEFix' 
(i, f) I (f, 17) if aO(f) ý Fixu(i, ), 

l- EFix<(i, f) 3(f' 5) if ao(f) 0 Fi! (i, f)" 

This preferred normalisation will always be used fron now on. 
Proposition 2.4.12 (Bijections between lifted phases, j-indices and p. 58 
holomorphic indices) Suppose that GE Admissible has r open gates, and 
let a,,..,,,. E Z/vZ be such that {ai, 

... , a, } = {i I Gz 0 *} and ai < a2 < 
< a,.. (Note that for i, jE Z/vZ we say i<j if and only if there are 

i', j' E {l,..., v} such that i=i'+vZ, j= j'+uZ andi' < j'. ) 
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For fc W13(G), let 
T(f) 

:= Tarlf)...... ar`f)) 
E Cr, 

P(f) c7i(f)), ... '3(f, 0'r(f))) E cr and 
Q(f) :=.. sýýfQrýf))1 E Cr. 

Then there is an invertible linear map B=B (G) : C' -4 Cr so that T (f) = 
B(P(f)) for all fE W13(G). There is also an invertible holomorphic map 
M= M(G) (defined on a subset of Cr) so that P(f) = M(Q(f)) for all 
fE WB(G). 

Therefore, if fl, f2 E W8(G) we have 

T(fl) = T(f2) P(fl) = P(f2) Q(fl) = Q(f2). 
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Recall that f (5Pt, s, f: Si',,, f --4 C) is continuous on Wß. In particular it is true 
that (4)i, 

9, t : Si, 
81 1 --ý C) converges to (4)i, 

s, fo : Si', 
s, f(, --* 

C) as f 
-* 

fo. 

However when we extend the Fatou coordinate to Ui, 9, f we no longer have continuity 
on all of W, 3 since f ý-+ Ui, 3, p is not even lower semi-continuous on W5. Therefore 
the fact that a sequence { fk}k, l in W13 converges to fo does not necessarily imply 
that (1 i, 9, fk : Ui, 9, fk -4 C) converges to (ýDi, 9, fo : UU, 8,10 -4 C) as k --3 +oo (even when 
fk E W8(G) for all k> 1). However, we do have the following: 

Proposition 2.4.13 (Equivalent convergence criteria) Suppose that we 
have a sequence { fk} in W13(G) converging to fo. Then the following are 
equivalent: 

1. Refi(fk) -- -oo as k --+ +oo for every iE Z/vZ such that Gti # *; 
2. SZ,,, fk -> Si,,, fo as k -+ +oc for each iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -}; 

Uä, 
+, f,, U U9, 

-, f,, ifs =+ and j= Gi 
3. Ui, $, lk Uz, 

-, 1o U Uj, +, fo ifs =- and 3js. t. Gj = i, 
UZ, 3, fo otherwise 

ask-3+oo foreach iEZ/v7G and sE {+, -}; 
ýi, 

s, fk Ui 
s fk -ý C converges to ci, s, f0 : Ui, 

s, fa -+ C as k --* +oc for each 
iEZ/vZandsE{+, -}. 

p. 58 

In fact given any sequence { fk}k in W13(G) such that u f,, -4 uf,,, ao(fk) -a 0 and the 
real parts of all the lifted phases (of the open gates) converge to -00, then we must have 
fk -4 fo (by Lemma 3.7.8 below). 
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2.5 The Lavaurs map g, and (fo, g), J(fo, g), K(fo, g) 
Proposition 2.5.1 (The Partial Lavaurs map) Fix fa(z) =z+F. 58 
z"+'ufa(z). There exists i>0 such that if 

0EP, 7 = {w' I arg(w -, q) t> 31r/4} 

then 

h B oý : Sz', 
+, fo -*K0 i, 7, e '=ý1-1, fo oT 

is well defined, injective and analytic, where TB(w) :=w+B. (The preferred 
normalisation is used for the Fatou coordinates. ) We call this a partial Lavaurs 
map and it satisfies 

fo o hij, 
B = h'i,. 

7, e+1 = hi, 
7, e ° 

fo (2.2) 

where both sides are well defined. 
Now let GE Admissible with and Gi # *. If there is a sequence fk in 

W13(G) and a sequence of integers Nk -+ +oo such that Nk +Ti(fk) -+ BEP, 7 
as k -- +oo, then 

k 
flý` 

'4 
hi, 

7,8 
(2.3) 

in the compact-open topology. 

The following Corollary follows easily (and no proof will be given). 
Corollary 2.5.2 In the case where fo is a rational function (or entire func- 
tion) for any BEC it is clear that 0-mE Pq if m>0 is a large enough 
integer. Therefore 

== f, 
is well defined. Thus we can use the relation (2.2) to extend hi e to the whole 
of 

8(i, fo) :_U f0 (Sz, +, so) _U fa -(Uz, +, fo), kEZ M >, O 

which is the parabolic basin of the ith attracting direction. This extension still 
satisfies (2.2) and (2.3). However it will not be infective since all pre-images 
of the critical point(s) of fo in ß(i, fo) will be critical points for hi, 1 B. 
Definition 2.5.3 (The Lavaurs map g and "fk approaches (fo, g) ") 
Let GE Admissible, and (Ok, ... , 9. ) be a vector with 9i E P, 7 if Gi *, and 
di = oo if G=*. We can define g= g(G; B1, ... , B�) : UiEz/vz SS, +, to `* C by 

9(z) 
hg, 3, B% 

(z) if Gi 

0 if Gi = *. 
We call g the Lavaurs map and define the gate structure of this to be gate(g) := 
G. This g will still commute with fo, and if fo is a rational function (or 
entire function) then it can be extended to the whole parabolic basin 8(fo) 
UiEZ/vz ß(i, 

. 
fo). 
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fo(z) 
"z fö'(z 

" G, +; (z) 
"z 

y 
I G, (z) o: "0 
1-ý, G0(z) 
G, (z) 

f (z) 
Z 

f2(Zýý" 

" 

""" CffM'Z) "ý1 

. ý. ý 

Figure 2.10: On the left we show the attractive and repelling directions for fo(z) = z+z3. 
The black dots show the orbit of a point z under (fo, g), where gate(g) = (1,2). (The 
white dots show the effect on this orbit of adding i to Bi. ) On the right we show the orbit 
of z under fk. Note that All (z) Go (z). 

We say that the sequence fk approaches (fo, g(G; Ö1, 
... , 

B�)) if fk E WL3(G) 
for all k, fk fo as k -+ +oo and [TZ(fk)]z -> [Bj]z as k --+ +oc for every i 
with Gi *. 

Corollary 2.5.4 (Consequence of fk approaching (fo, g)) Suppose that 
we have a Lavaurs map g= g(G, Bi, 

... , 
O�) : D(g) -3 C associated with fo. 

(D(g) may be the set UiSi"+, fo or the domain of an extension still satisfying 
fo og=go fo where both sides are well defined. 

If fk approaches (fo, g) then for each iE Z/vZ such that gatei(g) 
there is a sequence of integers Nkr) such that N, (') + FF(fk) -* Bi and 

N(') 
fk -* g uniformly on compact subsets of D(g) n Ui, +, fo" 

Suppose that we have a sequence of rational maps fk - fo, where fo is also rational. 
Given az in the parabolic basin of 0, the orbit of z under fo converges to 0 along some 

attractive direction. However the orbit of z under fk (where k is large) approaches the 
vicinity of 0 roughly along the same "attracting direction" and then leaves the vicinity 
of O along one of the repelling directions. 

Suppose that fo is a rational map. Suppose that g(G; Hi, 
... , 

B�) is a Lavaurs snap for 
fo. Then 

:= g(G, O1 +c,..., 8� + c) 
is well defined on the whole parabolic basin for any cEC (where "oo +c= oc"). An 
admissible pair of integers is a pair (rn,, n) satisfying either m>0, it >0 or rra > 0,1 E Z. 
We order the set of admissible pairs by saying that 

(m, n) < (m', 7 i) (rri < m') or (in = 7n' and n< n') 

For an admissible pair (m, n) we define 

[-p. -5-9 

fn oGp ifn>, 0, 

l GnOGO` ' 
lfil<0. 
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Compare [DSZ, §2]. (Note that for a particular z in the parabolic basin of 0, gm'n(z) 
is well defined if and only if ga'b(z) E ß(fo) for all (a, b) < (m, n). Also the domain of 
definition of gm>" is open. ) 

Then the orbit of a point z under (fo, g) is defined to be 

{g"' "(z) I (m, n) is admissible and ga, b(z) E B(fo) for all (a, b) < (m, n) }. 

Note that this orbit only depends upon the class of the values Bti in C/Z (for those i with 
Gi *). If fi approaches (fo, g) then orbits for fk converge to orbits for (fo, g) in the following 
sense: if gm, n (z) is well defined then there is a sequence of integers Mk --* +oo such that 
fk k(z) -> gmn (z). See Figure 2.10. (In fact fk k gm" uniformly on some compact 
neighbourhood of z. ) 

The Lavaurs map can also be considered as taking "incoming orbits" for fo and sending 
them to "outgoing orbits. " 

Definition 2.5.5 (The Julia-Lavaurs set and filled Julia-Lavaurs 
set, J(fo, g), K(fo, g)) If fo is a polynomial, then we can extend g to the 
whole parabolic basin of 0. We can then define the filled Julia-Lavaurs set for 
(fo, g) and Julia-Lavaurs set for (fo, g) as 

K(fo, g) {z I gm(z) E K(fo) for all m> 0} and 
J(fo, g) := ÖK(fo, g). 

respectively, where J(fo) is the Julia set of fo and K(fo) is the filled Julia 
set of fo. Note that zE K(fo, g) if and only if the orbit of z under (fo, g) is 
bounded. 

These sets actually only depend on the phases Oi = [Bj]Z (where Gi *) 
of the Lavaurs map. See Figure 2.11. 

These K(fo, g) and J(fo, g) are related to accumulation points of the sequences 
{K(fk)}, and {J(fk)}k in the Hausdorff metric, when fk approaches (fo, g). We can 
prove the following Proposition and Corollary (by generalising proofs in [Do]). 

Proposition 2.5.6 (Convergence to J(fo, g) and K(fo, g)) Suppose that 
fo(z) =z+ z"+1 + O(zv+2) is a polynomial of degree d with no indifferent 

cycles other than 0, and that we have a sequence of degree-d polynomials 
{ fk}k>, l which approaches (fo, g). 

Then we must have 

a(J(fo, s), J(fk)) --ý 0 

a(K(fk), K(fo, s)) -ý 0 
as k -+ +oo, where ä(., .) is the Hausdorf semi-distance in Definition 2.1.4. 

Corollary 2.5.7 (Limit points of {J(fk)}k and {K(fk)}k) Recall from 
Definition 2.1.4 that Comp*(t) (the set of compact non-empty subsets of U, 
together with the Hausdorff metric) is compact. Thus if fo is a degree-d poly- 
nomial and { fk}k, >l is a sequence of degree-d polynomials which approaches 
(fo, g) then {J(fk)}k and {K(fk)}k must have some respective accumulation 
points, J* and K*. 
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If g is non-trivial (that is, if gate(g) 54 (*, ... , *)) then we then must have 

J(fo) C J(fo, g) 9 J* 9 K* 9 K(fo, 9) C K(fo) " 
Clearly if J(fo, g) = K(fo, g), then we must have J(fk) -a J(fo, g) and 
K(fk) -+ K(fo, g)" 

2.6 The return map and renormalised multiplier 
Suppose fE W13 and that a' := 'yj, _, f(+oo) is a simple fixed point of f. Then if 
zE Sj', 

_ f 
is sufficiently close to au there is some least integer p= p(z) >1 such that 

f '(z) EKo for every i=0, ... , p, and f(z) E Sj"_, f. (See Figure 2.13, and see the proof 
of Lemma 3.4.4 below for the existence of such a p. ) 

There is an induced map from "the upper end of Cj, 
_, f" 

back to Cj, 
_, f. 

Since Cj, 
_, f is 

isomorphic to C/Z, this induces a map k f") : {[w]z E C/Z 1 Im w> M} --ý C/Z (where 
M>0 is large), such that '0")([w]z) = [4Dj, 

_, f(fp(z))]z if w =. j, _, f(z) and zE Sß, 
_, 1. 

(Compare this with fZ f'u) which is defined in Lemma 3.4.4 below. ) 
Now since C/Z is isomorphic to C* = C\ {0} via 7r([w]z) e2"tiw, there is an induced 

analytic map called the return map R( 'u) := 7rok(f'u)o7r-1 : {z E C* I jzj < e-27rM} -+ C. 
In the same way, if at = yk, _, f(-oo) is a simple fixed point of f, and if zE Sk, 

_, f 
is 

sufficiently close to at then there is some least integer q= q(z) >1 such that fi(z) E KO 
for every i=0, ... , q, and f q(z) E Sk, 

_, f. 
There will again be some induced Return map 

( 'e) : {z E C* I Izi > e27rM} -4 C* (if M>0 is large enough). 
Proposition 2.6.1 (Renormalised multipliers) Suppose that fE WB. p. 59 
If au := 'yj, _, f(+oo) is a simple fixed point then R f'u) (as constructed above) is 

well defined and extends analytically to 0 so that Rf'")(0) 
= 0. The multiplier 

at 0 is (7Z f'u))'(0) = e2ai1(f>(u). 
Also if o : =l yk, _, f 

(-oo) is a simple fixed point then R( 'e) is well defined 

and extends analytically to oo so that (, t) (oo) = oo. The multiplier at oo is 
(p(. ¬))/(00) 

= e27H3(f, ol). 

So if am(f) yj, _, f(+oo) (resp. Qm(f) := 7j, _, f 
(-oo)) is a simple fixed point then we 

can let )'m(f) f (resp. Am(f) (7Zf't))'(oo)) without ambiguity. We call 
these A, (f) the renormalised multipliers for f. They are given by Am(f) - e2"'3if °m(f)) 
(provided that 7,, (f) is a simple fixed point). 
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Figure 2.11: Here are K(fo, g) for f0(z) =z+ z'; and three choices of' y with gate(! ]) - 
(1, *). The first has a repelling "upper-right" virtual multiplier, with the upper critical 
point escaping. The second, again has a repelling upper-right virtual multiplier, but the 
upper critical point tends to a (generalised) attracting period cycle. The third has an 
attracting upper right virtual multiplier. (See Proposition 2.6.1. ) Compare these with 
the filled Julia sets in Figure 2.12. 

Figure 2.12: Here are three filled Julia sets K(f), where f is well behaaved, a, nd of the 
form f (Z) =z+ z2(z - Q). These roughly correspond to the three K(f0, g) shown above 
in Figure 2.11. Each has a fixed parabolic basin of roughly the same shape. If g is a 
Lavaurs map with gate structure (1, *) and we take a sequence fk approaching (fo, g), we 
find that the parabolic basin becomes "pinched" into two pieces as k -a +oo, as we can 
see in the "limit" filled Julia sets shown in Figure 2.11. 

ýý 
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U 

2U 

Figure 2.13: There is a small neighbourhood U of v" such that for every zE Sj"_ f 
Sý 

-f 
f1 U the orbit of that point will circle ýu and eventually fall in Sj, 

_, f again. 

Proposition 2.6.2 (Limits of return maps and renormalised multi- p. 60 
pliers) 

1. Given a Lavaurs map g= g(G; 01, 
... , 

B�) (associated with fo) where G 
has r <, v open gates, we can find values cp,,,, E C/Z (1 <m< r) 
so that a sequence fk ---ý fo in WB(G) approaches (fo, g) if and only if 
[g(fk, Um, (fk))]Z -4 V,, ask --ý +oo for each m=1, ... , r. 

2. Suppose that fk approaches (fo, g) and 7j, -, f 
(+oo) (resp. 7j, _, f(-oo)) is 

a simple fixed point for all fE WB(G). Then there will be a map R( fý 
9) 

defined in a neighbourhood of 0 (resp. R(f'ö 9) defined in a neighbourhood 

of oc) so that R(j, u) 
--> R(', ") (resp. 7Z(l, e) IZ04ý as k -+ +oo. A (fo, s) A (fo, 9)3. 

If fk approaches (fo, g) and Q, n (f) is a simple fixed point for all fc 
Wß(G) then A�. (fk) -4 .A 1(fo, g) = e21ri`p" . 

We call these A�, (fo, g) the 
renormalised/virtual multipliers for (fo, g). 

. 4. If gate(g) has no closed gates then the product of all the virtual multipliers 
for (fo, g) is 

exp(27ril(fo, 0)) = exp(-4ir2(1(fo, 0) - i' )), 

The above limit rriaps R( foie can be defined in terms of the Ecalle transformations 
(see Definition 3.4.5) and the values [BI]z, ... , [B�]z where g= g(G, BI, ... , B�). 

Notice that for a simple fixed point we have I Al (f) I<1I f'(Q, 
n(f 

)) I<1 

and IAm(. f)I >1 If'(o"n(. f))I > 1. 

Remark 2.6.3 If fo is a polynomial and (fo, g) has an "attracting" virtual multiplier 
A. 

a(o, g) (i. e. IA,,, (fo, g)I <1 for some in), then this will have its own "attracting hasin" 

in K(fo, g). (c. f. [La], [Do] and [Zi]. ) 
It can be deduced (using the collapsing trap argument in [Do, §G]) that if fk approaches 

(fo, g), and K(fo, g) is made up only of pre-images of basins of (super-)attracting' (gen- 
eralised) periodic points or attracting virtual multipliers for (fo, g) then 

11 (fo, g) 
ku 

ni K(fk) and J(f0, g) = hhrn J(fk)" 
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(This is the case for "almost every" polynomial fo and associated g. ) 
No study of the connected components of K(fo, g) will be carried out here, but one 

can compare [La], [Do] and [Zi]. It would seem that the results and proofs contained 
there can be generalised with suitable adaptions. 

2.7 Realising maps with particular gate structures 
and lifted phases 

Recall that for every fE No there is an analytic map uf: KO --f C close to u f,, such that 
f can be written 

(Z)= z+ (z -30) ... 
(Z - sL)uf(z), 

for some so, ... , s� EC close to 0. 
We can restrict our attention to a holomorphic family of maps of the form 

fs(z) =z+ z(z - 81) (Z 
-s 

)ve(z) (2.4) 

where s= (s1,. .., s�) E CV lies in some small neighbourhood N(0) C C' of 0= (0, ... , 0) 
and the family {VI}SEN(o) satisfies 

" ve E Ii is defined in a neighbourhood of Ko for each sE N(0); 

" vo = Ufa; 

"s i--* vs(z) is holomorphic for each zE Ko; 

" vs = ve, if s, s' E N(0) are permutations of each other. 

It is clear that fs does not depend on the ordering of s. Then let 

'7 '- lfeJ BEN(0)' 

This holomorphic family .7 is assumed to be fixed throughout the rest of this section. 
Now let He be the left half-plane {w I Re w< -ý} where ý»0. Given GE Admissible 

we can let 
HH ifGi 34 H(G, ) := Ml x"""x M� C UV where Mi :_ loo} if Gi = 

Theorem 2.7.1 (Infectivity of T) If T: WB(G) n. F --ý ýV is defined as P. 87 

then T is injective, and there exists ý,, ý2 >0 such that 

H(G, ý, ) c T(WL3(G) n. F) C H(G, C2). 

In fact if A' is chosen suitably then j, and e2 can be chosen so that e1/e2 1. These 
will both then be roughly (2" - 1) 

ýT . 0 
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Corollary 2.7.2 (Existence of f (G; Bl, ... , 
6, )) F p-. 

For all (0j, ... , 
&, ) E H(G, ý1) there exists a unique f=f (G; 91 i ... , 9�) E 

W13(G) fl F such that 

T(f) = (61, ... , 
BY). 

2. The map (01,., 9,,, z) Hf (z) is holornorphic as a map from H(G, ý1) x 
Ko-C. 

Corollary 2.7.3 (Every (fo, g) is approached by some sequence { fk}) p. 87 
Suppose that fo has an associated Lavaurs map g= g(G; D(g) --ý 
C. 

Then we can find a sequence { fk}k>, 1 in W13(G) n .F approaching (fo, g), 
and such that fk -+ g as k -4 +oo. 

Note that the above Corollary is much stronger than simply saying that there is a 
sequence fk approaching (fo, g). This is because (see Corollary 2.5.4) "fk approaches 
(fo, g)" only implies the existence of sequences of integers Nazi -4 +oo for each iE Z/VZ 

N(`) such that fk I -+ g uniformly on compact subsets of D(g) n Uti, +, fo 
Theorem 2.7.4 (Simultaneous orbit correspondence) Suppose that for FP- 879 
all i, jE Z/uZ we have compact sets Xi C Ui, +, to and Yj C Uj, 

_, fa, and that 
ai :. M -+ Xi and bj : No -+ Y are continuous maps for each iE Z/vZ. 

For a large enough ko there is a unique sequence { fk}k>, ko in W13(G) n 
such that 

1. fk (ai(fk)) E Ui, +, fk for all m=0, ... ,k and iE 7G/VZ; 
2. ff (ai(fk)) = b3 (fk) for each k ko and i, jE Z/vZ with Gi = j; 

and we have fk -4 fo. 

Remark 2.7.5 If fo is globally defined and we have the situation in Theorem 2.7.4, there 
will be a Lavaurs map g which is well defined upon the whole of the parabolic basin (of 
0 for fo) such that 

fk 9 

in the compact-open topology. However, if fo is not globally defined then we can 
only be sure that the "Lavaurs map" g is well defined in some neighbourhood of 
{a, (fo), ... , a, (fo)}. 

2.8 Parameterisation of the well behaved maps 
Theorem 2.8.1 (Injectivity of T#) If T# : WC3(G) -3 Uv xCx1 is p 90 
defined as 

T*(f) 
"= 

(T, (f), 
---IT, 

Ml0,0(f), Uf) 

then T# is injective. 
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Also, there exists some large ý1i ý2 > 0, some small 61,62 >0 and some 
small neighbourhoods . /V, (u fo), N2(u fo) of ufa such that 

H(G, e1) x Day x Ni(ufo) C T#(Wß(G)) C H(G, 6) x Db2 X N2(ufo)" 

This Theorem implies that WZ3(G) is parameterised by the set T# (Wß(G)). 

Corollary 2.8.2 (Existence of f (G; 61, ... , 8,,; oo; u)) p. 90 

1. For all o, u) E H(G, C1) x Db, x Nl (u fo) there exists a unique 
f=f (G; 91, ... , 8,,; oo, u) E W13(G) such that 

co, u>. 
2. The map (B,,. .., 8,,, oo, u) f (z) is continuous as a map from 

H(G, ý, ) x D61 xJV (uto)-*fl" 

We can then make the definitions 

W13*(G) := {f E Wt3(G)) 'T#(f) E H(G, ýi) x Di, x Nl(ufo)} 

and 

WB* :=U wB* (G). 
G 

By Theorem 2.8.1 we really do not loose anything if we consider the space of maps WB* 
instead of WE. All the results up to now will still hold if we replace "WE" and "Wt3(G)" 
by "Wß*" and "WB*(G). " 

The topology of each Wt3*(G) is very easy to understand since it is basically the same 
as that for H(G, ý, ) x Da, x M, (u f,, ). 

2.9 Additional comments 
The topology of VVB and WB* 
First we consider the topology of W13*. The following statements hold (although we give 
no proofs). 

1.1 /5* and W13* n. F are neither open nor closed. 

2. If GE Admissible has no closed gates then WB*(G) and Wli*(G) nF are open (in 
No and A/ fl F respectively). 

3. If GE Admissible has one or more closed gates then Wß*(G) C BWß* and WB*(G)n 

.Fca 
(wß* n Y) . 

4. Suppose that G, G' E Admissible are distinct and that Gz = Gi for each iE Z/VZ 
such that Gi # *. Then WB (G) c oWB*(G') and WC3*(G)n. F Ca (WB* (G') n. F) . 
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5. W8*CJVoand WB*n. F cNo. 
6. W1i* (G) and W13* (G) n 'F are path connected and simply connected. 

Statements (1. )-(4. ) certainly hold if we replace W13* by WB. When we consider (5. ) 
we find that although W8 fl .7C 

Ho, we have Wß* 5t Ho. However if No is suitably 
chosen then fE äW13 n äNo will imply that uf is "relatively far away from u10. " It 
seems likely that (6. ) is also true for W13. 

A much strengthened version of part (4. ) is the following. Suppose that G, G' E 
Admissible are distinct and that Gi = Gi for each iE Z/uZ such that Gi L *. If a 
sequence { (o 

, ... , 9M) }k in H(G', e1) converges to E H(G, Cl) then 

f (G'; Bik),..., 8'kýý -4 f(G'; 

as k -4 +oo. 
If fE OW5nko then either G := gate(f) has a closed gate, or there is some iE Z/vZ, 

sE {+, -} such that 7i,,, f intersects and is tangent to the circle äDr0/2 at some point. 
It is a little unfortunate that W13 depends upon the choice of ro. By decreasing (resp. 

increasing) the size of ro we would effectively shrink (resp. enlarge) the set W13. 

Remark 2.9.1 It would be nice to take ro as large as possible. The condition for f to be 
well behaved is really a condition on the vector field z= i[f (z) - z]. If f is a v+ 1 degree 
polynomial, then the vector field is globally defined and in some sense it is possible to 
use ro = +oo and zi, s := oo for each i, s. (This is basically what is done in [DES] and the 
proof of Lemma 3.7.13. ) 

The non-well behaved cases for "ro = +oo" will then be those polynomial vector fields 
which have one or more "homoclinic links. " Such cases are degenerate (and belong to a 
set with "small dimension"). Note however that if f is "well behaved for ro = +oo" then 
this does not imply the existence of fundamental regions for f. 

Examples in the parameter space 
Let us consider the family of maps fe(z) = z2 +c close to fi/4(z) = z2 + 4. Then the set 

C7, = {c I if fe(w) =w then i Im t(f, w) f>qj 

is a cardioid. By Corollary 3.7.5 and Lemma 3.7.4 below there must be some >0 
such that 

C, 7+C{cI fcEWB}CC,? 
_. 

See Figure 2.14. 

As another example, if we consider the maps ha (z) =z+ z2 (z - a) where a is close 
to 0, then 

C' = {a I if ho(w) =w then I Im t(ha, w) I> rý} 
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Figure 2.14: The boundary of the Mandle- 
brot set is shown, and the shaded region 
shaped like a cardioid is the set of parame- 
ters c corresponding to well behaved maps 
f. 

iý 

Figure 2.15: The boundary of the connect- 
edness locus is shown, and the shaded re- 
gion shaped like a four-leaved-clover is the 
set of parameters c7 corresponding to well 
behaved maps ha. 

forms a four-leaved-clover. Once again, we find that there are some Ti_, 77+ such that 

C'+ C {a hQ E WB (G) where GE {(1, *), (2, *), (*, 2), (*, 1)}} C C',, 
_ 

See Figure 2.15. Each of the "leaves" corresponds to one of the gate structures (1, *), 
(2, *), (*, 2) and (*, 1). 

As a final example, suppose that f (z) :=z+ z(z - st) ... 
(z - s�), and that f'(sk) E 

D(iE, 2e) for k=1, 
... , v, for some small E. Then Im 1, (f, 3k) = Iin ß_11(. k) 

> 2L for all k. 
Also note that t(f, 0) + b(f, si) +"""+ t(f, s�) = 0. 

Corollary 3.7.5 implies that fE WB. In fact, since si,... , s, are all sinks and 0 is a 
source for z= i[f (z) - z], only one gate structure is possible, and this will be (l, 2, ... 
Thus fE 3'Vß((1,2,..., v)). 

Unfinished business 

Throughout this paper we have been considering a holornorplric germ fo with a multiple 
fixed point, and maps close to this. 

A related problem is to consider an fo which has a parabolic cycle of period k, whose 
multiplier is a qth root of unity. Then (after conjugating by some affine reap) either 
fö `' = id or fö 9 is of the form 

ff q(z) =Z+ Zvq+l + O(, Zvq+Z) 

In the case where k=1, v=1 and q>1, the persistence of Fatoii coordinates for f 

close to fo is dealt with in [Shl, §7]. 
For general k, v, q the results in this paper generalise easily, except for those in §2.7 

and §2.8. (We simply have to say that an f close to fo is well behaved if and only if fk`' 
is well behaved when treated as a perturbation of fo v) 
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The results from §2.7 and §2.8 do not have straightforward generalisations-for in- 
stance not every admissible gate structure vector (of length vg) can be realised by some 
f k9. However, it does seem probable that well behaved maps close to fo can be parame- 
terised in terms of the lifted phases (and some extra information). 



Chapter 3 

The Proofs 

3.1 Preliminaries 
Proof of Lemma 2.1.3 on page 7 (Definition and continuity of fu f) uf is 
clearly analytic upon KO \ {ao, ..., o, �}. It is quite easy to show that uf is also analytic 
at the fixed points. (For instance one can consider the Taylor expansion of f (z) -z at 
Sk, and note that (z - sk)mk is a factor. ) 

Now assume for contradiction that there is a sequence fk -3 fo and zE D(fo) \ {0} 
such that lu fk (z) - u10(z) l>e for all k and some e>0. It would then follow quite 
easily that fk(z) - fo(z)I > Izl'+1E/2 for sufficiently large k, a contradiction. Thus 
u fk (z) -+ u10(z) for every z#0. The fact that uf -+ u f,, in the compact-open topology 
follows quickly. 0 

3.2 Fundamental regions and Fatou coordinates for 
A 

Proof of Lemma 2.2.2 on page 8 (Fundamental regions for fo) First of all, we 
need to know that these solution curves actually do exist and are unique. Any analytic 
function with bounded derivative must be Lipschitz by the Mean Value Theorem. So we 
can use the following proved in [BR]: 

Theorem 3.2.1 (Existence and uniqueness of solution curves) Sup- 
pose that the function Z(z) is defined and continuous in the closed domain 
Iz - zol <K and satisfies the Lipschitz condition there. Let M= sup IZ(z)I 
in this domain. Then the differential equation 

z= Z(z) 

has a unique solution satisfying z (to)= zo and defined on the interval It -toI K/M. 

Remember also that for any autonomous differential equation as we have here (i. e. 
z depends on position but not time) the trajectories will never intersect, unless they 
coincide everywhere. 

33 
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Let iE Z/vZ and sc f+, -J. On the set Pi,, :_ {z E Ko \ {0} !I arg(z/zi, 3)I < 
37r/4v} we make the change of coordinate 

w=I(z) , vz" 
and in this coordinate we get an Fi, 5 with F1,8 :=Io fo o IJPi18, 

Fi, 
s(w) =I (fo(z)) _ -1 

(1 + z' + 0(z"+1)) 

= w(I - -L + (? (w-1-1/v)1-v 
. vw 

= w(1 +w+ O(w-1-1/")) 

=w+1+ as w -- ý oo. 

If define r 
,, 8, fo =Io ryi s fo then we will have 

ri, 
s, fo(t) = Ill7isfo1týý7i, 

s, fo(t) = 
Z[fOZY+i z] 

= 226fo(z) i, 

where z=y;, s, fo(t). 
So I'Z, f, fo (t) will be an almost vertical line in the w-coordinate, passing through wti, t := 

I (zi, f) = +1/vrö E R. Thus F2,, 10(t) -+ oo as t --> ±oo, implying that yj, t, fo (t) --> 0 as 
t -+ ±oo (since w= oo corresponds to z= 0). 

Since r= ri, t, fo is an "almost vertical line" through ±1/vrö, ar(t)) is always large 
and we must have Fi, 9(w) -- w+1. This implies that F(IR) cannot intersect Fi, s(r(R)), 
which in turn implies that y(R) does not intersect fo(y(R)). 

Since z -+ 0 when w -+ oo, the £Y, ±, fo must be loops with their ends at 0. U 

3.3 Fundamental regions, Fatou coordinates and 
gate structures for f 

Before giving a proof of Proposition 2.3.2 we have to do some ground work. 

3.3.1 Sinks and sources 
Lemma 3.3.1 Suppose that a is a fixed point of the analytic map f: Ko --+ C 
and there is an E>0 for which s< arg[ f'(o) - 11 < 7r - E. Then the following 
hold. 

1. In a sufficiently small disc, B, centred on a, the dynamics of f rotate 
anti-clockwise around o-that is, for every zEB 

2 <arg. 
f(z)-z 

<7r-2. 
z-Q 

2. If 'y : [0, +oo) -a C is an analytic path satisfying z= if f (z) - z] and 
there is some tl >0 so that y(tl) EB then 7(t) EB for every t> tl 

and 7(t) -- Q exponentially as t -4 +oo. 
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Figure 3.1: 

ft 

Proof. We use the fact that if B is very sinall we have 

6 

f (Z) 

01 

z= [f (z) 
- z] - 

[(Q) 
- o, ] 

N- [f (z) 
- zl = 

no-) 
- 

1, 

z=o 

so we can say that for zEB 

< arg 
f(z) -z< ir - 2. 

z-Q 

Thus when y(t) EB (see Figure 3.2) 

'Y(t) 
<22 -7+2< arg 

0, 
l 

and 

35 

d I? '(t) - 0,1 < -I-At) I sin 2< -constl-'(t) -'7I, 
for some small tonst >0 depending on the size of B. Therefore 1-y(t) - QI -4 0, and the 
decay is exponential. 

It is therefore clear that 1. and 2. are satisfied. 

Remark 3.3.2 We can see that if o is a fixed point, then Ini f'((T) >0 implies that the 
dynamics off will rotate anti-clockwise around a. Similarly Iin f'(a) <0 iinpliCs that 
the dynamics off will rotate clockwise around a. 

Notice also that if a is a simple fixed point then (see Figure 3.2) we have Iui f'((7) > 
0 I'll t(f, a) > 0, and Im f'(a) <0 Tin r. (f, (7) < 0. 

Also we can see from Figure 3.2 that Re f'(a) >0 implies that trajectories for 
i[f (z) - z] will spiral anti-clockwise around a, and if Re f'(a) <0 then the tnijectories 
for z= i[f (z) - z] will spiral clockwise. 

As an immediate corollary we have 
Corollary 3.3.3 If we have fEXo, then each fixed point or E Ko with 
Im f'(a) >0 will be a sink of the vector field z= i[f (z) - z], and any fixed 

point a' with Im f'(a') <0 will be a source. 
In fact, these will be the only sinks or sources in Iio. 

Figure 3.2: 
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3.3.2 Limit cycles 

36 

We start with the following Lemrna, which gives a good description of the flows z= 
f(z)-zand z=i[f(z)-z]on Ko\Dr014. 

Lemma 3.3.4 Let fE No and consider the change of coordinate w=I (z) 

-1/vz" on 

Ri, ± = {z E Ko \ Dro/4 II arg(z/zi, ±) I< 3ir/4v}. 

Then the push forwards of z=f (z) -z and z= i[f (z) - z] on R,, t will be 

, w-f(Z) -z, ^-, 1 and w-2[f(Z)-z]gý: i 
zv+l zv+i 

respectively on 

Q± := I(Ri, t) = {w 1 II(ro/4)j < iwi < II(2ro)1,1 arg±wj < 37r/4}. 

Therefore trajectories for z=f (z) -z (resp. z= i[ f (z) -z]) will be mapped by 
I to "almost horizontal lines" (resp. "almost vertical lines"). (See Figure 3.3. ) 

Note that the union of all the R;, 8 
forms the annulus lio \ D,. 

0/4. 

+ 

I---- 

I- 

---º -- 

Q. =1(R1. -) 
Figure 3.3: On the left we show the trajectories for the vector fields z= i[f (z) - z] and 
z=f (z) -z outside a disc centred upon 0. (f is close to zHz+ z3. ) The trajectories 
for z= i[f (z) - z] are shown by solid lines, and those for f (z) -z are shown by 
dotted lines. On the right we show the image under I(z) --- of those trajectories 
which intersect R1, 

_. 

Proof. The calculations are fairly sitraiglitforward. 0 

The Poincare-Bendixson Theorem says that any solution curve of an autuiioirnolls 
differential equation which stays within a compact subset of the plane for all tiiue timst 
either converge to a fixed point or accumulate along a limit, cycle. By a limit cycle we 
mean a periodic solution of the vector field, the trail of which foruls a closed loop. 

'" ýR, 
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Lemma 3.3.5 (No limit cycles for fE Wß) Suppose that fE No has a 
limit cycle Lo for z= i[f (z) - z] which is contained in the interior of KO. 

Then every point sufficiently close to Lo also lies on a limit cycle, which 
has the same period. Thus if a trajectory ry for z= i[f (z) - z] accumulates 
along a limit cycle then 'y is itself a limit cycle. 

Proof. We will suppose that Lo(t) := Y(zo) is a limit cycle with period p (that is there 
is a minimum p>0 such that Lo(p) = Lo(0)). Since the flows X3 and Yt commute we 
will have Yp(X3(zo)) = X3(Yp(zo)) = X, (zo), implying that XS(zo) is also a point on a 
limit cycle of period p (where zo E Lo(R) and s> 0). 

It is easy to show that for any z sufficiently close to Lo there will be some small 
sER such that Xs (z) E Lo, so the Lemma is proved. 0 

Remark 3.3.6 For fE No, any limit cycle Lo C Ko will wind around exactly one simple 
fixed point a. The multiplier will lie on the real line: f(a) E R\{1}. Every point "inside" 
Lo other than a will also lie on a limit cycle with the same period. 

We can also show that every point close enough to a simple fixed point a satisfying 
f'(a) E (0, +oo) \ {1} will belong to a limit cycle of period -27rt(f, a) = 2ir/[ f'(a) - 1]. 

3.3.3 Combinatorics: Proofs of Props 2.3.2 and 2.3.8 
Now we are ready to give the proof of the first Proposition. 

Proof of Proposition 2.3.2 on page 10 (Combinatorics for well behaved maps) 
We know that since f is well behaved, every singular point for the vector field ,z= 
i[f (z) - z] is a fixed point for f. 

Therefore the Poincare-Bendixson Theorem and Lemma 3.3.5 ensures that if f is well 
behaved then every forward and backward trajectory through the zi, ± will converge to a 
fixed point in Dr012. So (1. ) is proved. 

We now cover every sink (for z= i[f (z) - z]) with a small "black disc, " so that any 
forward trajectory which enters that sink will stay inside for all time, and converge to 
the associated sink. A multiplicity r+1 fixed point of f will also be a multiplicity r+1 
fixed point of the analytic map Yl, and each of the r attracting directions for the map Yl 
can be covered by an open "black petal" (see [Mi, §7]) which is forward invariant under 
Y1. Any forward orbit which enters one of these petals will converge to the associated 
multiple fixed point. The multiple fixed points and the sources we mark with a single 
"white" point. See Figure 3.4. 

Importantly, we have marked out exactly v+1 black and white "objects, " since there 
are v+l fixed points counted with multiplicity. We let "D := Dr012\{the black objects}. " 
Notice that D is connected. 

We know that no forward trajectory will converge to one of the white objects, and 
that any trajectory which converges to a multiple fixed point will eventually enter and 
stay in one of the black petals. Therefore, for each i, the line yy, +, 1(R) enters a black 
object. 
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je 

Figure 3.4: For a multiplicity 5 fixed point, 
we cover the fixed point itself by a white 
dot, and the 4 attracting directions of Y1 by 
4 black petals. These petals are forward in- 
variant under Yl. Notice in particular that 
there number of objects marked is 5, which 
is the same as the multiplicity of the fixed 
point. 
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Figure 3.5: The four forward trajectories 
{ryi, 

+, f(t) 
It> 0} between them share two 

"black fixed points" at their ends. These 
forward trajectories will then chop Dro/2 \ 
{ao,..., 0'4} into v-s+1 =4-2+1 =3 
pieces. Each of the three pieces must con- 
tain exactly one "white object" which will 
have to serve as the limits of the backward 

trajectories. 

We want to know how many components there are of 

D': = D\U `Yi, +, f([o, +oo))" 
iEZ: /, Z 

Let s denote the total number of black objects which are converged to by at least one of 
these forward trajectories. 

We try to calculate the number of components of D' by taking it step by step. For 
each of the s black objects we start by marking out just one of the forward trajectories 
which enter it. So s forward trajectories have been marked, and D will still be in one 
piece. However each time we mark out one of the remaining v-s forward trajectories, 
we are effectively chopping one of the remaining pieces of D in half. As a result, the v 
trajectories of the form rye, +, f([O, +oo)) will chop D into exactly I+ (v - s) pieces. 

Into each of these v-s+1 of D', we can see that there will be at least one backward 
trajectory from one of the zi, +, which (by Poincar(, -Bendixsou) converges to it "white 
object. " Thus each of the it -s+1 components of D' contains at, least one white object, 
which is converged to by at least on backward trajectory. 

Therefore we have shown that s black objects are entered by the forward trajectory 
from some zi, +, and that at least v-s+1 white points are converged to by at least one 
backward trajectory from some So a total of at least s+ (v -s+ 1) =v+1 objects 
have been used, and we know that there are only v+1 objects in total. Thus there is 
exactly one white point in each of the v-s+1 pieces of D'. 

(2. ) is proved. 
Take z_ = 7, _, 1(t) E Dro/2 for some large t>0. Then there will be some so 

(which is roughly 2/vrö) so that z+ :=X,, (z-) E . £i, +, f. (Make the change of coordinate 
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Figure 3.6: The shaded region in the above figure is the set P. The point c in Lq(R) n 
3D,. 

012 is close to one of the repelling directions for fo at 0. 

"tn _ -1/vz" to see this. ) Now since Y, (z+) converges to a fixed point a, we can easily 
show that Xso (Yt(z+)) -Y (z+) -4 0 as t -ý +oo, and so } (z_) = Xso oY (z+) -+ or. This 
implies that ryZ, _, f(t) -+ Q. In the same way we can show that 2' _, f(t) and rye+l, +, f(t) 
must converge to the same fixed point as t --+ -oe. Thus (3. ) holds. 

Now we prove part (4. ). Fix iE Z/uZ and consider ryi, +, f. If ryi, +, f(+oo) _ 'yi, _, f(-oo) 
then there is nothing to prove. So we assume that, yi, +, f has distinct fixed points at its 

ends, and aim to show the existence of some jE Z/vZ such that 'y, _ ,f 
has the same fixed 

points at its ends. 
Now let LS(t) := XS('y, +, f(t)) for all s>0 for which this is well defined. Since Xs 

and Yr commute, LS will always be a trajectory for z= i[f (z) - z], and it has the same 
ends as Lo = rye, +, f. Let P be the closed set of points bounded away fron infinity by 
L0(R) U äD,. 

012. 
(See Figure 3.6. ) 

We assume for contradiction that L8(R) is well defined and contained in P for all 
s>0. Then we set 

c: = UL5(R) 
s>0 

which will must exist and be contained in P. 
8C\L0(lf8) has some slightly strange properties- it is almost invariant under the flows 

for z=f (z) -z and z= i[f (z) - z]. More specifically, for every zE äC \ L0ý(R) and 
a small enough e>U we have X. o iý(z) E äC \ L0(lf8) fror all . 5, tE [-E, E]. I lo vever, 
if E is very sinall and z is not a singular point for either of the orthogonal vector fields 

f (z) -z and i(f (z) - z] then the set { X, o1 t(z) stE [-t, +t ]} should be 

a deformed square, and certainly cannot be contained in DC. This implies that z is a 
singular point for one (and in fact both) of the vector fields, so it is a fixed point, for f. 
But this contradicts the fact that there are only finitely many fixed points in KO, and 
infinitely many zE DDC \ Lo(R). 
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Thus L3 (R) cannot be contained in P for all s>0, so we set 

q: =inf{so>01Ls(R) CPVs<so}. 

Lq(R) intersects the circle OD,. 
o12 i and is easily shown to be tangent to that circle at some 

c= Lq(to) E äDro/2 where to E R. 
Let I(z) := --- . 

Then Io Lq is tangent to ODII(,. o/2), at I(c). Lemma 3.3.4 implies 
vzI that (I o Lq)'(to) i, so I(c) is close to either +JI(ro/2)1 or -II(ro/2)I. Now notice that 

if e>0 is small then Lq_e(to) E Dr012. Therefore Io Lq_E(to) EC\ DII(ro/2)l, and by 
Lemma 3.3.4 it is just to the left of I(c). Thus Io Lq(to) is close to -II(ro/2)1. This 
implies that there is some jE Z/vZ such that c is close to 2zß, _. 

(See Figure 3.6. ) 
With a little more work we can show that there is an a>0 such that Lq+, = 7ý, _, f 

as required. (See Figure 3.6. ) 
Part (5. ) is assured by Lemma 3.3.7 below. U 

The final part of proof of Proposition 2.3.2 (part (5. )) is given by the following 
Lemma. 

Lemma 3.3.7 (Existence of fundamental regions) If fEW, 3 then for 
every iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -} we will find that if 7= yi,,, f and = y(R) 
then we get f fl f (e) =0 and f (f) C Ko. 

Thus the fundamental regions Si',,,, f is well defined for each iE Z/v7G and 
sE {+, -}. These fundamental regions are pairwise disjoint. 

Proof. Let 

, 
S* = S2, 

s, f 'U 
Xa(Q) 

_U 
Xa 0 Yb(zy, 

s). 

aE[0,2] (a, b)E[0,2)xR 

It is easily shown that S* C Ko = DZro, since £C D3ro/2 and IXa(z) - zI « ro for any 
aE [0,2] and zE D3,. 012. We want to show that for each zE S* there is a unique (a, b) E [0,2] xR such that 

z= Xa o Yb(zi, 8). 
Suppose for contradiction that there is some aE [0,2] and some distinct b, b' ER 

such that Xa o Yb(zi,, ) = Xa o Yb, (zi, s). But this would imply that t i-+ X,, o Yt(zi, 9) is a 
periodic solution of z= i[f (z) - z]. And since the flows Xa and Yt commute, this would 
imply that ry is a periodic solution, which we know cannot be true. 

Now assume for contradiction that there are some distinct a, a' E [0,2] and some b, b' 
(not necessarily distinct) such that Xa o Yb(zi,,, ) = Xa, o Yb, (zi, 

3). 
Then it is easily shown 

that z0 := Xa_ai (zi, 
s) = Ybl_b(zi, 3). 

But then it is clear that zo is "fairly close" to zi, 3 
(since ja - a'j < 2), so zo E£\ Dr012. This contradicts the definition of f being well 
behaved. 

Thus it is indeed true that for each zE S* there is a unique (a, b) E [0,2] xR such that 
Z= XaOYb(zi, s). Thus 1(z) := fz,. 

a f 
is well defined on S* and ý (XaoYb(zi, 

s)) = a+ib W-C 
for each (a, b) E [0,2] x R. Thus T: S* -4 [0,21 + ilia is bijective. 

We can show that J(2) = iR and that Tof (z) '(z) +1 for any zE£ (see the 
proof of Lemma 3.3.13 below). Thus lY of (f) (1 qy) = 0. And since IF is bijective this 
implies that f (Q) nf=0 as required. Also Si',,, fCS, 3,1 C Ko. 
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Now we need to show that the sets Si',,, f are pairwise disjoint. It is clearly sufficient 
to show that all the Ssf are pairwise disjoint. 

We can use that same kind of argument as above to show that if S3,1 l Sz, 
9, f :, 6 0 

where (i, s) (i', s') then there will be some tER such that 'y, 3(t) is close to zi,, 9i, 
which again implies that f is not well behaved, another contradiction.   

Proof of Proposition 2.3.5 on page 12 (All gate structures are admissible) 
This comes from Proposition 2.3.2 and some simple combinatorics 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.3.8 on page 14 (Numbers of fixed points and open 
gates) Consider a "simple tree structure" as shown in Figure 3.7. It is simple combina- 
torics to show that if there are r lines, then there are r+1 nodes. 

Proposition 2.3.2 implies that for any fE W13(G) the topological picture of 

U £j, +, f U Fix(f) 
Gi#* 

where points in Fix(f) are treated as "marked nodes" will be a simple tree structure. 
Thus there are indeed r+1 fixed points. 

A 

Not a "simple 
tree" 

Figure 3.7: On the left is a "simple tree. " The picture on the right is not a simple tree 
because it contains a closed loop. 

Suppose that a has multiplicity m+1>1. Then it will have m attracting directions 
(and m repelling directions) and using Lemma 2.2.2 (and a suitable affine change of 
coordinates) we can find m incoming fundamental regions for flu, where U is a small 
neighbourhood of o,. There will be associated trajectories Pk (k = 1, ..., m). Using 
the same arguments that we did in the proofs of Lemma 3.3.5 and Proposition 2.3.2 we 
can show that for each k=1, ... ,m there is some iE Z/vZ, and rx, ry ER such that 
7i, +,! = Xrx oYry oPk. Thus 'Yi, +, f(+00) ='Yt, +, f(-oo) (since pk(+oo) =Pk(-t))" 

Also for iE Z/uZ there can be no distinct k1, k2 E {1, 
... , p} such that Pk, and pk2 are 

both "associated" to yi, +, f. (It is not too hard to show this by looking at the topological 
picture. ) 

Thus for a multiple fixed point a of f 

"simple tree" 

mult(f, o) =1+ #{i ! 
7i, +, f(+00) = 7i, 

-F, f 
(-oo)J. 
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So since the topological picture of all the £ti 3,1's and fixed points is uniquely determined 
by gate(f) we see that mult(f, ryi, s, f(foo)) can be calculated from gate(f). U 

3.3.4 Stability of trajectories: Proofs of Props 2.3.9 and 2.3.10 
We would like to know that the forward and backward trajectories for the vector field 
which tend to fixed points will be stable under perturbation of the vector field and the 
starting point (as long as the fixed points do not split apart). We first prove the following. 

Lemma 3.3.8 (No splitting of fixed points on VVl3(G)) Let a(fl) be a 
fixed point of fl E W13(G), of multiplicity m>1. Suppose that B is a small 
open neighbourhood of u(fl) so that B contains no other fixed points of fl. 
Then any fE No sufficiently close to f1 will have m fixed points in B counted 
with multiplicity. 

However, if when we perturb fl in W13 so that the multiple fixed point 
oa(fl) splits into more than one distinct fixed point, then the gate structure 
will have changed. 

As a result there is a continuous map fN u(f) defined in a neighbourhood 
of fl in W13(G) such that a(f) is a fixed point off of multiplicity m. 

Proof. If f is close enough to fl on äB, then Rouche's Theorem tells us that f (z) -z 
has the same number of solutions in B (counted with multiplicity) as f, (z) -z in B. 
Thus f has m fixed points in B. 

Now suppose that fl E WB(G) and that the fixed point u(ff) is of multiplicity m>1. 
We assume for contradiction that fE W13(G) is very close to fl, and contains at least 

two distinct fixed points of f in B. 
If a(f1) splits when we perturb fl to get f, then there will be some fixed point 

, ß(f) EB of f of multiplicity strictly less than m, and such that ryzo, so, f (+oo) _ , ß(f) for 
some io E Z/vZ and so E {+, -}. 

We can restrict fl to a small neighbourhood of o (fl). There will be an affine map 
A(z) = az +b such that h1 :=Ao fl o A-1 is of the form h1(z) =z+ zm+l + O(zm+2) 
Trajectories for z= i[fl(z) - z] will be mapped by A to trajectories for z= i[hl(z) - z]. 
So then we can apply Lemma 3.3.10 to hl, which implies that ryto, so, f, (+oo) = a(fl)- 
However then the fixed point u(f1) = ryzp ,o fi (+oo) of f, has multiplicity in, and the 
fixed point 0(f) = rytio, so, f(+oo) off has multiplicity strictly less than m. This contradicts 
Proposition 2.3.8 and our assertion that gate(f) = gate(fi). 

As a result "fixed points cannot split, " so Rouche's Theorem implies that f i-+ C(f) 
is continuous in some neighbourhood of fl in W13(G). U 

The following standard theorem (c. f. for example [BR]), is used in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3.10 below and elsewhere. 

Theorem 3.3.9 (Continuous dependence of solutions) Let DCC and 
f, g: D -* C be continuous. Also let z(t), w(t) be differentiable solutions of 

i=f(z) and w= g(w) 
on an open interval I containing to. 
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If f is k-Lipschitz in D and If (z) - g(z) I<µ for all zE then 

l z(t) - w(t)l <I z(to) - w(to)I ekl t-tot +k (eklt-tol _ 1) 

for tEI. 

Lemma 3.3.10 Suppose that hE No where No is a very small neighbour- 
hood of fo(z) =z+ z"+1 u fo (z), and that fH zo(f) E D5ro/4 \ D3r012 is contin- 
uous on No. For fE No let pf be the maximal trajectory for z= i[f (z) - z] 
with pf(0) zo(f). 

If ph (t) E D5TO/4 \ D3ro/2 for all t>0 then p f,, (t) -* 0 as t -a +oo. 
Proof. Notice that if ph([O, +oo)) E D5ro/4 then pf([0, +oo)) E Ko for all f close to fo. 
Also, (by Poincare-Bendixson) Ph must converge to some fixed point in Dro/2 as t --3 +oo. 

We let {gt}tE[o, l) be a path in a small neighbourhood of fo, such that go = fo and 
gi = h. We call the small are contained in ODro/2 which connects £j, +, f to £j, 

_, f the "ith 
entrance" for f. See Figure 3.8. 

We know that Ph will cross the ith entrance for some i. (That is to say that ph enters 
D,. o/2 "between Qt, +, f and In fact ph will be almost perpendicular to the ith 
entrance as it crosses it. Also for any f close to fo, any trajectory for ,z= i[f (z) - z] 
which crosses the ith entrance will do so almost perpendicularly. See Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8: 

Clearly when we perturb h to give fE WB, we will still have pf crossing the ith 
entrance (for f) by the smoothness of the pf and Theorem 3.3.9. It can be deduced that 
as we vary t from 1 down to 0, p9, will still always cross the ith entrance (for gt). 

Therefore p f. crosses the ith entrance for fo. It is then simple to show that pp, (t) -ý 0 
(since we will be able to write p fo (t) = Xs °o ýyi, +, to (t + r) for some rER, s>0, where 
Xs° is the time-s flow for z= fo(z) - z). 0 
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Lemma 3.3.11 (Stability of trajectories) Suppose that we have an an- 
alytic function fl D -3 C with a fixed point a(fl) of multiplicity m, and an 
analytic path ryfl : [0, +oo) ---4 D which solves 

Z= i[fl (z) 
- zJr 

'Yf, (0) = zo(fi) E D, and 'yfl (t) -3 oo(fl) as t -3 +oo. 
Suppose also that MC fl is a family of analytic maps (together with the 

compact-open topology) such that in a small enough neighbourhood of fl in 
M there is a continuous function f u(f) such that c(f) is a fixed point of 
f with multiplicity m. Also let fH zo(f) be continuous in a neighbourhood 
of f1 in M. 

For each hEM let yh denote the maximal trajectory for 

z= i[h(z) - z], 
with yh(0) = zo(h). Then we have yf(t) -4 a(f) as t --+ +oo, for every fEM 
which is close enough to fl. 

We will also have that f º-+ yf([O, +oo))U{o(f)} is continuous with respect 
to the Hausdorff metric on a neighbourhood of fl in M. 

Proof. We will first consider the case when or(fl) is a simple fixed point. We already 
know that this fixed point is a sink for z=i[fi (z) - z] (by Remark 3.3.6 and Corol- 
lary 3.3.3) and we must have Im fl(Q(fz)) > 0. So for f close enough to fo we must have 
Im f'(o, (f )) > 0, and o (f) is also a sink for z=i [f (z) - z]. 

For fEM let Ytf be the time t flow for the vector field ,z= i[f (z) - z]. Because 
Q(fl) is a sink for 'j', there will be some arbitrarily small closed neighbourhood G of a, 
such that the closure of Yf' (G) is contained in the interior of G. 

We can easily show that f i-} Yf (G) is Hausdorff continuous (using Theorem 3.3.9), 
which implies that G will be mapped inside its interior by Ylf for any f sufficiently close 
to fl. 

So, we take a large T>0, so that yf, (T) E6 (which is clearly possible, since 
'Yfl (t) -+ aE 6). Then for f close enough to fj we know that yf ([0, T]) is arbitrarily 
close to 7f, ([0, T]), and that yf ([T, +oo)) cG where G is arbitrarily small. Thus fH 
'yf([O, +oo)) U c(f) is continuous in a neighbourhood of fl. (Compare with the argument 
using collapsing traps in [Do, §6]. ) 

If a(fl) has multiplicity m>I then we can use a similar argument. We can easily 
show that v(f) will then be a multiplicity m fixed point for the analytic map Ylf . There 
are arbitrarily small "attracting petals" (see [Mi, §7]) for Y/ at the multiple fixed point 
a(f ), so that yf, (t) must enter one of these. If we let G(f1) be the closure of one of these 
then it will satisfy Yf'(G(fl)) C Ö(fl) U {o(fl)}. 

It can shown that if f is close enough to fl then Yf (G(f )) C 6(f) U {a (f) } where 
G(f) = G(fl) + [Q(f) - o(fl)]. Again, if we find T so that 7f, (T) is in the interior of 
G(fl) then yp(T) C a(f) if f is close enough to fl (since fH [o (f) -a (fl)] is continuous 
by Rouche's Theorem). 

Thus we again find that f +-ý yf([0, +oo)) Uo, (f) is continuous in a neighbourhood of 
f, "  
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Proof of Proposition 2.3.9 on page 14 (Continuity of the neaps f Hak-ff)) 
This is implied by Rouch6's Theorem and Lemnia 3.3.8 (whiccIi ewmres, I lint nur heult 11 h 
fixed points can split when we perturb fE W13(G) in WB(G)). U 

Proof of Proposition 2.3.10 on page 14 (The space of well behaved parameters 
is open) Take (so, uo) E P(G). Then for (s, u) close to (soý, u0) we have fs,,, E Na, since 
fso, 0 E No and No is open. 

Suppose that G has r open gates. Observe that (s, u) E P(G) where s= (so, 
... , sr) 

implies that so, ..., Sr are all distinct (otherwise there would be fewer than r+1 fixed 

points in Ko contradicting Proposition 2.3.8). Thus no fixed points will split, whieiº 
we perturb (s, uo). But then Lemma 3.3.11 (and the definition for a iuuip toi he well 
behaved) implies that fE WB(G) for all f close to fso,,, o E WB(G).   

3.3.5 Fatou coordinates: Proofs of Thm 2.3.12 and Prop 2.3.14 

Lemma 3.3.12 (Existence of 4 )1,, ) Suppose that QF CC is a region 
bounded by either one or two (non-intersecting) differentiable paths 'yj :R -* 
C where arg (t) E [2E, 34 ] for tE IE8 and each i. (See Figure 3.9. ) 

If F: QF -* C is analytic and univalent and satisfies 

F(w)-(w+1)l <, 41 

ýF'(w) -1I <4 
on QF, and QF contains both 2= iR and F(e) then there is an analytic, 
univalent (F : QF +C satisfying 

(ýF(F(w)) = IH'('w) +1 if w, F(u)) E Cýý:. 

ýF will be unique up to addition by a constant. If FH wo(F) is con- 
tinuous in a neighbourhood of FO in H, and wo(F) E (2F,, then for F close 
to Fo we can always normalise (DF by insisting that P (euo(F)) = 0. Then 
F- (DF will be continuous with respect to the compact-open topology in a 
neighbourhood of Fo. 

Figure 3.9: 
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Proof. See [Sh2, Prop. 2.5.2]-it depends on the Ahlfors-Bers Measurable Mapping 
Theorem. 0 

Lemma 3.3.13 (Main Lemma) Let K be a closed Jordan domain and let 
MCf be such that ever fEM is defined in a neighbourhood of K. 
Suppose that f i-+ zo(f) EK is a continuous map on M. 

Now let M' be the set off EM such that the following are satisfied. 
for every zEK; 1. If (z) - zI < lö and I f'(z) -1<I 10 

2. ryf :R -+ K solves z= i[f(z) - z] with yf(0) = zo(f) and 71(t) -+ 
Qt(f) EK ast -->foo (for some a_(f), a+(f)); 

3. f (Qf) CK and if nf (Qf) = 0, where if : ='Yf(R)" 
Then for all fE M' we can let Sf be the closed set bounded by the loop 
if Uf (f f) U {Q+(f ), a_ (f) } and let S' := St \ {a+, a-} (a fundamental region). 

There is an analytic, injective map f: S'f -+ C such that 

4pp(f (z)) = Kf(z) +1 for every zE if, 

and f is unique up to addition by a constant. We call cfa Fatou coordinate. 
Also, the Ecalle Cylinder Sf' If is isomorphic to C/Z. We can normalise' f 
such that (Df(zo(f)) = 0. 

The map f ý-- Sf is Hausdorff lower semi-continuous on M'. Also, the 

map fHf is continuous on M. 

Proof. First let 'P f: Sf -+ C be defined as 

, Pf (Z) :=x 
d( Lo(f) 

f (0 - 

where zE Sf. We let Ff := %F fofoT il l: %F f(S'f) -+ C and will aim to prove that 

1. 'Yf(if) is the vertical line {it ItE R}; 

2. IF1(w) - (w + 1) 1<1 if w, F(w) E QF; 

3. JFf(w) - 11 <4 if wE F(w). 

If (1. ), (2. ) and (3. ) do indeed hold then we can apply Lemma 3.3.12 to get 'Ff 
W(S) -* C and then we can let =o: S, -+ C. 

(1. ) holds on W1(S) because 

yf (t) d( 
Tf(YfM) = 

LI 

(0) f(() - 
ft ryf ds 

ýt 
i dt = it. 

f('Yf(s)) -Yf(s) 
- Ja 
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If zE£ is fixed and p(t) = (1 - t)z + tf (z) where tE [0,11 then we can show that 
p([0,1]) C Sf. (This is fairly easy to show using condition (1. ) in the statement of the 
Lemma. ) And also 

[f (p(t)) - p(t)] - [f (z) - z] I=I If - id] (p(t)) - [f - id] (p(O)) 
t 

= ([f - id] o p)'(t) dtl 
0 
rt 

=J If - id}'(p(t)) " p'(t) dtJ 
it 
f If'(p(t))-1! -Kf(z)-zIdt loIf(z)-zl, o 

since Ilf'(z) - 1u1Ko < io. This implies that 

f(p(t)) - p(t) 
- 11 \ lo. (3.1) 

f(z)-z 

So now if w, Ff(w) E QF and w= Tf(z) we calculate 

Ff ('w) -w= %Pf(f (z)) - ipf(z) =L 
f(=) df (z) -z dtv 

f (0 - (- Jo .f 
(P(t)) - p(t) 

and by (3.1) it is easy to see that I [Ff(w) - w] - 11 <- 4. So (2. ) is proven. 
We can also see that 

Ff(w) = Vf(f (z)) - f'(z) - (')'(w) _ (( )f, 
(z) = f2ý 

()) 
f(z) 

fl (z), 

And applying (3.1) with t=1 we must have IFf(w) - 1I < 1. Thus (3. ) is proven. 
As stated above, (1. ), (2. ) and (3. ) imply the (Df : S'f -+ C exists. 
It is fairly easy to show that S fl f is isomorphic to C/Z. (See [Sh2, Lemma 2.5.4]. ) 

Theorem 3.3.9 implies that fN y1(t) is continuous for every t. Since of = {'yf(t) 
tE ]R} it is therefore clear that fNf must be lower semi-continuous on M'. It quickly 
follows that fH Sf is lower semi-continuous on M'. 

It does not take too much effort to strengthen this to show that if f, E M' then given 
any compact Gc §f, we will have GC §f if f is sufficiently close to fl. 

We can show that f (iY f: S'f --3 T1 (Sf)) and f s--* (Ff : T(Sf) -3 C) 
are continuous. So if we set wo(f) =W f(zo(f )) then Lemma 3.3.12 tells us that 
I (ýD'Pf : 41f(S') -4 C) is continuous. Thus fN IF o ºP f =: f is continuous also. 0 

Remark 3.3.14 Suppose that fEN has r distinct fixed points in Ko which are 
ao, ". ", ar in KO, and that G is the additive group F= 21rit(f, ao)Z +""-+ 27rit(f, ar. )Z. 
If we try to extend q1 f to Ko \{a,... 

, QT } we will get a multi-valued function (be- 
cause of the choice of paths over which we can integrate). In fact we will obtain 
If : Ko\ lao,..., Ur} -+ c/T'. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3.12 on page 15 (Existence and continuity of Fatou coor- 
dinates) Proposition 2.3.2 allows us to apply Lemma 3.3.13 with zo(f) = yi, s, f(0), which 
tells us that parts (1. ), (2. ) and (4. ) hold. 

It also tells us that fH Si,.,, f is lower semi-continuous on Wt3. Lemma 3.3.11 implies 
that fH&, 9, f is continuous on W13(G), from which it follows that fH Si,,, f is also 
continuous on W13(G). Thus (3. ) holds. 

Proof of Proposition 2.3.14 on page 16 (Extending (I)i, s, f to U, 8,1) Lemma 3.3.11 
will imply that fH Ui,,, f is continuous. And in particular we will be able to show that 
for any fl E W13(G) and a compact GC Ui, s, f, we will find that GC Ui,,, f for all f close 
enough to fl. 

The change of coordinate W1(z) := fzti 
ef 

(as used in the proof of Lemma 3.3.13) 
is well defined on U2,8,1. Also, fH (IQf : Ui,,, f -+ C) is continuous. Ff extends to 
QFf ='if (Ui, 

s, f) and satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3.12. fH (Ff : QFf -4 C) is 
continuous and Lemma 3.3.12 tells us that fH (4ýFf : QFf -+ C) is continuous. When 
we set ýDi, 9, p := 11ýFf o ̀ fi f, continuity of f i-+ (ýDf : Uti, 9, f -a C) is assured, and the Lemma 
is proven. 0 

3.4 Lifted phases 
The rest of this section is aimed at finding a convenient normalisation for the Fatou 
coordinates, and formulae for the lifted phases. 

Much of the method and notation (from Lemma 3.4.1 onwards) parallels that used in 
[Shl-3], but things are somewhat more complicated, and a lot of extra work needs to be 
done. 

Proof of Lemma 2.4.8 on page 18 (Definition and properties of j(f , o)) Conti- 
nuity of fHE 

, cu t(f, a) is fairly trivial given the definition of the holomorphic index, 
the theory of residues (and Rouche's Theorem). 

Note that 

-21ri -2iri _ 2Iog(1 + z) -z 
log(1 + z) z 

ý2 
z log(1 + z) 

= 2ýri 
(z -2+ O(z3)) -z (3.2) 

z(z + 0(z2)) 

= -iri+0(z) 

as z -a 0. Suppose that {hk}k>o is a sequence of maps, and {Ok}k>, o is a sequence of 
points such that ok is a simple fixed point of hk and for all k>0, and that h'k (ak) --> 1 
as k --+ +oo. By (3.2) 3(hk, Qk) = 21rit(hk, ak) - m7ri + o(1) as k -+ +oo (where m=1 is 
the multiplicity of ak). And if a is a multiplicity m>1 fixed point of f then of course 
9(f, a) = 27rit(f, a) - m7ri by definition. 

Thus if fl has M fixed points in U counted with multiplicity, and Hk -4 fl uniformly 
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on compact sets then 

E j(Hk, v) _E 2lrit(Hk, o) - Miri + o(1) 
Hk(v)=uEU Hk(o)=oEU 

E 2irit(fl, a) + 0(1) - Mini + 0(1) 
fl (a)=c EU 

_E Afi, a) + 0(1) 
/1(a)=crEU 

as k -3 + oo. 
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As a result the map f i-+ ECEV Xf, a) is continuous, and A", ") shares many of the 
same properties as the holomorphic index t(., "). N 

Proof of Proposition 2.4.3 on page 17 (Continuity of the lifted phase) Suppose 
that fEW! 3, and that fk --f f in Wß. We need to show that for each iE Z/uZ we have 
Tilfk) Ti(f)- 

First we consider the case where gatei (f) j4 *. We can find azE §2, 
+, f and pEN 

such that fI (z) E Ui, +, f for n=0, ... ,p and fP (z) E 'j, -, f - Note that the maps fy 4i, +, f, fHf (fi, +, f), fH £i, +, f and fHf (ei, +, f) are 
continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric. (See the proof of Theorem 2.3.12. ) 
Thus for k large we have zE 

§i, 
-, f, and fk(z) E §j, 

-, f, and 

rä (A) _ Ij, 
-, fk (. fk (z)) - 11)ti, +, fk (z) -m -# 

lbj, -, f(f'(z)) - ei, +, r(Z) -m= fi(f) 

as k -* +oo as required. 
Now consider the case where gatei (f) = *. Then Ti(f) = oo, and we need to show 

that 1Ti(fk) -4 +oo ask -+ +oo. 
So assume for contradiction that fk -- f in W13, but I'r(fk)I 74 +oo. There must 

be an M>0 and a subsequence {gk} of { fk} so that 1Ti(gk)I <M for all k. But 
then by the compactness of DM we can take another subsequence {hk} of {gk} so that 
TZ(hk) -4 0E DM, and so that gatei(fk) =j#* for all k (and some j). 

Now let Gk = 4)j-1 hk o TT; (hk) o (i, +, hk where Tc(w) =w+c for cEC. Gk will be well 
defined upon Ui, +, hk and Gk = idu,, +,,, k 

(by the definition of 77(hk)). 
It can also be shown that G =-1 o Ti o 1i, +, f is well defined on some subset Q of 

Ui, +, f. And because fH 4)Q�,, f is continuous for any a, s we can show that Gk -3 G on 
Q. However if zEQ then Gk(z) =zE UU, +, f, but G(z) E Uj, _, f. 

So since Ui, +, f and 
Uj, 

_, f are disjoint this would imply that Gk(z) 74 G(z) which is a contradiction. 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.4.5 on page 17 (The size of the ith gate) See Lemma 3.7.8 
below. 0 
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Lemma 3.4.1 Suppose that 4) and F are analytic, univalent functions de- 
fined on U= {w E C* 101 < arg w< 02}, where 02 <0+ 2ir, and satisfying 

ý(F(w)) = 4)(w) +1 if w, F(w) E U, 
IF(w) - (w + 1)1 <4 if wEU, 

IF'(w)-11 =Q(w-1-R) as wE 00 in U, 

for some ,3E 
(0,1]. 

Then, for any wo EU, and 0i, O' with 01 <0' <92 <02 

fw 
e(w) =J 

d( 
+ const + O(w-Q) 

wa 

as w ---> oo with 9i < arg w< B2 . 
Proof. See [Sh2, Prop. 2.6.2] or [Zi, Lemma 2.2.4]. 

Definition 3.4.2 (The horns S fand Si 
: j, f) 

For an fE W13, we will 
define the upper and lower horns of S, 1 to be 

Si f= {z E S, ±, f 
I Imeti, ±, f > 77} and 

Siff = {z E S, 
t, f 

I Im 5D;,, f, f< -771, 

where i>0 is a large constant independent off . (See Figure 3.10. ) 
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U 

Remark 3.4.3 If yi, 9, f (+oo) is a simple fixed point then for any zE S8,1 there will be 
a minimum integer p>1 such that fP(z) E Si,,, 1. This is because f in a neighbourhood 
of'i, s, f(+oo) is conjugate to the rotation z i-+ e2" z (where Rea > 0) and Sß, _, 1 is a 
fundamental region. (See the proof of Lemma 3.4.4 below. ) 

Similarly, if ryi, s, f(-oo) is a simple fixed point then for any zE Si f there will be a 
minimum integer q>1 such that f(z) E Sti, s, f. 

Lemma 3.4.4 (Definition and properties of R '')) Suppose that fE 
W13 with no multiple fixed points in KO, and v", or' are the fixed points at 
the ends of the horns S, 

_, f and Sý 
_f respectively. 

If zE SS, 
_ 1 is sufficiently close to cru then there will be a unique smallest 

integer p>1 such that fr(z) E Sj, 
_, f 

(and f v(z) stays in a small neighbour- 
hood of o", for k=0,. .. , p). We can then define 7Zf'")(w) 41j, -, f 

(fp(z))-P 
where w= ý1, 

_, 1(z) which will satisfy 

lz(,, U)(w + 1) _ ýf'")(w) + 1. 

(See Figure 3.10. ) Using this relation we can extend f'") to {w I Im w> 71f } 
for some large r7f > 0. 
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Figure 3.10: If i, >0 is sufficiently large then for every zE Sj", 
_ f 

the orbit of that point 
will circle ou and eventually fall in Sj, 

_, f again. 

Also, if zES, _, 1 is sufficiently close to Qe there will be some least integer 

q>1 such that f4(Z) E Sj, 
_, f. 

We can then define k f'ei(w) Pj, 
_, f(f 

l (z)) - 
q where w=I , _, f(z), which extends to {w I fin 'w < -'if} (provide(1 that 
ref >0 was chosen large enough). 

Then 

lim R(3u)(w)-w=](f, au) and Im w-*-f-oo 
f 

lim 7f'e)(w) 
Im w--*-oo 

Proof. Suppose that Sý 
+, l ends at a simple fixed point Q". Let e2 °= f'(a) so 

that j(f, QU) _ -ä If M>1 and we let Q" = {w ECI Ini cx""W > All and 
Du={zEC Iz-au! <e-27rM}then wecanlift zED"toaweQ"via 

z= L(w) := Q" + e27rif" u, 

There will be an Fu : QU -+ C with Lo Fu =foL. We can show that 

F"(w) =w+1+ O(w-2) (3.3) 

as Im a"w -> +oo. The change of coordinate L was chosen especially so that (3.3) would 
be satisfied. (Compare [Sh2, §3.3.3(iii)]. ) Notice that since aY" = 'yj, _, f(+oo) is a sink for 

= i[f (z) - z], we have Im f(au) > 1. (Compare §3.3.1. ) Therefore lie j(f, a") < U. 
Let S" be one of the connected components of L (Sý 

__ fn D"). Then there is an 
(inverse) L: Sju, 

_ fn D' -+ Su such that LoL= id. By Lemma 3.3.1, -yj, _, j(t) -4 a" 
exponentially as t- +oo. From this we can show that there is some r, -i such that 
(L 0 yj, _ f)'(t) -4 17 exponentially as t -+ +oo. Thus Lo yj, _, f 

is asymptotic to an almost 
vertical straight line as t -+ +oo. 

We can let (D" = ýDj, _, f oj: Su -+ C which will satisfy (D"(Fu'(u))) = u(w) +1 if 
w, F"(w) E Su. Using this relation we can extend it to sonic Opeln sector U contained in 
QU. This U can be chosen so that if wE Su and fin ,w is sufficiently large then '117 E U. 
Then we can apply Lemma 3.4.1 to get 

ý"(w) = w+cu+o(1) as 'w -> oc in U, 
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F" F" F" 
ý. .... .... . (F ")"'(w) 

w 

T °(F ")°, (w) 
ýý Tu 

Q" 

(T u )-'(S ut 

(T')'( 

Figure 3.11: Figure 3.12: 
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j, ) 

for some constant cu E C. 
Let Tu(w) :=w+ j(f, au). We can see that for any mEZ we have L((T', )"`(S")) _ 

L(SU), and that T`(SU) will lie to the left of Su (because Rej(f, a") < 0). If wE S" and 
Im w is large enough then there will be some least integer p>1 such that (F")r(w) E 
(T')-'(Su) n U, and (Fu)'(w) E Qfl for all k=0, 

... , p. See Figure 3.11. (Notice that p 
will be roughly - Re j(f, mau), and certainly it will be bounded as t -> +oo. ) This implies 
that if zE Sj"_ f is close enough to au, then there will be some least p>1 such that 
frE Sju, 

_ f, and fk(z) E Du for all k=0, ... , p. 
But now if wE Su has Im w»1 and z := L(w) then 

(Dj, -, f(fP(z)) - 4)j, -, f(z) _ (D" oT"((Fu))("w)) - eu(w) 

ýb" o T"(w +p+ o(1)) - IV"(w) 

=(D' (w+p+J (f, aU)+o(1))-ID"(w) 

= [w+p+ j(f, Qu) +cu +o(1)] - [w+ou +o(1)] 

= Xf, au) +p+0(1) 

as Im w -* +oo. It follows that R fj'ui (W) -W --3 j(f, a') as Im W --f +oo. 
Going through the same process as Im w -4 -oc, we set TP (w) _ 1w + 

, )(f ,a 1) .W 
then see that R. ej(f, at) > 0. Therefore T'(S') is to the right (not left) of St. See 
Figure 3.12. So, we find that for wE Se (with 11 1111) « 0) there will he some least q>I 
such that (Ft )9(w) E Tt(St). The calculation now becomes 

(Dj, -, t(fq(z)) - tj, -, f(z) =V o (T' ((F, e)q(w)) - (F (ww)) 

= [w +q+ce+o(1)] - [w+ce+o(1)] 

= -j(f, 0, ') +q+ o(1) 

as Im w -* -oo, implying that '& j't) (W) -W as Ini W -> -c. U 

- 
Si, T'(S) 
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Lemma 3.4.5 (Definition and properties of ýfj'')) If the 77 >0 in Def- 
inition 3.4.2 is large enough then given any zE Sj"_ f there will be a unique 
smallest integer p>1 such that fP(z) E Sj, +, f and f k(Z) E Ko fork = 0,... , p. 

We can then define Ef `u)(w) := 4Dj, +, f(fp(z)) -p where w (z). 
This will be well defined on (Pj, _, f(Sj', _, f), and will satisfy 

U) (w + 1) =ýf 'ý`) (w) +1 

where both sides are well defined. Using this relation we can extend to 
{w i Imw > ij}. 

In the same way, if 77 >0 is sufficiently large then given any zE Sj"_, f 
there will be a unique smallest q>1 such that fQ(z) E Sj_l, +, f and fk(z) E 
Ko for k=0,. .., p. We can define E$'(w) :_ ýDj_1, +, f(f q(z)) -q where 
w ='j, -, f 

(z), This extends to {w' Im w< -i7}. 
There will be some Lf'') and Lf'e) so that 

lim gf "u)(w) -w=L j'") and Imw-++oo 

lim Ef 't) w-w=L f'e7. 
Im w-i-oo 

There is a preferred normalisation of the Fatou coordinates under which all 
the limits Lf') are equal to zero, except for L(l, e) (which will be equal to 

Eo=f(a)EK(, j(f, a)). The continuity off (ýDi, f, f: S=, t, f -4 C) still holds 
on W13 with this normalisation. 

The q>0 can be chosen independently off E WB. 
Proof. We only give a sketchy proof here, since much of the construction is the same 
as that used in the proof of Lemma 3.4.4. 

Our first job is to make some kind of change of coordinate in a neighbourhood of v'''. 
If a, ' is a simple fixed point, then we can use the change of coordinate used in 

Lemma 3.4.4: z= L(w) :_ au + e2lr'a (where e27ri' = f'(a) and a is close to 0). 
If on the other hand a' is a fixed point of f of multiplicity r+1 then f is of the form 

f (z) =z+ b(z - 0, u)*+1 + O((z - au)*+2) as z --+ au. We can then use the change of 
coordinate w= -1/br(z - , u)' 

In either case we will be able to lift f in the z-coordinate, to give some F: U --4 C in 
the w-coordinate where U := {w ECI arg(w - wo) E (2 - S, 2+ 6)} and Im wo »0 and 
6>0 small. In both cases we have F(w) =w+1+ O(w-Q) as w --* oo in U, for some 
, 3E(0,1). 

We can show that if B is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of au, we can lift Sju, ±, f f1 B 
to some "half strips" S+ CU where S+ is to the right of S-. If au is a simple fixed 
point then we need to make sure that there are no other possible lifts of Sju+ f or Sý 

_, f in between S+ and S-. 
On these we will have some 45' : S' --; C which satisfy cý(F(w)) = 1(w) +1 if 

w, F(w) E S+. Using this relation, we can extend tI to Q := {w EUI Im w> ý} for 
some large l; > 0. 
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With this construction we see that e(3. -+ o (c)-)-1. Lemma 3.4.1 tells us that 
there are some constants c± (f) so that 

Iw 

p 

as w -+ 0o in Q. So clearly +(w) - ýD- (w) = c+(f) - c_ (f) + o(1) as w --- oo in Q. And 
if Lfj'") := c+(f) - c_(f), then 

6(' 'u) (w) -w -3 
Lf'") as Im w -* +oo 

because E"") _ 4)+ o (4)-)-1 when both sides are defined. 
Just as in the proof of [Sh2, Lemma 3.4.2], suppose that 772 >m>e. Integrating over 

the rectangular contour with corners i7h, 1 + i7h, 1 + ir727 i772, gives result 0 by Cauchy's 
Theorem. The periodicity of E(j'u) (w) -w means that the integral over the vertical sides 
will cancel, implying that 

rtill+1 rti712+1 

J (E3U)(w)-w)dw-J (Ef'u)(w)-w)dw=0. 

And as 772 --+ +00, we have 

J 
pi"1+1 ) 

ff m 

(which will be true for any 77, > ý). 
Initially we normalise the Fatou coordinates by insisting that ýDi, ±, f(zi, ±) =0 (as was 

originally done when proving Thm 2.3.12). By the continuity off (-Cbj, t, f: Sj #, f -> C) 
under this normalisation we can show that 

1 gf (f u)(w) -w 
is continuous for each wE [0,1] + ii71. It then becomes clear that 

fHJ (ýfj''ý)(w) - w) dw = 
L('" 

i, 71 

is continuous. 
The same argument will show the existence of the limit Lf'ei, which will again be 

continuous with respect to f. 
Notice that if we replace ýi +, f by ti, +,. f + L" ") then we will have 

lim Ef(''u)(w) -w=0. Im w-++00 

We can go all the way round, changing the normalisations of (D2, _, f) 4ý2, +, r, ... , (Dv, -, f , 
(D,, +, f in turn so that the "new L f''7" are all zero except for Lf 'e). Because the con- 
stants we have to add to each of the ýP;, f, f are continuous with respect to fE W13, 
Theorem 2.3.12 part (4. ) will still be true. 
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The value of L("') is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.4.11 below. 
It is not hard to show that i>0 can be chosen independently of fE Wß. 0 

Lemma 3.4.6 (Formula for j(f, v) in terms of lifted phases) Suppose 
that fE W13 has a simple fixed point or' E KO which lies at the end of the 
upper horn S, 

_ f 
(for some j). 

Then there will be some r<v and a1,.. ., a,. +l E Z/PZ such that al = 
a, +l = j, ak+i = gateak (f) for k=1, 

... , r, and j0 {a2, 
... , ar. }. (Notice 

that {S k ±, fIk=1, ... , r} will consist of all those upper horns which end at 
au ) 

If we use the preferred normalisation of the Fatou coordinates given in 
Lemma 3.4.5 then 

r 

Xf, au) _ ET4k(f)" (3.4) 
k=1 

Also ifre is the fixed point that lies at the end of the lower horn Sý, 
_, f 

then 
there will be some s<v and bl, ... , b9+1 E Z/vZ such that bl = b, +l = j, 
bk+l = gateb, _1(f) 

fork=1, 
... ,s and j¢{b2,..., b9}. Then 

Ek 
(3.5) 

Tbk (f) - L("') if ýQ oo(f) . 5) 

Proof. Suppose Qu and a are at the ends of the horns Sý 
_, 1 and Sf, 

_ 1. Consider 
zE S1 very close to the fixed point v". 

Let 0k = Tak (f) for k=1, ... , r. Denote by TT the translation given by TT (w) =w+c, 
where cEC. We observe (from the definitions of 7 f'u), ~(a, 'u) and 9k) that 

'(j, u) =To g(a�u) o T_ o ý(nr-1, u) 0 ... 0 TBl 0 ýfal'ý) 
- Br f B, -i f 

where both sides are defined. 
So by Lemma 3.4.4 and Lemma 3.4.5 we now have 

. 7(f, . U) = lim (7 f'") (w) - w) Im w-º+oo 
rr 

=EImumoo(ýfak, 
u)(w)-w)+EB. 

k_1 k=1 
(3-6) 

rr 

= LJ L(ak'u) +Ek f 
k=1 k=1 

Using the "preferred normalisation" L(""') =0 for all k, so we get (3.4). 
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In a similar way we can obtain 

JU 

-ý(1, tee) = Im 
1m 

. 
(1f'e)(w) - w) 

SS 

= 
Im 

hin V(bk'e) (w) 
- w) + (ýk 

(3.7) 
k=1 k=1 

ss 

- 
L(bk, f) +4k f 

k=1 k=1 

where 'Pk = 'rbk 
_i 

(f) for k=1, ... , s. Using the preferred normalisation we have 
L f' 

M=0 for k=2, 
... , s, and we will get (3.5). (Recall that Qo(f) f(-oo), so 

if 0, = Qo(f) then bk =1 for a unique kE{1...... 5 }. On the other hand, if aý' rr�(f ) 
thenbk 1forallk=1,..., s. ) U 

Proof of Theorem 2.4.11 on page 19 (Formula for the lifted phases) First 
suppose that fE W8(G) has no multiple fixed points in K0, which also means there are 
no closed gates. 

Suppose that gates (f) =j* and let a' be the fixed point at the upper ends of 
Si, +, f and Sj, 

_, f, and let ae be the one at the lower ends. 
Notice that we can construct a "simple tree structure" for f as we did in the proof of 

Proposition 2.3.8. Each fixed point in Fix(f) corresponds to a node in the tree and each 
line between the nodes corresponds to one of the v gates. See Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.13. 

the tree associated 
with Fix"(i, f) 

cy 

the tree associated 
with Fix'(i, f) 

Figure 3.13: On the right we show the arrangement of (i,.,, f ;5 for socuwc f With gate 
structure (2,3,1,4). In the middle we show the trees associated with they Fix"(i, f) and 
Fixe(i, f ). The black nodes in the tree are "even, " and the white nodes are "odd. " Vii 
the right we show a more complicated tree. 

We can say that Qu is at depth 0, and all nodes on the tree neighbouring it, are at 
depth 1. Remaining nodes neighbouring the depth 1 nodes are said to be deptli 2, etc. 
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Notice that if a is an even node then a= yj, +, f(+oo) for some iE Z/vZ. Similarly, if or 
is of odd depth number then there is some iE Z/uZ such that a= -yi, +, f(-oo). 

Now we remove the line in the tree corresponding to the ith gate. This leaves us with 
two simple tree structures corresponding to Fixu(i, f) and Fixe(i, f ). 

Recall that ao(f) := 'y , _, f(-oo). We want to calculate Ti(f) using the definitions 
(3.4) and (3.5) in Lemma 3.4.6. These can be rewritten as the recursive definitions 

and 

r-1 

f (f )= 3(f, 0, ') - 
ETak (J ) (3.8) 

k=I 

Ti(f )- _3(f, at) - Ek1 7bk (f) 
, -I _ 

if 0, 
e 

$ oo (f), (3.9) 
-(7(f, o)+Lf ) -Ek=1Tbk(f) ifa -po(f), 

where the ak's and bk's have the same definition as they were in Lemma 3.4.6, and i=a,., 
i= bs. 

In effect we have a recursive algorithm which makes us traverse the tree associated 
with Fix"(i, f ), and at each node a of depth d we add 

if d is even, by (3.8), 
C(Q) if d is odd and a ao(f ), by (3.9), 

(-1)d[-(l(f, a) +Lf'1))] if d is odd and a= co(f), by (3.9). 

=JJ(. 
f, Q) if or 56 01o(f), 

l 3(f)Q)+Lf'e) ifv=Qo(f). 

(Note that ao(f) := yl, _, f 
(-oo) must be odd. ) Therefore 

Ti(f) -- 
t(` 

arEFix°(i, f)3(f, a) if oo(f) 0 Fixu(i, f), 

OA (3.10) 
+ EoEFixu(i,, f) X. f, Q) if Qo(. f) E Fix (i,. f) 

Also, by considering the tree associated with Fixt(i, f) we will traverse the tree and add 
-C(Q) at each node Q. This gives 

l -L(l, l) - EaEFix1(i, f) . 7(. f, a) if Qo(f) E Fix(i, f), (3.11) Ti(f) -l- ECEFixI(i, 
f)1(1, a) if Qo(f) 0 Fixe(i, f). 

As these two formulae for T; (f) must be equal we see that -VIA = EoEFix(f) 3(f' °) 
since Fix(f) = Fix"(i, f) U Fixe(i, f ). Thus the formulae in the Lemma have been proved 
for an f with no multiple fixed points. 

If f has any multiple fixed points, we can always take aGE Admissible with no closed 
gates, and with Gi = gatei (f) for each i with gatei (f) # *. Then we can construct a 
sequence {hk} in W. ß(G) and with hk -4 f. (See the proof of Lemma 3.7.12 for a way to 
do this. ) Proposition 2.4.3 ensures that Ti (f) = limk ++O Ta (hk). 
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Now suppose that Qo(f) ¢ Fixu(i, f ). Lemma 2.4.8 implies that gH 
EoEFixu(i, 

g) J(9, a) is continuous on W13(G) U W13(gate(f )). This along with Theo- 
rem 2.4.11 tells us that 

Ti (f) = lim Ti(hk) = lim Z 
, 7(hk, O') _Z3 (f, 17)- k >+oo k-++oo 

oEFix°(i, hk) c¬Fix"(i, f) 

Similarly, if ao(f) ¢ Fixe(i, f) then f (f) _- EUEFixl(i, 
f) N, °)" This implies that the formulae (3.10) and (3.11) will both hold when f has a multiple 

fixed point. 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.4.12 on page 19 (Bijections between lifted phases, 
3-indices and holomorphic indices) The existence of B comes from the formulae 
for the lifted phases given in Theorem 2.4.11. The fact that it is invertible is given by 
Lemma 3.4.6. 

If a is a fixed point of f of multiplicity m (with f'(a) 1), then one can check that 

M, -2"i ifm=1; 
3(1, u) = 

log(1-1/t(f, a)) 
27ri[t(f, a) - M2] if m>1. 

Thus M exists and it is holomorphic and invertible. 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.4.13 on page 20 (Equivalent convergence criteria) 
Suppose that (1. ) holds. Then (3.19) in Lemma 3.7.4 below implies that there will be 
a sequence A --> 0 such that A is Pk-well behaved. (See Definition 3.7.3 below. ) This 
together with the lower semi-continuity of fH fj, s, f will imply that fj,.,, f, -+ 4,840. It is 
not too hard to show that this is equivalent to (2. ), to (3. ) and to (4. ). 

Also if Tifk .- £��0 then (3.18) in Lemma 3.7.4 implies that (1. ) holds. Thus 
(1. )-(4. ) are all equivalent. 0 

3.5 The Lavaurs map g, and (fo, g), J(fo, g), K(fo, g) 
Proof of Proposition 2.5.1 on page 21 (Partial Lavaurs map) Let I(z) := -1/vz' 
and q := (I (ro) I+4. Then let 

S2+ := {w ECI arg(w - b) < 37r/4} 

and 52- :_ -52+. Now fork E Z/vZ let 11k, ± be the component of I-' (11 ) which contains 
Zk, ±. (Compare [Sh2]. ) Notice that U2, ±, fo C Z, ± C Ko. 

Now Let Ik, ± :=I1, ok f and Fk, ± : ='k, ± o fo o Ik t. The map ýDk, t 4k, ±, fo 0 Ik 1 can 
be extended to SZ: L by using the relation 

, I)k't(Fk, ±(w)) = (pk±(w) + 1. 

Now since (by the proof of Lemma 2.2.2) Fk, ±(w) =w+1+ O(w-1/") as w --+ oc in Sit 
and Fk (w) w+1, we see that Lemma 3.4.1 implies that 

q)k't(w) =w+ ck ±+ O(wi/") (3.12) 
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as w -+ oo, for some ck, t. Also (4)k, +)'(w) 1 for all wE S2± (assuming that KO is small, 
which implies that w is big). 

Let H (ti, -) -1 o TB o V, + wherever this is well defined, and I' := Ii, + ° 'Yi, +, fo " We 
have F'(t) i when r(t) E Q+. Thus r(t) E Q+ for all t, so V, t o r(t) is well defined for 
all tER. 

Define Q+ :_ {w II arg(w - b') < 2ir/3} = Q+ for some large b' >0 and Q- := -Q+. 
Then Qt C ýDk'±(S2±) for all kE Z/vZ. (Compare [Sh2, §2.2.4]. ) 

Now if 17 >0 is large then by (3.12) 

arg(ReTeo4)i>+o[(0)+2b') E [4 
, 
54 ] 

and (TB o'V'+ o I`)'(t) . Pztý i for all tER. Thus TB o cpt>+ o F(t) E Q- for all t, and H(I'(t)) 
is well defined for all tER. 

So since hi jB= Ij- 1oHo Iz, + we see that hi ýB is well defined on Pi, +, fo. And moreover 
we can show that hi B is well defined as a map Sa, +, fo --* 52j, 

_ as required. 
By the definition of fi (f ), have we 

4). 7, -, f (f N(Z)) 
= (. 

7, -, f 
(z) +N= (ýDi, +, f (z) + -Ti (f + N, 

if f k(z) E Ui, +, f = Uj, 
_, f 

for k=0, ..., N. 
As a result, we can we can write 

fN , (p7>1 
,f0 

TN+fi(f) 0 41ý1, +, f' 

So clearly if Nk + 'ri(fk) --º B, for some sequence fk -4 fo in W13(G) with G; = j, and 
some sequence Nk --+ +oo, then we get 

fk k ý3, 
l , 

fk "1 Nki-Ti (. fk) 0 C, 
+,. fk 

7,1 , fo O T; O ýi, 
+, 1o = lj 

j, B 

uniformly on compact sets. Thus (2.3) holds. 

Proof of Corollary 2.5.4 on page 22 (Consequence of fk approaching (fo, g)) 
There is almost immediate from Proposition 2.5.1 and the definition of "fk approaches 
(fo, g). " U 

3.6 Return maps and renormalised multipliers 
Proof of Proposition 2.6.1 on page 24 (Renormalised multipliers) Suppose that 
Qu is a simple fixed point of f at the upper end of £j, _, f. Then if 1Zýfis as in Lemma 3.4.4 

and ir(w) = e27rtiw we have 'f'") o 7r = 7r o R(fIt is clear that "R (+ioo) = +ioo" 
so we will have 1Z (j'u) (0) = 0. 
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Also if z= 7r(w) we can differentiate both sides of Rf'"i o 7r = 7r o Rf'u) to get 

(R('ti))'(z) ' 7r'(w) = Irf(e('U)(w» - (1, f 'u))'(w) 

_ 7r, (w +Y(f, O") + 0(1)) " (1 + o(1)) 

= e2 u2(f, 0u)W(w) + o(1) 

as z -4 0 and Im w -+ +oo. (Recall that 1'(w) -w -+ j(f, o) as Im w -4 +oo. ) Thus 
(R ri(, u))'(0) = e2 . 71, o°). 

We can prove the statements for kt") in the same way. 

Proof of Proposition 2.6.2 on page 24 (Limits of return maps and renor- 
malised multipliers) By Lemma 3.4.6, for any fE W3(G) we can write 3(f, a,,, (f )) _ 
± >k=1 Ta, k (f) (for the same a1,... , a,. E Z/vZ used in the Lemma 3.4.6). 

Now if fm approaches (fo, g) (where gate(g) = G) then [fak (f )]Z_-+ [0a1]Z as m -+ +oo 
(where 0k< r). This means that [Xfm, vt (f ))]z -ý ± Ik=O[Bak]Z = cpi. Therefore 
the "" direction of (1. ) is proved. The "" direction comes immediately from 
Theorem 2.4.11. So (1. ) is proved. 

Recall that from Lemma 3.4.6 we have 

& u) = TTar(f) ° rfQr'ý) 0 TTo 
_iif) 

0 Efar-1iu) ° ... ° TTa(f) ° 6"fal, u)ý 

so we define 

Teo ° -ofor, 
u) 

o To 
I° 

eýdr-1'u) 
° ... ° TBal ° -cfo1, 

u) 

r 

We know that fH E('") is continuous on W, 3, for all jE Z/vZ. Also "every- 
thing" commutes with wHw+1, so it is clear that there exists some k f'u? such 
that 1Z(f1">([w]z) = [kf''ý)(w)]z, and some "(fo, 

g> such that ? Z(fo, 
s)(lw]z) = [fz(Po, 9)(w)]z 

are well defined. And since Rf(''") 
-, 

R(''u) as k -+ +oo we must also have that 
k (10,9) k. 7, u) 

-, 'O, u) 
A (fo, 9), 

Recall that [w]z H ir(w) = e21riw is a conformal isomorphism between C/Z and 
C* =\ {O}. Thus k(fö )induces a map R(fö ) 

g). 
It can be checked that this is the limit 

we require. R(''') is defined by analogy, and (2. ) must hold. (Jo, 9) 
(3. ) and (4. ) follow easily. 

3.7 Realising maps with particular gate structures 
and lifted phases 

The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.7.1. However, this is still quite a long 
way away-a lot more ground work is needed before we can start on that proof. 
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3.7.1 Sufficient conditions for f to be well behaved 
Definition 3.7.1 (Flower(f) and weakly well behaved) Suppose that 
fE No. Given ic Z/vZ and sE {+, -}, we can let Ii, s, f be the largest 
interval containing 0 such that ryi, s, f(Ii, s, f) n D,. 

o/2 = 0. We can then let 
Flower(f) be the closed set bounded away from infinity by the union of 
aDro12 and all the yi, s, f(Ii, s, f). 

See Figure 3.14. 
We then say that f is weakly well behaved if all forward and backward 

trajectories from the points zi, s stay inside the interior of Flower(f) once 
they enter that set. Clearly, if f is well behaved then it is also weakly well 
behaved. (Note that Figure 2.6 above shows the picture for a weakly well 
behaved which is not well behaved. ) 

If f is weakly well behaved then statements (1. )-(4. ) of Proposition 2.3.2 

will still hold true. In particular this means that gate(f) will still be defined. 
(However the fundamental regions SZ,,, f may not be well defined. ) 

Figure 3.14: 

Lemma 3.7.2 (Sufficient conditions for f to be weakly well be- 
haved) Suppose that fEA (O. There will be a constant P such that if 
for every X such that 0CXC Fix(f) we have 

ImZL(f, 0)I >P, 

, TCA 
then f will be weakly well behaved. 

61 

Proof. Let P := 8/rö and assume f satisfies that condition above. We will assume for 

contradiction that the forward trajectory {-��1(t)}>0 escapes frone Flower(f) 
- 

(The 

other possibilities we want to rule out can be disproved similarly. ) This must iuean that it 
chops Flower(f) into halves, and escapes through one of the "exits. " (See Figure 3.15. ) 

As shown in Figure 3.15 we can construct a closed Jordan contour C from trajectories 
of the form {ryz, ±, 1(t)}tER and small arcs contained in aDro/2, and so that C winds around 
one of "half" of Dro/2 (but around no part of the other). Let pE No be the number such 
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B 

II 

11 
v -'v " 

I 
I 

I 2v I 

v 1"v\I V� 

Figure 3.15: lt-'c want to calculate the 
imaginary part of the integral of 27r i1 " z_1 cz) 
over the path C. This will be equal to the 
imaginary part of the sum of holomorphic 
indices of the fixed points around which C 

winds. 

Figure 3.16: MV show the 11 11; 19(' ul' (' n 
{z I arg zE [-ir, -]} under the change of 
coordinate w=I- '- 

that C will wind around exactly p of the fixed points. It, will wind around each of f liese 

only once. 

Case 1<p<v: We are interested in the value of 

1 dz 
lilt :_- 271' ý. cz-f (z) 

The condition in the Lemma gives us the estimate 

IniIntl > P. (3.13) 

Now we try to calculate an upper bound for I Inn Intl by integration over C. 
As we have seen before 

I dz 1 
Iin -= Iiri - -i. dt, = 0, (3. lýI) 

27i1, z-f(z) 27,1 
"" 

if p: [a, b] - Ke is a solution of z= i[f (z) - z]. 
Each of the arcs of Cn 3D,. 

012 is denoted by . 4,2rociO 10 E [0v , 0r ]} «iere r is 
between 1 and in for some m< 2v - 1. (See Figure 3.15. ) 

Then we must have 

111 1 dz 
Tin Int = Imý (33 15) 

L-%27ri 
ýý 

z- f(z) 
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We will show that the arcs Ar are all fairly small, and that integrating over them 
gives a contradiction of (3.13). 

We make the change of coordinate w= I(z) := -1/vz" on smallish neighbourhoods 
of A, and let Br =I (A, ) to get 

1 dz 1 K(w) dw Int, 
2ýa Ar z-f (z) 2iri 

, Br 

where K(w) = zY+i*/[z -f (z)] -- 1. Now since the "length" of Br can be "no more than 
roughly" 27r " 2"/vr0 v"2 arcsin 2� (see Figure 3.16) we can be sure that the modulus of Int, 
cannot be much more than 2'+1/vrö " arcsin 2L, and certainly less than 4/vro. 

Also since there are fewer than 21/ of the arcs Ar, we can see by (3.15) that 

Im Int l< 2v "4=8 (3.16) 
vrä ro 

This is a contradiction, as required. 
Case p=0 or p=v+1: If C winds around no fixed points of f, then Int = 0, and if it 
winds around all v+ 1, then Int = EQEFix(f) 'U"') : 401 0)' 

We can use similar ideas to those above to show that Re I is large in modulus, and 
certainly much larger than 0 or I t(fo, 0) 1. Thus we have another contradiction, and the 
Lemma is proved. 0 

Now let a»1. It can be shown quite easily that if fE No and 

P(f) "= a 
-ma 

Exo Jul (3.17) 

then Lemma 3.3.4 will still be true if (for any iE Z/vZ) we instead let R,, f = {z E 
Ko \ DP(f) arg(z/zi, ±) I< 3ir/4} and Qt =l (R,, ±). Thus we can make the following 
definition. 

Definition 3.7.3 (p-well behaved) If fE No and pE [p(f), 
2ro], then we 

say that f is p-well behaved if every backward and forward trajectory through 
the points zi, f stay in the disc Dp once they have entered it. 

Lemma 3.7.4 (Sufficient conditions for a weakly well behaved f 
to be p-well behaved) Suppose that f is weakly well behaved with gate 
structure G and pE [p(f), 2 ro]. If f is p-well behaved, then for every i such 
that Gi # *, we must have 

1 3.18 ReTi(f) < -3vp� ) 

Conversely, if for every i with Gi 0* we have 

ReTa(f)<- 
2 

P�(3.19) v 

then f will be p-well behaved. 
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Proof. Suppose that fE W8(G) and Gi = j. Recall that Q1(z) _ 
. 
/'-+ 

f(dz is well 
defined on U, +, f and that qj(ei, -, f) and T (fß, 

_, 1) are vertical fines. Also trajectories for 
z=f (z) -z are mapped to horizontal lines by W, so it is clear that there is some 7' > () 
so that XT(zz, +) E £j, 

_, f where Xr is the flow for z=f (z) - z. We first raunst prove that 
T/ReTj(f) -1. 

Notice that {Xt(zi, 
+)}tE[o, T] chops Dr0/2 into two disjoint pieces D" and D'', c"ontadrºiug 

Fixu(i, f) and Fixe(i, f) respectively. One can construct a closed Jordan contour C which 
winds once around the piece of DU by using {Xt(zi, +)}tE[o, T] and some of the lines ek,,, f\ 
Dro/2 and some small arcs on aDr012. Notice that for any fixed point Q off with f'((r) :.. 1 
we have Imt(f, o) -- -Re 3(f, Q)/27r. 

zi 

{) 

Figure 3.17: We show the contour C arourid which we Will integrate. 

We will assume that a0 (f) ' Fif (i, f ). Integrating anti-cluc"kWise over the contour 
C, Theorem 2.4.11 implies that we must have 

Imag := Iin 
1f dz 

=Im t(f, (T) 27.1 z-f (z) 
UEFix'° (i, f) (3.20) 

27r 7r 
oElýix"(i, f) 

We know that integrating over i'j,,, f will contribute nothing to lung. (Coºui an t 1w 
proof of Lemma 3.7.2. ) Also, the arcs which tunke 111) i)I),.,,, 1 fl C arge all very' sºuall. 
Using the same arguments that we did in the proof of Lemma 3.7.2 WO c, ºn slow tlmt ii 
Ca (t) = Xt (zi, +) for tE [0, T] then 

Image = Im 1 dz ýf (Ca (t)) - C, (t) 
(lt _T 2ýri Jc. ý z-f (z) 27 Jo Cy (t) -f (C. v (t)) 27r 

and that Irrag 
t /Imag -: 1. This and (3.20) i1i1l)lvv that T/ ß. c Tj (f) -1. This is 

also true when Qo(f) E Fix(i, f) since we can then integrate around D1 i1isteml I)", so 
T/ Re T -i ti -1 as asserted. 
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Let Q+ := {w EI (Ko \ DP(f)) II arg w< 37r/4} and Q- := -Q+. Now let Rk, ± C Ko 
be the component of I-1(Q±) containing zk, ±. Now define Ik,, II R,,. for kE Z/vZ and 
sE {+, -}. 

If 0< ro «1 and a»1 (see (3.17) on p. 63) then for zE Ko \ Dp(f) we have 

aI(X((z)) 
^ 1, (3.21) 

where Xt is the time-t map for z=f (z) - z. 
Now if fE No and pE (p(f), 2) then Xt(zi, +) must enter DP for some least tE (0, T). 

Therefore, I(Xt(zi, +)) is an almost horizontal line which must leave Dl/Vpk for some t. 
Since I(zi, +) = 1/vro E Q+ we see that (3.21) implies that T>4 (4 -j). So, since 
p< 1ro, this means that Re T, (f) <- 3iP, . 

Conversely, suppose that f is weakly well behaved and Re fi (f) <- 2 for every VPP iE 7L/v7G such that gatei(f) ; *. We want to show that if yk, 8, f(t) escapes from Dp (for 
some k, s) then there is a contradiction. 

Assume for contradiction that 7k, 9, f "escapes" from D. This means that there will 
be an interval J such that yk, ±, f(J) is a component of £k,, j \ Dp, which does not contain 
Zk, s. There will be some zi, s, such that 7k, s, f(J) will be contained in the component of 
U;,, t, f\ Dp containing zi, g,. To keep notation simple, we will only consider the case where s' _ +. If gate; (f) = *, 
then it is pretty easy to see that there must be a contradiction, so take the case where 
gatei(f) =j0*. 

Now since the orbit of any zE fi, +, f must fall in Sj, _, f before it falls in S,,,, +, f or S,,,, 
-, f (for any m j), there must be another interval J' such that ryj, _, f(J') is a component 

P?, 
-, f 

\ Dp which is contained in the same component of Ui, +, f \ Dp as zi, +. 
Again we take the least T>0 such that XT(zi, +) E fj, _, f. 

We still have Re 'M f )/T .:: 
-1. 

Note that I(yj, 
_, f(J')) is an "almost vertical line" contained in Q+ and "to the right 

of" the component of I(fi, + n D,, ) containing I(zß, +), which is also an almost vertical 
line. Take some zo E 7,, (J') (close to real line), and let wo = I(zo). Then by (3.21) 
Io Xt (zo) E Q+ for tE [-T, 0]. And since I (2a, +, f) n DP( f) is almost vertical we see that 
ReXfT(zo)/+I(ro)j :1 and Rewo < +I(p)j, implying that T< 2[I(p) - I(ro)]. This 
implies that Re T1(f) >-4"-, which contradicts (3.19). U 

vpP 

Corollary 3.7.5 (Sufficient conditions for f to be well behaved) 
Suppose that fE No where Na is a small neighbourhood of fo, and that 
Fix(f) - {a E Ko If (a) - Q}. There is a constant M>0 such that if for 
every set X with 0CXc Fix(f) we have 

ImEc(f, Q) >M or Re 3(f, a) >27r. M 
cEX oEX 

then fE W8. 
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Proof. Lemma 3.7.2 above was proved with the bound 8/rö. We can then apply 
Lemma 3.7.4 to prove the Proposition. 

Remark 3.7.6 This condition is in no way necessary for f to be well behaved. For 
instance, if f, (z) =z+ (z - ai) (z - 2ai) (z + ai) (z + tai) (where a>0 is small) then by 
the symmetry we can quite easily show that fa is well behaved with gate(fa) _ (2,1,3). 
However, Im[t(fa, ai) + t(fa, -ai)] = 0. 

If v>3 and an explicitly given map fEH does not satisfy the conditions in 
Corollary 3.7.5, then it is not too easy to determine whether or not f is well behaved 
well, unless we are lucky enough to have some kind of symmetry (like for f4 above). 

3.7.2 The ith gate closes up as Re TZ (f) -* -oo 
The following technical Lemma is only used when proving the main result in this section, 
Lemma 3.7.8 below. 

Lemma 3.7.7 Suppose that Po >0 is large, fe.. M is of the form f (z) = 
Z+ (z - 0,0) ... (z - Q�)u(z) and that ao, ... , crr E D(a, R) (where 1<r< v) 
and a, +,,..., u� E Ko \D(a, RPP). 

Now suppose that there are between zero and 2r trajectories for z= 
i[f (z) - z] which pass into and then out of D(a, 2RPo). Each will chop 
D(a, RP0/2), and the pieces of the resulting partition of D(a, RPo/2) will 
be denoted by Ml, ..., M9. Let Sk = Mk fl {moo, ... , c,. }. 

Then if Ilu-1IIKo <1/Po we will have (for k 1,. .., s) 

1 
ImZt(f, 0, ) Nj 

OESk 

Also, the constant Po = Po(v) can be chosen so that it only depends on v. 
Proof. We start by making the change of coordinates w= 1(z) := -1/Qr(z - a)r on 
D(a, 2RPo) \ D(a, RPo), where 0 := (a - ar+1) ... 

(a - Q�)u(a). 
Assume that ryR and ryr are trajectories for z=f (z)-z and z= i[f (z)-z] respectively. 

It is easily shown that if Po is fairly large then y (t) 1 if yR(t) E D(a, 2RPo)\D(a, RPo), 
and y (t) i if y (t) E D(a, 2RPo) \ D(a, RP0). 

We can in some way consider fI D(a, 2RPo) in the same way that we have considered 
fE No up to now. We can replace KO by D(a, 2RPo), and to take the place of z;, # we 
can define ck, _ =a+ RPoe27riik-n>/r and ck, + =a+ RPoe27ri(k+-'? )/r for kE Z/rZ, where 
77 = arg, 3. We can then consider the "maximal" trajectories for z= i[f (z) - z] which 
pass through the points Ck, ±. (See Figure 3.18. ) 

To prove the Lemma we need to observe that 

Int 
27ri Jc z 

ýf 
(z) 

UESk 

where C is an anti-clockwise parameterisation of 8Mk. Also it is integrating over the arcs 
contained in OMk n aDro/2 which can contribute anything to the imaginary part of Int. 
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In the same way as in Lenrma 3.7.2 we construct a new closed Jordan contour (' frºnu 

sections of £j, s, f 
\ D(a, RPo) and small arcs contained in OD(a, RP()). These arcs will he 

denoted Ar, 
... 

AS where s< 2r. See Figures 3.18 and 3.19. 

R) 

Figure 3.18: The sets Mi, M2 and A4. j are 
shown, and we want a bound for the asso- 
ciated values Im Intl, Im Intl and hii hit3. 

Figure 3.19: The contour C' winds around 
11 (' ý)OII1fS L'OlltýIi l('(ý 111 ý12ý SO VVB ('Ill 111- 

t, eg-RIty over this to 9 -iv' n5" Ill t2. 

By analogy with (3.16) in the proof' of Lemma 3.7.2 it can he shown that 

1111 Intl <8 1/j1 () RPMr 

So because 1ß < (RPo/2)"-' and Po >8" 2" we get the required inequality. U 

The following Lemma is the attain one of' t; 3.7.2, and assures us that, if tine rº'aº1 l arts 
of the lifted phases are all "very negative" then the fixed points must all be very close to 

one another. 

Lemma 3.7.8 (Closing of the ith gate as Inc T,, (f) --* -cx) Fix GE 
Admissible and an iE Zwz such that G, *. Tlwil For fE WB(G) w' can 
then let o , '(f) = 'yi, +, f(+oc) 1W(1 (7'(J) 1liei'e is 11 ('OIISt. 111t 

C= C(v) such that for ýfll fE WG(G) 

ire-Jf) 

Proof. Let, f (z) =z+ (z - (7()) ... 
(z - rr�) tý. (z) where cri , ... , a,. E [i0. I'rovi(le(I tlult 

I'p was initially chosen sinall enough and �vO, we can he Sire that 1,11 
f(') II<I // j) loC 

all z A11 and f EA(. Wetllenset, aS>0sothat (5"=10ü",, /l! ('Ti(f)I. 
We aim to decompose the set of fixed points into small! "("llistcrs" full tlieui tiliow that 

Q" (f) and a (f) belong to the saline cluster. 
For k=0,... 

1v we use the following algorit luu to < ýIlý lllýlte the value pk > U. 

a trajectory which 
enters and then escapes Wa inlrprnlr nrvv (. ' 
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1. Let r := 6/Po" 

2. If [D(Qk, rPo) \ D(vk, r) ] fl {aO, 
..., cr�} =0 then go to step (4. ). 

3. Let r :=r" Po and then go back to step (2. ). 

4. Let pk :=r and stop. 

Note that for each k, we have Pk d= (ö/Po ") " (Po )" since we can go through step (3. ) 
at most v times. 

Fork = 0, ... ,v we let Sk= {ao, 
... ,o-} f1 D(ok, pk), and note that D(Qk, pkPP) \ 

D(ok, pk) does not intersect {ao, 
... Q�}. 

Now we need to show that we can define an equivalence relation on {ao, 
... , a�} by 

saying o, N o, ' if a, a' E S,, for some aE {0, 
... , v}. 

Suppose that s ES,, n Sb and s' E Sb \ Sa, for some a, bE {0, 
... , v}. We need to show 

that S,, C Sb. 
We must have sE D(aa,, pa. ) and s' D(va,, Pa Pö ). Thus 1s - s'I > pa 

Pe - pq,. Now 

since s, s' E D(ab, pb) we have Is - s'I < 2pb. Therefore p,,, « pa Po - pa < 2Pb since 
Po » 1. However then for any zE D(ao,, pa) 

Iz 
- Qbl < Iz-SI+Is-SCI+Is'-obl <Pa+2Pb+Pb <pbPO 

implying that D(Qa,, pa, ) C D(Qb, pbPo). This together with 

Sa = {vo, ... , v�} n D(a, p,, ) and 

Sb = 10'0,..., Q�} nD(Qb, Pb) _ {ao,..., o�} nD(Qb, P6Pö) 

tells us that Sa C Sb as required. Thus N is indeed an equivalence relation. 
We can let A0, ... , A,. (where r< v) denote the equivalence classes. These we will call 

the "clusters. " Associated to each Ak there will be some ak E KO and Rk E (a/Po ", ö) 
such that Ak = D(ak, Rk) fl {00, ... , Q�} and D(ak, Rk PP) \ D(ak, Rk) contains none of 
the fixed points Os, ..., C. 

So each cluster Ak has diameter at most 26. We now have to show that there is some 
k such that au (f ), ac(f) E Ak. 

Assume for contradiction that au(f) and re(f) do not belong to the same cluster. We 
will try to calculate an upper bound for I Re -Ti (f) I. 

For each k we consider the sets Au = Fix"(i, f) n Ak and At = Fix'(i, f) fl Ak. 
Notice that it is basically the trajectories 'yi, +, f and ryj, _, f which separate Fix" (i, f) 

from Fixe(i, f). We can then partition D(ak, Rk) into pieces by chopping it using trajec- 
tories for .= i[f (z) - z], and so that each piece contains only elements of Ak, or only 
elements of A. We can do this so that D(ak, Rk) is chopped into at most v pieces. We 
now apply Lemma 3.7.7 to show that I Im EoEAU t(f, o) I< v/Rk. 

Since there are no more than v of these sets AI, when we sum up we must have 

Im Z t(f, u) < v2/Rk', 
QEFix" (i, f) 
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Another cluster 
of points 

/N-N/ 

R' 

NN R'Po 
R 

One cluster 
RP 2 0. of points 

o 

zi. + 

One cluster > 

of fixed points 

afl,.. 
dl 

Another 
cluster 

Figure 3.20: We show two clusters of 
points. The first cluster is contained in a 
disc of radius R, and these are the only 
marked points in a larger disc of radius 
RPo with the same centre. The second 
cluster is contained in a disc of radius R', 
and these are the only marked points in a 
larger disc of radius R'P0 

. 

z;,. 

Figure 3.21: The r. th gato of f is shown, 
with the fiXo(1 points of f sOJEUntocl into 

clusters, oa(II of 1, (OrV small diameter. A( 
- 

tualliv if WO SlIppo5O that (r" and a1 belong 

to (1ilkient cluster's, then this will lead to a 
(011tra(II('tioII. 

which implies that I Re Tj (f) < 8v2/Rý by Theoreni 2.1.11 and the fact, that "Rej(f, (r) 
-27r Irll t(f, u). " Now since 1/J? < p2"21(5' this implies that, I Re Tý (f) < 8vß ö "ýMv 

However since we can assume that PO > 8v2, substituting (i" _ Pd"2ß. eT;, (J)I iuilllies 
that I Re Ti (f) j<I Re Tj (f) j which is it clear contradiction. 

Therefore our assumption was wrong, and au (f) a ii(I of (f) lutist both lie in IS smile 
cluster. And since ("Illst('rs hulv(' size at in(wt 26 the Leiuiua has, heen proved vv-here 
C(v) = 2"[Po(v)]"', 0 

3.7.3 Realising a map with a particular gate structure 
In this section we will waººt, to show that vVc' can realise an fE WG(G) fOr an nil , itral y 
GE Admissible. But first we will prove this, in the simplest, case where G li, ºs only one 
open gate. 

The following Lenºiººa is needed. 
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Lemma 3.7.9 (The value of the holomorphic index) If a is a 
multiplicity-r fixed point of f, then 

1 
Z_+04 
m (r 

1 
1)! dr 

11 (z 

f ()) 
(3.22) 

Proof. Notice that the holomorphic index is related to the Cauchy residue 
by t(f, o) = res(z_71 , a). The formula for calculating the Cauchy residue (see 
[ST, Lemma 12.3]) gives us (3.22). 0 

Lemma 3.7.10 Suppose that G has a single open gate, with Gi = j, where 
i, jE Z/v7G. 

Then we can find an fE W13(G) n .F of the form f (z) =z+ zr(z - 
a)"-''+lu(z) (for some u close to ufo) arbitrarily close to fo, and such that 
I Re, j(f, 0)1 -: IReI(f, o)I is arbitrarily large. 

Proof. Recall the significance of the holomorphic family {v8}e from §2.7. Let uo 
V(a, o,,.,, 0) and h, (z) =z+ Zr (z - a)v-r+IuQ(z), where 1<r<v and r+ vZ =i-j+ vZ. 
Then clearly h, -+ fo as a --} 0 and by Lemma 3.7.9 we have that 

c(ho, 0) =B (1 + 0(1)) as o, --* 0, (3.23) 

for some BEQ\ {0}. 
Take N»0 and let 

N)i 

where args E (0,27r/v). (3.23) implies that i(h9,0) = -N/27ri " (1 + o(1)) as N -4 +oo, 
which implies that 3(h3,0) = -N(1 + 0(1)). Similarly, 3(h8, s) = N(1 + o(1)). 

Corollary 3.7.5 then ensures that h9 is indeed well behaved. 

However, we cannot be sure that gate(h9) =G because we had a choice of v different 
roots when we defined s. 

It is clear that 0 is a multiplicity-r fixed point and has r attracting and r repelling 
directions. 

Because there is only one open gate the arrangement of fundamental regions is very 
simple. Also mult(h9,0) =r and it can be shown that there will be an mE Z/uZ so that 
the r repelling directions at 0 will be "contained" in the petals 

Um, 
-, h, i 

Um-1 
-, ha 9 ... f 

Um_r+l, 
-, he 

and so that the r attracting directions at a will be contained in 

Um-1, 
+, h'v Um-2, +, p, ""-, 

Um-r, +, h, 

We must then have gatem(h, ) =m-r (modulo v). 
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However, we can "rotate" the picture so that we do get the single open gate in the 
right place. To do this we let a= e2ln'(i-m)1"s and then let f=h,. It can be checked that 
gate(f) = G, and we still have that j(hg, 0) = -N(1 + o(1)) and ß(h0, o) = N(1 + o(1)) 
as required. U 

The following technical Lemma is needed in the proof of Lemma 3.7.12 when we want 
to apply Corollary 3.7.5. 

Lemma 3.7.11 Suppose that M»1 and ao, ... , a, ER\ {0} have Jai I> 
MIa2I, ... , 

Iar_l I> MIa, J, and Mlao +"""+ arj < Ia,. I. Then for any X such 
that 0CXC {0, 

... , r} we must have 

E 
ai > Iarl 

iEX 

Proof. This fairly easy to show (using Ix + yI > IIxl - IyII for x, yE R). 

Now we can prove the main Lemma of §3.7.3. 

Lemma 3.7.12 (An fE WB(G) can be realised) Suppose that GE 
Admissible. Then we can find an fE WB(G) n .F arbitrarily close to fo such 
that Re fi (f) «0 is "arbitrarily negative" for each i with Gi *. 

Proof. We take one of the iE Z/vZ such that Gi =j0*. Then we proceed as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.7.10, to give us a well behaved gl (z) =z+ z' (z - }ý)-r+ingl (z) 

with Re j(gl, 0) «0 and Re, l(gl, A) » 0. Thus Tj(gl) is arbitrarily large. 
We then take an i' #i with Gz, = j' * (if there is one left). fi,, +, y, will have the 

same multiplicity-m fixed point, or, at both its ends, where a is either 0 or A. We restrict 
gl : Ko --> C to a small neighbourhood Kh1 of a, to give us hl Kh, -4 C of the form 
hl (z) =z+ a(z - a)muh, (z) for m= mult(gl, o), and some aeC\ {0}, where uh, (z) 
for all zE Khl . 

(See Figure 3.22. ) 
h, can be treated in exactly the same way as fo, and there will be m attracting and 

m repelling directions for the multiple point a. There will be corresponding fundamental 
regions for hl contained within Kh, . 4, +, gl has both its ends at v and there will be a corresponding Q,, s, h, C Kh, "inside" 
it, such that fi,,, h, Uf (Q;, ±, hl) U {a} is the boundary of one of the fundamental regions 
for hl. Also £j', 

-, g, will have a corresponding £j', _, h, inside it. 
Again using Lemma 3.7.10 we split apart the fixed point a of hl to get an h2 

Khl -+ C with two new fixed points in Khl, and so that the closure of 4', +, h2 U 2j', 
-, h2 is 

homeomorphic to a circle. See Figure 3.22. 
There is a corresponding g2 which is an extension of h2 such that g2 and gl share a 

fixed point outside Kh,, and such that 92 has two fixed points in Kh,. We can denote by 
so, sl the fixed points in Kh� and by s2 the fixed point in Ko \ Kh, . 

If g2 is close enough to gl, then 3(91,82) -- 3(92)82) (by Lemma 2.4.8). Also 
we can certainly make sure that (Re j(g2i sj)j »I Rel(g2i 82)1, and it is clear that 
J Re3(g2i so) + Re](92i s1) + Rej(g2i s2)ß -I Re3(fo, 0)I «l ReJ(g2, s2)l. Therefore 
Lemma 3.7.11 can be applied, allowing us to apply Corollary 3.7.5. Thus g2 is well 
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behaved. Using Lemma 3.3.11 we can deduce that gate2(g2) = gatei(gi) = J, and that 
gatei, (g2) = j' as required, and these are the only open gates of gate(g2). Lemma 3.7.11, 
Lemma 3.7.4 and Theorem 2.4.11 imply that Ref, (gl) «0 and Re Tj (gj) < 0. 

I 

Figure 3.22: On the left we have the lines e 
, ±, 10, In the middle we have split the 0 to give 

two double fixed points, and we show all the ej, +, y, and Qi, +, I,,, tj, -, i C Kh. On the right 
we have split the upper double fixed point apart to give us a second gate, and we show 
the lines ez, +i92 and ei, +, h2, £1, 

-, h2 c Kh,. We have gate(fo) gate(! /i) 
and gate(g2) = (2,1, *). 

We can continue splitting the remaining niultil>le fixed points 11i1til we obtain it [Jr 
(where G has r open gates) with the gate structure desired. As long as vacli successive 
perturbation was much smaller than the previous ones, [Jr will iIulee(l he well hehaved 
(again using Lemma 3.7.11 and Corollary 3.7.5), and the real parts of all the lifted 

will be "very negative. " 
Also by being a bit more careful we can make sirre that fE WF(G) f1 F. U 

3.7.4 The Jacobian is non-zero when G has no closed gates 
The following Leitinia corresponds to a result in [DES] which states that "if two (v + 1)- 

clegree polynomials Li, V2 are nornlalisecl suitably, have the sally coullliuaItori('s atuI tliee 
sa flue integral invariants, then I 'l _ 12. " 

Lemma 3.7.13 (Uniqueness of holomorphic indices for (v + 1)- 
degree polynomials) Suppose that fi, f are weak11' «well behaved, G= 

gate(f1) = gate(fz). o-o(fi) = (TI(fz) =U and 'af, = of = I. If ((fI, (ak(fI)) = 
c(h, ak(f2)) for every k=1, ... ,r 

(where G has r open t; fites) Own fi = ft. 

Proof. Since u f, = u12 = 1, the functions f',, fz are weakly well behaved (v + 1)-degree 
polynomials defined on the whole of C. Thus we can truckle t In' In 4)I, Ienl frolu t lie I, oint, 
of view of [DES]. (We will not go through all the (letails. ) 

For a (v + 1)-degree polynonºial f and a. EC we can let. /. --> C be the uiýIxiiuaIl 
solution of z= i[f (z) - z] on C. (See Definition 2.2.1. ) Then slip 1= +oo if and oily if 
j'Yz(t)j-*+ooas t->+ooandinfI=-00 if and onlyif'1' (t)j -*+ooits t->-V. We 
can then let Traj(z) ='yz(Iz) CC 

I. %,.. 
I_ _ 11., 
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Two of the 
separatrices V=V, f U,. ý= U,. 1 

V,., = V, 

V 
Two of the 

separatrices 

13 

L. vf 

R, 

- 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.23: In (a) we show the sets i , z,,, J (where iE Z/3Z and sE {+, -}) in a 
neighbourhood of 0, for some fE Wß(G) where G= (2,1, *). {1, ß, s, f}j, s is a partition 
of C, and for each ie Z/3Z and sE {+, -} the set I i, s, f contains U,,,, f defined earlier. 
The boundary of each Vi, s, f is a union of separatrices. In (b) we show trajectories for the 
vector field z= i[f (z) - z] in a neighbourhood of oc, with the separatriceS emphasised. 
In (c) we show the image of Vi,,, f under the straightening coordinate kpi�,, j (in the case 
where s=+ and gates(f) *, or where s=- and gated (f) =i for some jE Z/VZ). 
v1,8,1 is the vector between the points Li" f and R°° f. 

Because of the topological picture of the Pi,,,, f's (which is ensured by Proposition 2.3.2) 
and the fact that "trajectories cannot cross, " it can be shown that there are no limit cycles 
in C and no "homoclinic links" (i. e. trajectories ly :I -4 C stich that 1ry(t)l -f +oo as 
t -4 +oo and t- -oo. ) Also, for any zEC there are fixed points (7_, a+ EC such that, 
'Yz(t) - Q+ as t -4 ±oo. 

If oo Traj(z0) then zH Traj (z) is continuous in a neighbourhood of z() with respect 
the Hausdorff metric. And in fact if zi is close to zo then there are some sinall a, /3 ER 
such that -y,, = X,, o YO o ryzp. 

Where iE Z/vZ and sE {+, -} we can let 

ai, s := inf {ro <0I oc' Tra. j(X,, (--i,,, )) VrE [ro, 0] } 

bß, 
8 : =sup fro> 01 oo Traj(-l., (ýý, )) VrE [0, r0]} 

(where we allow ai, 3 = -oo or b;,, _ +oo). Tlieti we let, 

i E(a.;..., b,.. ' ) 

If Gi * and sE {+, -} then there will be poitits a1, ... , a., EC so that, 01 ',,,, f = 
Traj(a, ) U"""U Traj(a4). We call these Traj((r. k) separatrices and each will eontaiu ýx) at, 
one end, and either rye,,, f(+oo) or yz,,, I(-oo) at. the other. If . '; =+ and Gi _* (or if 
s=- and G, i for all iE Z/v7L) then 1 1, f is bounded by two sel)aratrices, 1>otli with 
0o at one end, and with ry;,, s, f(+oc) _ ý;,.,, f(-, )o) at, the other. ('liier'e are exact Iy 2v 
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separatrices, and these are "almost asymptotic at oo" to one of the lines e"i(zk+i)/2vR+ 
for some k=1, ... , 2v. See [DES]. ) 

It can be shown that Uß, 9, fCV, 3,1 and V 
, +, f=V , _, f if Ui, +, f= Uj, 

_, f 
if Gti =j$*. 

We find there is a separatrix contained in the boundaries of both V 
, +, f and Vi, 

-, f which 
links ryz, +, f(+oo) = ryi, _, f(+oo) to oo. Also V, +, f and V_1, _, f will share a separatrix which 
links y,, +, f(-oo) = ya_,, _, f(-oo) to oo. We can show that the union of the closures of 
the V, s, f is the whole complex sphere, and that V, 8, f n V', 9,, f 0 only if Vi,,, f=V,,,,, f. 
Therefore we have a partition of U. 

We can then define 'Yi, s, f: Vi,,,, f -+ C to be a straightening coordinate (or approximate 
Fatou coordinate) of the form 

w Ti's, f Z) := 

where we only integrate over paths in V,,, f. If Gi * then Ti, s, f(U, s, f) will be an "open" 

vertical strip. On the left and right boundary lines of the strip W;, 9, f(V, s, f) there will be 
points La°9 f and R1°s f which correspond to oo back in the z-coordinate. (That is to say, 
if {wk}k C' ' 

, 3,1(V, 8,1) and wk -i L' f or Wk -+ R°s f, then Wt, s, 
f(wk) --+ 00 , S, 

We will now show that the vector from the left "infinity" point L°° f to the right 
"infinity" point R°�s t must be given by 

vi, 9, f := R°s>f -L ,f= -2iri 1,8 
oEFixu(i, f 

Suppose that Im[R°s, f- L°s, j] > 0. Then we let P: (0, S) -+ C be defined as P(s) = 
L°s +s where S= Re[Rz°s, f-L f], and Q: (0, T) -4 C where T= Im[R', f- L° s, f] be 
defined as Q(t) = P(S) + it. If p= Wz-' foP: (0, S) --- C and q= T7 foQ: (0, T) -ý C 
then these paths will be trajectories for the vector fields z=f (z) -z and z= i[f (z) - z] 
respectively. 

Also lims, o p(s) = oo, lim8.., s p(s) = limt, o q(t) and limtýT q(t) = oo. Thus we can 
basically stick the paths p and q together to give a closed Jordan contour C: [0, S+T] -+ C 
such that C(r) = p(r) if rE (0, S) and C(r) = q(r - S) if rE (S, S+ T). (Also 
C(0) = C(S + T) = oo. ) Then it is easily shown that 

d( S+iT Ra°s f-L°s f Int =- 27ri cz-f (() 21ri 27ri 

This contour C winds once anti-clockwise around each element of Fix'(i, f ). It is easily 
shown (by the theory of residues) that 

Int = t(f, a) 
vEFix"(i, f ) 

We can show this in much the same way when Im[R, °3, f- Lt1,9 fj < 0. 
So now we see that for fl, f2 with the same gate structure and same holomorphic 

indices, we must have vß, 3, fl = vi,,, f2 for all iE 7G/v7G and sE (Also, if Gi =j 
then vi , +, f, = vj, -, h and vz, +, f2 = vj, -, f2 
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Thus for each element of the partition {V213,11 } such that W, 8,11 (Vj,,, f, ) is a strip (as 
opposed to a half-plane) the translation T2,, (w) =w+ (Lt°O, f2 - L°ý fl) maps the strip 
Wi, s, f, (V, 

s, fl) onto the strip WYi, 3,12(V, 8112), and maps L°s, 11 to Li°s 12, and R=°s 11 to Rt°9 f2. Similarly if WYi, 3, fl (V, s, fl) is a half plane, then there is a Ti, 9 which either maps Ly°9, f, to 
L°° f or maps R°° to R7, ti,,, z a, s>fl ,, 

%2 

As a result for any i, s there is a "natural" way to construct conformal maps hi, 5 V 
,, s, fl -+ V 

, s, fz by setting h1, s = 'P s 
fz o Ti, s o By their construction these satisfy 

hß, 5 
('Yi, 

s, t, (+oo)) _ 'Yz, s, f2 (+oo) and h;, 9 
(ryi, 

s, h (-oo)) = 'yz, s, I2 (-oo). 
These hi, 3 can be patched together and extended analytically to the whole of C. This 

gives us a conformal mapping I: C -- C fixing 0, such that (for any i, s) I (Vi, 9, f, ) = Vj, s, f2 
and by the construction we will have ak(f2) = I(ak(fl)) for k=1, ... ,r 

(where G has r 
open gates). 

However any conformal map C -+ C is an of ne map. Thus I (z) = az for some 
aEC\ {0} since 1(0) = 0. We want to show that a= 1. 

We can use Lemma 3.7.9 to show that there are some heterogeneous polynomials (see 
Definition 3.7.15 below) P("), Q(. ) E C[S,, ... , S,. ] so that 

_P( 
1(f1),..., Qr(fl)) 

=P 

(ai(f2),..., 
Ur(f2)) 

ýýflý ý) 
- Q(0,1YO, 

-., ar(M) 
and G(f2e 0) 

Q(Ql(f2), 
... I Ur(f2)) 

. 

Also deg Q- deg P=v. So since Qk(f2) = aak(f1) (for k=0, 
... , r) we see that 

t(f2,0) =ä t(fl, 0). And since we assumed that c(fl, ok(fl)) = t(f2, ok(f2)) for all k, we 
see that a"=1. 

But by its construction I must map each zi, 3 E V, s, p, to some point in V,,, 12. Recall 
the definition of the points z;, 9. It is clear that (since a' = 1) a 54 1 would imply that 
I (zz, 

3) = zj, 9 ¢ V, s, f2 for some j0i, which is a contradiction. 
Thus a=1, implying that fl = f2 as required. U 

Corollary 3.7.14 (The Jacobian Jach(s) is non-zero if u= 1) Let 
GE Admissible have no closed gates, s= (si, 

... , sr) E Kor and f. (z) _ 
Z+ z(z - sl) ... 

(z - s, ). Now define 

h(s) = (hl(s),..., h�(s)) := (fä(s1),...,. fe(s, )) 

If 0,81) ... , Sr are all distinct (and f, E W13(G)) then 

Jach(s) = det 
(as: 

(s)) 
l4jsý 

O 0. 

1(j(V 

Proof. Supposing for contradiction that Jach(S) = 0, then h is not injective in any 
neighbourhood of s, so there are some distinct s°, sb EC arbitrarily close to s such that 
h(sa) = h(sb). But since Is E C" I f8 E WB(G)} is open (by Proposition 2.3.10) we can 
also assume that ffa, fsb E W13(G). But this would contradict Lemma 3.7.13 above. $ 
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Definition 3.7.15 (The polynomial ring, C Z1, ... ,Z 
J) A polynomial 

PE C[Z1,... 
, 
Zn] = C[ZJ is of the form 

MI Mn 

P(lý1i % 
... f `r7b/ a{1... tn . .. 

Z. ý7 ` 
... 

ril ZLn z 

ii=O to=O 

where the coefficients ai,... i� are all in C, and Z1,. .., Z� are "indeterminates. " 
C[Z] forms a ring where addition and multiplication are defined in the natural 
way. Each PE C[Z] can be treated as a map C' -* C, so for z= (zl,... 

, z,, ) E 
Cz we let P(z) EC be the evaluation of P at z. Also, the degree of P is 
defined to be 

degP := max{il +"""+i,, I ail... i, # 0}. 

If il +"""+i, = deg P for all il, ... , i,, with ail.., i� 0 then P is said to be a 
heterogeneous polynomial. 

Definition 3.7.16 (The ring of convergent power series, 
C{Zl,... , Z,, }) Let C{Zl, ... , Z�} _ C{Z} be the set of "convergent" 
power series of the form 

f ýZ) _ PA(Z) 
j>O 

where each Pj(Z) is a degree-j heterogeneous polynomial. (See [Na] or [Ka]. ) 
IfPj(Z) =0 forallj =0,..., jo-1 then wesaythat 

f (Z) = Pao (Z) + "higher terms". 

C{Z} is a ring which contains C[Z] as a sub-ring. C{Z} is basically equivalent 
to the ring of holomorphic germs at 0. (That is to say that any fE C{Z} 
defines a holomorphic map in a neighbourhood of 0, and that every holomor- 

phic map defined in a neighbourhood of 0 has an associated convergent power 
series. ) 

For zEC we let f (z) be the evaluation off at z. 

76 

Lemma 3.7.17 If fE C[Z1, ZZ] (resp. fE C{Z1 i Z2}) then A- B is a factor 
of f (A, B) -f (B, A) in C[A, B] (resp. C{A, B}. ) 

Proof. Note that (A - B)(AmB° +"""+ A°B) = Arn+i - B'+', so A-B is a factor 
of A'n+i - Bm+1 in C[A, B]. It follows quickly that if f (Zl, Z2) E C[ZI, Z2] then A-B 
is a factor of f (A, B) -f (B, A) in C[A, B], as required. 

If f (Zl, Z2) E C[Z1, Z2] then f(A, Ai-B(e'A) has an obvious formal power series. The 
fact that this power series is convergent can also be shown with a little more effort. 

Lemma 3.7.18 (Prime elements) C[Z] and C{Z} are both unique factori- 
sation domains (UFDs). Any (non-zero) degree one heterogeneous polynomial 
is prime in both C[Z] and C{Z}. 
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If P, Q are two non-zero degree one heterogeneous polynomials then either 
P and Q are coprime, or else they are constant multiples of each other. (That 
is there isaAEC\{0}sothat P=\Q. ) 

Proof. C[Z] and C{Z} are both UFDs by [Ka, 23.5,23.6]. It is then sufficient to show 
that a non-zero degree one heterogeneous polynomial Pi(z) is irreducible in C{Z} (since 
irreducible elements in a UFD are also prime, and C[Z] is a sub-ring of C{Z}). 

Notice that if U={fE C{Z} If (0, ... , 0) # 0}, then fE C{Z} if and only if fEU. 
Thus U is the set of units of C{Z} (since the "inverse" of f in C{Z} must be l if it 
actually exists). 

Suppose for contradiction that A, BE C{Z} are non-units and that A(Z) " B(Z) _ 
Pl (Z). Then we can write A and B as power series 

A(Z)=A(Z) and B(Z)=B1(Z) 
iýo tro 

where each Az and Bi is a degree i heterogeneous polynomial. However A, BýU implies 
that A0(Z) =0 and B0(Z) = 0. But then multiplying the power series term by term, and 
collecting together degree one terms we see that P1(Z) = Ao(Z) B, (Z) +A, (Z)"Bo(Z) = 0. 
This is a contradiction, as required. 

It is then easy to see that P and Q are either coprime or constant multiples of each 
other. 0 

For s= (s1,. .., s�) in a small neighbourhood N(0) C CV of 0= (0,.. ., 0) let 
{vs}-EN(o) be the holomorphic family of maps defined in §2.7. 

Again let 

f. (Z) =z+ z(z - Si) ... 
(z - s�)ve(z), 

and recall in particular that if s, s' E N(0) are permutations of each other then v, = v,,. 
Lemma 3.7.19 (Jach(s) is non-zero) Define 

h(s) = (hl (s), 
... , 

%tv(S)) _ (fe(S1)ý 
... 

fs(svýý 

The Jacobian of h at s will be 

Jach(s) = det 
(as 

(s))14ý4ý = R(s) " 11(ss - sj)2. 
*v i<j 

for some holomorphic map R(") : KO" --* C. If Ko is sufficiently small then for 

all sE Kö we have R(s) Pý mo for some mo EZ\ {0}. 

Proof. We let A(s) _ (aa (s)) be the vxv matrix associated with the above Jacobian. 
Then for example, hi(s) =1+ s1(s1 - s2) ... 

(Si - s�)v, (s1). 

We treat Jach as a power series in C{S}. We first aim to prove that (S1 - S2)2 is a 
factor of Jach(S) in C{S}. 

Forl<i, j<vandi54 j, let 

cji(S) aiz(S) alp(S) )\ 

a2 (S) a2 (S) 
) 
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It is not too hard to show that we can (partially) expand Jach(S) = det A(S) in such a 
way that every term in the resulting sum will have det Ct3(S) as a factor, for some i, j. 
Therefore it is sufficient to show that (Si - S2)2 is a factor of each of the det Ci3 (S). 

Notice that there is some BE C{Zl, ... , Z�} such that 

hi (s) = 1+(S1 - S2)B(Sl, S2, S3,..., S�) and 
h2(S) = 1+(S2-S1)B(S2, S1, S3,..., S�). 

(For this we need the fact that v8 = vs, if s' is a permutation of s. ) 
We can check that if C := äZ1 and D: = Z then 

c12 (s) =(B 
(S') + 

(s2 S) 

(S') 

A(s) 

+ 

(S21- 

S1)C(s 

)S 

) 

where S= (S1, S2, S3,.. ., 
S�) and S' = (S2, Sl, S3, ... , Si, ). Lemma 3.7.17 implies that 

(S l- S2)2 is a factor of C12(S). 
Also for each i=3, ... ,v there is some VE C{Z} such that 

ali(S) = (Si - S2)V (S) and a21 (S) = (S2 - SO)V (S'). 

It is not hard to show that (S1 - S3)2 is a factor of C23(S) for all i, j. Thus (St - Sß)2 is 
indeed a factor of Jach(S) in C{S}- 

Lemma 3.7.18 tells us that (St - Sß)2 and (Sk - Se)2 are coprime if {i, j} {k, e}. 
Thus if we let ((S) = rli<j(Si - Sj)2 E C[S] we see that ((S) is a factor of Jach(S) in 
C{S}. 

We still need to show that R- mo EZ\ {0}. Let f'(z) =z+ z(z - Sl) ... (z - S�) 
and 

h*(S) = (hi(s), 
... , h*(S)) = ((f *)'(Si), ... , (f+)'(S, )). 

OSj -(S), so that Jach. (S) = det(a? (S)). Both Jach. (S) and ((S) We can then let a (S) = 
are heterogeneous and of degree v(v - 1). Using the argument above and Lemma 3.7.14 
we see that there is some mo EZ\ {0} such that Jach" (S) = mo((S). 

Note that for any i we have vs(Si) = vo(O) + "higher terms", so 

a, j(S) =a (S)vo (0) + "higher terms". 

This implies that 

Jach(S) = Jach"(S)(vo(0))v + "higher terms". 

Thus 

R(S) Jach(S) 
_ 

Jach. (S) (vo(0))v + "higher terms" = mo(vo(0))" + "higher terms". 
c(S) C(S) 

as required. 0 
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Corollary 3.7.20 (The Jacobian Jacp(s) is non-zero if G has no 
closed gates) Now define p(s) = (I(f� sl), ... , , j(f� s�)) . If all the 0, Si, ... , s� E KO are distinct then Jacp(s) 34 0. 

Proof. This comes directly from Lemma 3.7.19 and the observation that there is a 
biholomorphic map d defined in a neighbourhood of 1 such that d(f8(si)) si) for 
all i. This is given by d(\) =g0 

3.7.5 Realising a map with the correct lifted phases 
To show the existence of maps with particular lifted phases we will be using the following. 

Theorem 3.7.21 (Inverse Mapping Theorem) Suppose that XC ('"` is 
open, f: X -* C' is holomorphic and aEX. Then f is a biholomorphic 
mapping from an open neighbourhood of a onto an open neighbourhood of f (a) 
if and only if Jacf(a) 54 0. (Jac f(a) is the Jacobian off at a. ) 

Throughout the rest of this section we will be using the following notation. 
Notation 3.7.22 Fix GE Admissible, and let r be the number of open gates 
that G possesses. 

Then there will be multiplicities m0,. .., m,. (dependent upon G) so that 
Mk = mult(g, ak(g)) for all gE WB(G). Now for o= (al, ..., of) in a small 
neighbourhood of (0, ... , 0) E Cr define 

MO-1 MI Mr 
Q cr 0,..., 0, Q1i..., Q1,..., Orr,..., Qr) E 

and wo := v«) where {va} is the family of maps defined in a neighbourhood 
of KO which comes from §2.7. Also define f0 : KO -* C as 

ff(z) : =Z+ zm0(Z - 0,1)"e' ... 
(z 

- Ur)m. wQ(z). 

Now we define 

S*, r :_ {(o , ... , °r. 
) E Cr 10,0i, 

... , d, are not all distinct}. 

Then the map p= p(G) : Kö \ S*, '' --> Cr defined as 
P(U1,... , Qr) _ (j(f, ai), ... ' i(fc, Qr)) 

is well defined and holomorphic. 
We can also find al, ... , ar E Z/vZ so that {al, 

... , a,. } _ {i Gi # *} 
and al < a2 <. ". <a,.. (See Proposition 2.4.12. ) Let T: W13(G) --+ Cr be 
defined as 

T(f) = 

Now we let B= B(G) : C' -. Cr be the invertible linear map given in 
Proposition 2.4.12. Then O= O(G) : Kor \ S*, r -+ C is holomorphic if it is 
defined as 

e: = Bop, 

and we have e(o-) =T (f, ) for all o= (al, ... , Q,. ) E Kö such that fa, E 
W13(G) andak=Qk(ff) fork=1,..., r. 
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We also need the following technical Lemma. 
Lemma 3.7.23 Fix GE Admissible and use the notation in Notation 3.7.22. 
Let 77 »0 and ->0. Then there is ae>0 such that the following hold. 

1. There is a closed neighbourhood N(S*, '') of S*, " in Cr so that if cE 
Kö \ S*, ' and IIO(o)Il < rl then o¢ N(S*, r). is the Euclidean 
norm. ) 

2. Suppose that a: [0, t1] -4 C is a continuous path in DZe such that 
fr(o) E W13(G), and O(o (t)) E HH for all tE [0, t1]. Then f7(e) is well 
behaved and a(t) E DE for all tE [0, tl]. 

Proof. If we have a bound IIe(o, )II < 77 then there is some 77' >0 so that IIp(o)JI < q' 
(by the linearity of the invertible map B= B(G) and the fact that e=Bo p). This 
implies that the holomorphic indices of all the fixed points of fQ (close to 0) are also 
bounded. 

However, when a multiple fixed point is perturbed so that it splits apart, at least one of 
the holomorphic indices will be very large, and in fact arbitrarily large for a sufficiently 
small perturbation. (See Lemma 3.7.24 below. ) Thus there is no sequence 0k in Dr 2c 
accumulating on S*, r such that II®(0k)I[ < rl for all k. Therefore the neighbourhood 
N(S*, ') of S*, r exists and (1. ) is proven. 

Lemma 3.7.8 implies that if ý»1, folg E W13(G) and ®(Q(t)) E Ht for all tE [0,1] 
then o , (t) E DE for all tE [0,1]. 

Now let I= {t1 E [0,1] I fQitl E W13(G) Vt E [0, t1]}. Then I is an interval. If we 
can also show that I is open and closed in [0,1], then I= [0,1] and the Lemma will be 
proved. 

Proposition 2.3.10 implies that I is open. To show that I is closed, it is sufficient to 
show that f, (t+) is in neither W13 \ W8(G) nor A% \ Wß. 

Suppose that G has r open gates. Now suppose for contradiction that f, (t+) E WB(G') 
where G G' E Admissible. In the case where o(t+) ' S*, r Proposition 2.3.10 implies 
that fa(t) E Wt3(G') for t sufficiently close to t+, which contradicts the definition of t+. 
The other possibility is that a(t+) E S*,. However, the fact that e((7(t)) is bounded, 
together with part (1. ) imply that this is not possible. Thus f, (t+) ¢ W13 \ W13(G). 

Now suppose for contradiction that f= fo, (t+) E No \ W8. Then there is an iE Z/vZ, 
sE {+, -} and r, r' ER so that ry1,,, f(r) Dro/2i rye,,, f(r') E D,. o18 and r' lies between 0 
and r. 

Then for f close enough to f, (t+) we will have -y;,,, I(r) 0 Dr014 and yj,,, I(r') E D,. 14- This implies that f is not 4 -well behaved. (See Definition 3.7.3. ) 
However, Lemma 3.7.4 and the fact that T (fo(i)) E HH for all tE [0, t+) implies that 

fa(t) is Ea-well behaved for all tE [0, t+) which is a contradiction. Thus I is closed, and 
part (2. ) is proven. 

Lemma 3.7.24 Suppose that f: D --f C is holomorphic on a domain DCC, 
and has a single fixed point o, in D, with multiplicity m>1. Now suppose 
that fk -* f uniformly on compact sets and that there is a sequence 0'/, --* or 
such that 0k is a fixed point of fk of multiplicity strictly less than m. 
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Then there is a sequence ok -+ Q such that ok is a fixed point of fk for all 
large k and such that I t(fk, v') -* +oo and I3(fk, Q') -+ +oo ask -+ +oo. 

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that o, =0 and f (z) = fo(z) _ 
z+ z"+1 + O(z"+1) We can choose associated KO, ro, No and so on. 

Consider the case where all fk E W8 for all k. Proposition 2.4.3 can be applied to 
show that i ff (fk) j -4 +oo as k -> +oo for all iE Z/vZ. Then Proposition 2.4.12 implies 
that the j-indices (and therefore the holomorphic indices) of the fixed points cannot all 
be bounded. Thus the sequence ak must exist. 

Now consider the case where fk ¢ WB for all k. Then for each large k there is a 
trajectory yk : [tk, 

_, 
tk, +] --* D,, 

012 
for z= i[fk(z)-z] which has 'yk(tk, _), 'yk(tk, _) E aDra, 2i 

and passes very close to 0 (if k is very large). Let 

Intk(B_, 0+) :=1/ 
dz 

21ri 
JC(O, 

O+) z- fk (z) 

where C(0_, 8+)(t) : =a exp(i[(1-t)9_+t9+]) fort E [0,1]. Then Intk(B_, 0+) is bounded 
if k is large and 0_, 0+ E [0,47r], since z_ 

fk(Z) is bounded on Ko \ D, 12. 
There are some 0k, 

_, 0k, + E [0,47r] so that the path "pk := yk+C(Ok, _, Ok, +)" is a closed 
Jordan contour (i. e. a loop). We want to show that the modulus of Intk :=2, ß' 

dz 
i 
fpk 

z_! k(z) tends to +oc, since this will imply that the modulus of the sum the holomorphic indices of 
all the fixed points which pk winds around must converge to +oo. But since Intk (Ok, _, Ok, +) 
is bounded for all k, it is sufficient to show that the modulus of Intk :=2, -ßi f tk z_fk(z) tends to +oo. 

Let w=1(z): =-z, a»1andp(f): =amax{jaj I f(Q)=o, K0} for f EN. 
Lemma 3.3.4 can be extended to show that (I o yk)'(t) .: i for all those t such that 
7k(t) E Ko \ Dp(fk). So in particular we see that -(k crosses from the "outside" of the 
annulus Dro/2 \ Dp(fk) to the "inside" (and then back out again). 

Thus the path Io -yk crosses from the inside of the annulus DI1(n(fk))I \ DII(ro/2)I to the 
outside. But then tk, + - tk, _ > 21I(p(fk)) - I(ro/2)I (since I (I o yk)'(t) I-1. ) Now since 
II(P(fk))l --p +oo as k -+ +oo, we see that jInt'kj >2 Itk, + - tk, _( --3 +oc as k -+ +oo. 
Thus for all k large, we can always find a fixed point ak which pk winds around so that 
It(. fk, ak)I -4 +oo. The definition of j(", ") implies that 11(fk, a, t)I --4 +oo also. 

Thus the Lemma holds in general. 0 

We are now ready to take our first step in proving Theorem 2.7.1. 
Lemma 3.7.25 Given GE Admissible with no closed gates, ý»I and 

B�) E H' there is an fE WB(G) such that T (f) = (Bl.... A). 

Proof. Define S*, ", O: KO' \ S"" -+ C, B: C" -+ G", p: Kö \ S*, " -4 C and f, as they 
were in Notation 3.7.22. 

Given wE H£ we will aim to find a well behaved fE WB(G) so that T(f) = w. 
Let e>0 be very small. Then oE D2E implies that f, EJ VO. Now let := CIE' 

where C»1. 
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We know by Lemma 3.7.12 that there is an o-* E DE such that fa. E W13(G) and 
©(o. *) E HH . Now define w(t) = (1 - t)O(o. *) + tw E H{ for tE [0,1] and 

C(to) :=a: [0, to] --> DZE \ S', " 0'(. ) is continuous, {0o 
Q(t) = w(t) Vt E [0, to] 

} 

where to E [0,1]. Also let I be the interval 

I := {to E [0,1] 13 Q(") E 9(to)}. 

If I= [0,1] then (by Lemma 3.7.23 part (2. )) we can simply let f=f., (, ) E Wt3(G), 
and we must have (. 1(f ), ... , T� (f )) =w as required. 

So now we will show that I= [0,1] by showing that I is both open and closed in [0,1]. 

Open: Take tl E I. We know there is an o, (. ) E G(tl). We aim to show that if tl <1 
then o, (. ) can be extended to give r(") E G(tl + e) for some small e>0. Since 
Jac©((r (tl)) #0 by Corollary 3.7.20, there is a local inverse 6 of O=Bop from a 
small neighbourhood of w(ti) to a neighbourhood of o (tl). If e>0 is small enough 
then we let r(t) = Q(t) for tE [0, t1], and r(t) = Ö(w(t)) for tE [ti, E). Then 
r(") E G(tl + e), so I is open in [0,1]. 

Closed: Let t+ = sup I, and take a sequence tk --4 t+. There will be associated paths 
0k(-) E Cc(tk). Lemma 3.7.23 part (2. ), we can let a+ E DEt' \ S*, " be an accu- 
mulation point of {Uk(tk)} C Dr'. Then e(or+) = w(t+) by continuity. Since 
Jace (o, +) #0 by Corollary 3.7.20 there is a local inverse e of e from a convex 
neighbourhood B of w(t+) to a neighbourhood of Q+. We can find ak so that 
w(tk) E B. Now let r(t) = o-k(t) for tE [0, tk], and r(t) = e(w(t)) for tE [tk, t+]. 
Then r(. ) E 9(t+), so I is closed in [0,1]. 

Therefore the required fE WB(G) exists. R 

Lemma 3.7.26 Given GE Admissible, ý»1 and (Br, ... , 9�) E H(G, .) 
there is an fE W13(G) such that for each iE Z/vZ we have fi(f) B;. 

Proof. There will be some G' = (Gi, ... , G; ) E Admissible with no closed gates, and 
such that for each i with G2 * we have Gi = Gt. 

Now foriEZ/v7Landk>i; let 

B'°k- 
f 

-k 
if Gi -54 k ifGti==*. 

Then by Lemma 3.7.25 for all k>ý there is a ck = (c1, k, ... , c,,, k) E KQ so that if 

hk(z) =z+ z(z - cl, k) ... 
(z 

- cv, k)vck 
(z) 

then hk E W, 3(G') and Tj(hk) = Oi, k for all iE Z/vZ. There must then be some c* very 
close to 0 and some subsequence {ck�}n of {ck}k such that ck� -a c*. Now let f := It,. 
and f7 := hk,,. Clearly fn -> f as n -+ +oo. 
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Assume for contradiction that fý WB. Then there is some iE Z/vZ, sE {+, -} 
and t, t' ER so that 'ya, s, f(t) V Dro/2 and ryz, 3, f(t') E D,,, /8 where t' is between 0 and 
t. But then Theorem 3.3.9 implies that for all n large we have (t) ¢ D,,, /4 and 
7i, s, fn (t') E Dro14. This implies that f,, is not Ea-well behaved for n large. 

However Lemma 3.7.4 implies that f,, is fa-well behaved for all n (because Re äj <- 
for all iE Z/v7G and C» 1). This is a contradiction, so we have fE W13. 

Proposition 2.4.3 implies that fE W13(G) (since gate1(f) Tz (f) = oo) and 
that all the lifted phases are correct. 0 

3.7.6 The Jacobian is non-zero in general 
Lemma 3.7.27 (Uniqueness of f (G; O1, 

... , B�) when G has no closed 
gates) Let ý>0 be large, and fix GE Admissible with no closed gates. Let 
HH and T be defined as they are in §2.7. 

If fa, fb E Wß(G) n, 17 and Ty a) = T(f b) E Hf then fa =fb. 
Proof. We let ve := up =u fb. For s= (s1, 

... , s�) E Cv close to 0 set 

f8(z) :=z+ z(z - sl) ... 
(z - s�)ve(z) and 

g8(z) :=z+ z(z - sl)... (z - s�). 

Let S*, ', T: W13(G) -* CL and O: Ko \ S*, " --+ C" be defined as they were in Nota- 
tion 3.7.22. 

Now let sd = (vl(fa), 
..., L7�(fa)) and Sb = (vl (fb), 

.., Q�(fb)). Finally let w(t) _ 
(1 - t)T(g8a) + tT(g8b) for tE [0,1]. 

We aim to construct a path {s(t)}tE[o, l] so that f8(o) =fa and fa(1) = fb and f , (t) E 
W8(G) for all tE [0,1]. First of all we need to show that T (gan ), T (gsb) E He"2. 

Let j= G2. Also let p(t) = Xt a (z;, +) where tE [0, T] and 

T := sup{to >01 Xt a (zt, +) e Yj, -, f° 
(IIt) VtE [0, to] 1 

Now let C be the Jordan contour in Figure 3.17 in the proof of Lemma 3.7.4 which winds 
anti-clockwise around Fixu(i, f°) (where "f" has been replaced by "f°'"). 

It is not difficult to show using the same kinds of arguments that we have before (for 
instance in the proof of Lemma 3.7.4) that 

Ti(faý 
, ý, 

fC 
z-fdz 

dz 
a (z) 

N 

Jp 
z-f° z 

-Ti f 9e° 1f dz ý' f 
il l) Jc Z-9aa (z) Jp 

Now since pis a solution of dt = fa(z) -z we have p'(t) = f4(p(t)) - p(t) and 

dz 
_T 

p'(t) dt T 
_1 dt = -T. 

(z 

-fa(z) 
- Jo p(t) - fa(p(t)) - J0 
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Notice that if ij(t) :=p, (t) then there is a small e>0 so that Ir(t ) +I<e for all P(t)-g. a(P(O) 
tE [0, T], and we will have 

dz 
_T 

p'(t) dt 
-T 

L 

98a(z) -I p(t) - 98a(p(t)) - 'fi(t) dt E -T(1 + DE). 

Thus f, (f a) /Ti (gsa) - 1. Since this can be done for all i with G1 we must have 
T (g.. ) E HH/2 since T(f) E H(. And similarly T (gsb) E H(12. 

We can use the proof of Lemma 3.7.26 to construct a path {s(t)}tEfo, 11 C C" so that 
s(0) = sa and so that T(g8(t)) = w(t) E H£/2 and ga(t) E WS(G) for all tE [0,1]. 
Lemma 3.7.13 and Proposition 2.4.12 imply that s(1) = s°. By Lemma 3.7.8 s(t) is close 
to 0 for all tE [0,1]. 

Using the same kind of argument as above we can show that T(fe(t)) E H, 14 for all 
tE [0,1] (since we already know that T(ge(t)) E H, 12 for all t). 

Recall that O is defined and holomorphic from Ko \ S*, ' -> C. We let X= Ht/4 and 
Y= 0-'(X). Now since X is open, and Jace(s) 00 for all sEY we see that the Inverse 
Mapping Theorem (Theorem 3.7.21) implies that k is open. We now let X be the path 
connected component of k which contains s(0). Clearly k must also be open. 

The proof of Lemma 3.7.26 implies that the restriction O: X -+ X is surjective. 
(Actually, the proof says that e is surjective onto He instead of H, 4, but since we can 
make ý arbitrarily large this does not matter. ) 

Now we want to show that (X , 0) is a covering space of X. That is we need to show 
that "the boundary of k maps to the boundary of X. " 

Assume for contradiction that there is a sequence {Sk}k>1 in X such that Sk -4 s# E 
äX and 0(Sk) 74 OX. Then there is a w# EX and a subsequence {sk�}n, >, 1 converging 
to s* such that O(sk, ) --3 w# as n -+ +oo. 

Then the Lemma 3.7.23 part (I. ) implies that s* E KO' \ S". Since X is path 
connected, we find a continuous path r: [0,1] --> XU {s#} so that r(1 - n) = Sk,, and 
r(1) = s#. We now have O(r(t)) EX for tE [0,1] (since O(XU{s#}) =X U{w#} = X). 
This implies that r([0,1]) C 0-'(X) = Y. But then the definition of X implies that 
s# = r(1) E X, which is a contradiction since X is open and s# E X. Thus (X, O) is 
indeed a covering space for X. 

Note that 6o s(0) =Oo s(1) and X is path connected and simply connected, so we 
can use the following Lemma. (See [Ma, Lemma 3.3]. ) 

Lemma Let (X, p) be a covering space of X and let 71, rye : [0,1] be 
paths in X with the same initial point. If po ryl is homotopic to po rye then 
7i is homotopic to 72i in particular, ryl and rye have the same terminal point. 

By this and the fact that any "loop" (such as Oo s) in a simply connected space is 
homotopic to a single point, we see that s: [0,1] -+ X must be homotopic to the trivial 
paths : [0,1] --ý X given by s(t) s(0). Thus s(0) = s(1), implying that ff6, as 
required. 0 
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Definition 3.7.28 (Analytic sets) Let f be open in C' - An analytic set 
A in Il is a subset of Sl so that for each aE Il there is an open UC S2, an 
nEN and a holomorphic map f: S2 -+ Cn such that 

AnU={zEUJf(z)=o}. 

Lemma 3.7.29 (The Jacobian Jacp(o) is non-zero) Fix GE Admissible, 
and let r be the number of open gates that G has. Let f0. : KO -+ C and 
p: Kö \ S*°r -+ C be defined as they were in Notation 3.7.22. 

Then Jacp(a) #0 for all (r or) E Kö \ S*, ' such that f0. E 
W13(G). 

Proof. Notice that if f, E W8(G) then o¢ S*, r by Proposition 2.3.8. 
Recall that if Jacp(o, ) =0 then p is not injective in any neighbourhood of or by the 

Inverse Mapping Theorem (Theorem 3.7.21). Thus (using Proposition 2.3.10) it will be 
sufficient to show that if a, bEKö\ S*, ', p(a) = p(b) and fa, fb E WB(G) then fa = fb. 

We can assume without loss of generality (by reordering the entries of the vectors a 
and b) that 

a= ýýi(fa),..., Qrýfa)) and b= (o1(fb),..., 0r(fb)). 

Let J := p(a) = p(b). We first need to show that 

\S`, 'Ip(o. )=J, faEWB(G), Qk(ff)=okfork=1,..., r} 

is a compact analytic subset of C", and that a and b belong to the same path connected 
component of X. 

Fix xEX. Since xý S*, r, Proposition 2.3.10 and Proposition 2.3.9 imply that there 
is a small open neighbourhood UC Cr of x so that XnU= {z EUI p(z) = J}. 

We now need to know that X is closed in Cr. Suppose that xE 9X. Then by 
Lemma 3.7.23, XC DE \ N(S*, r) for some very small s>0 and a neighbourhood N(S*, ') 
of S*, ' in Cr. Thus we see that xE DE \ S*, ''. Now take a sequence {x,, },, >, o CX 
converging to x. 

Lemma 2.4.8 implies that p(x) = limp(x, ) = J, so if f,,, E WB(G) then Proposi- 
tion 2.3.9 implies that xEX as required. So now we must show that fX E Wt3(G). This 
is assured by the definition of a well behaved map, Theorem 3.3.9 and by Lemma 3.7.4. 
Thus X is indeed closed. 

As a result, if xE Cr \X then there is a small neighbourhood U of x such that 
XnU=0= {z EU1= 0}. Thus X is an analytic subset of C' as required. 
Lemma 3.7.8 implies that X is bounded, and this (together with the fact that X is 
closed) implies that X is compact. 

Now we need to construct a continuous path in X between a and b. Now let G' _ 
(GI, 

""", G' 
')E Admissible be such that it has no closed gates and so that G; = G; for all i 

such that Gi # *. 
For s= (Si,..., s�) we define h8(z) = z+z(z-sl) ... (z-s�)v. (z). Now define (using 

Notation 3.7.22) Or := O(G) : Kö \ S*°" -+ Cr and O� .= O(G') : Kö \ S*, " --+ C' 
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Using the method in the proof of Lemma 3.7.12 we can find sequences ak, /3k E C" 
so that hak -4 fa, hpk -p fb as k -+ +oo and hak, hpk E W13(G') for all k. (Notice 
that ak,, ßk E C" but that a, bEC. ) We can also make sure that for each i with 
Gi =* we have Re TZ (hQk) -3 -oo and Re Tti (hpk) -p -oo as k -+ +oo. Also, the 
continuity of fH Ti (f) (see Proposition 2.4.3) implies that for each i with Gti we 
have Ti(h«k) -+ Ti(fa) and fj(hpk) --* Ti(fb) as k -* +oo. 

We can assume without loss of generality that 

cxk = (Ql(hak), 
... ) Q,, (hak)) and p1, = (al(hßk), 

... , v�(hßk)). (3.24) 

Using the method in the proof of Lemma 3.7.26, for each k we can construct a path 
{ck(t)}tElo, 11 C Ks so that ck(0) = ak, fck(t) E WB(G) for all tE [0,1] and 0�(ck(t)) _ 
(1 - t)0* k) + t0�(ßß) E Hi . By the uniqueness assured by Lemma 3.7.27, and (3.24) 
we see that c, ß(1) _ 13k. 

Also, by Lemma 3.7.8 we see that for all tE [0,1] and k large we have Ck(t) close to 
0. 

Recall that if A, B are compact metric spaces then C(A, B) = if :A -+ B 
f is continuous} is compact with respect to the uniform metric. Thus there is a con- 
tinuous path c: [0,1] -+ C" and a subsequence {ck�}n of {ck}k so that ck�(t) -+ c(t) 
uniformly on [0,1]. Note that ck� ([0,1]) C DE for some small e>0 and all n (by 
Lemma 3.7.8), so c([0,1]) C DE. Also, h, (o) = f8, h, (l) = fb" One can show (using the 
arguments from the proof of Lemma 3.7.26) that hr(t) E WB(G) for all tE [0,1]. Thus 
there is a continuous path a: [0,1] -> C'' so that fo(t) = hi(t) E W13(G) for all tE [0,1], 

with o-(0) =a and o, (1) = b. 
Since O�(ck(t)) = (1 - t)O�(ak) + t0�(f3k) E HC for all tE [0,1], kEN and the 

fact that for each i with Gi * we have Re fi (hak ), Re fi (hpk) -+ Tt (f8) = Ti (f b ), we see 
that Or(o(t)) = 6, (a) = 19, (b) for all tE [0,1]. Proposition 2.4.12 then implies that 
p(o(t)) = p(a) = p(b) =J for all tE [0,1]. 

Thus {o (t)}tElo, 1] is indeed a path through X from a to b. 

Now [Na, Corollary III. 1] states that any compact analytic subset of Cr is a finite 
set, so X is finite. And since we have shown that a and b belong to the same path 
connected component of X, it is clear that a=b as required. U 

Corollary 3.7.30 (Uniqueness of f (G; 61, 
..., B�)) Let E' >0 be large, and 

fix GE Admissible. Let H(G, ý) and T be defined as they are in §2.7. 
If fl, f2 E W13(G) n. T and T(fl) = T(f2) E H(G, C) then fl = f2. 

Proof. This is immediate from the proof of the above Lemma.   

Corollary 3.7.31 If fl, f2 E WC3(G)fl. T andT#(fl) = T* (h) then fl = f2. 

Proof. This is just the same as Corollary 3.7.30, just without the condition that the 
lifted phases are in H(G, ý). 

Recall that when we defined W13 we had to choose some small ro >0 and No. 
Therefore we can write WB(G, ro,. A(O) instead of just WB(G). Also we can denote by 
WWI3(G, r0, . N) the set of weakly well behaved maps with gate structure G. 
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We will show that ro and No can be replaced by some rö E (0, ro) and Nö C .. 
M such 

that 

WS(G, ro, Nö) C W13(G, ro,. /Vo) 

and that for any fE Wß(G, rö, AI) we have 

(Tj (f), ... , 7, (. f)) E H(G, e) 
Thus if fl, f2 E W, 3(G, ro, Nö) fl F then Corollary 3.7.30 can be applied to show that 
fl = f2. Therefore the Corollary is proved if we replace the original ro and No by ro and 
Jvo" 

We choose rö >0 much smaller than ro such that L(r, /2)� > ý, and a very small 
neighbourhood Nö C No of fo. (Notice that the values of the lifted phases are independent 
of the choice of ro, No. ) 

Then there is a family of maps WWI3(G, ro, Nf) associated to our choice of ro and 
No. It is fairly clear (from the fact that "trajectories for z= i[f (z) - z] cannot cross one 
another") that WWB(G, ro, Nä) C WWB(G, ro, No). 

Then Lemma 3.7.4 implies that WB(G, ro, NO') C WI3(G, ro, No). Lemma 3.7.4 also 
implies that if fE WB (G, ro,. N) then (Tl (f ), ... , T�(f )) E H(G, ý) as required. 0 

3.7.7 Proofs of Thms 2.7.1 and 2.7.4 
Proof of Theorem 2.7.1 on page 27 (Injectivity of T) Lemma 3.7.26, Corol- 
lary 3.7.31 and Lemma 3.7.4 imply the result. 0 

Proof of Corollary 2.7.2 on page 27 (Existence of f (G, Bl, 
... , 

B�)) Part (1. ) is 
immediate from Theorem 2.7.1. 

Part (2. ) follows from the fact that if fQ is defined as it is in Notation 3.7.22 then 
QH T(fo) is holomorphic (on a suitable domain of definition).   

Proof of Corollary 2.7.3 on page 28 (Every (fo, g) is approached by some 
sequence { fk}) By Theorem 2.7.1 and Proposition 2.4.5 there is a sequence fk -+ fo in 
W13(G) n. F such that for all k we have Ti(fk) = 0, -k for each i with G; # *. 

Proposition 2.5.1 then tells us that fk --} g as k -4 +oo uniformly on compact sets. U 

We will use the following technical Lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.7.4. 
Lemma 3.7.32 Suppose that DE C' is a neighbourhood of 0 and ao :D -* 
Ctm is holomorphic with ao(0) =0 and the Jacobian Jacao(0) 0. Suppose 
also that we have a sequence {ak D -* Cm} such that ak(z) --> ao(z) 
uniformly on compact sets. 

Then there exists a sequence Zk -+ 0 such that ak(zk) =0 for all large k. 
For a large fixed ko the sequence {zk}k)k0 is unique. 

Proof. Weierstrass' Theorem implies that the Jacobians converge Jack -* Jacao as 
k -* +oo uniformly on compact sets. Also of course, zN Jacak (z) is continuous for all 
k>0. 
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Thus we can find a small open neighbourhood B of 0= (0, 
... , 0) and aC>0 so 

that I Jacao (z) I>C>0 for every zEB. We can also find a very large ko so that 
Jac,,, (z) I> C/2 for every zEB and k> ko. 

Assuming that B is sufficiently small, ao must map B biholomorphically onto ao (B), 
by the Inverse Mapping Theorem (Theorem 3.7.21). 

We want to show that for all k> ko large, we will have 0E ak(B). Let GC ao(B) 
be a small compact path connected neighbourhood of 0. Then in particular we have 
äao(B) nG=0. And since ao is biholomorphic on B we see that ao(9B) = öao(B). 
So then ao (OB) nG=0, and if k> ko (and ko is large enough) then ak (8B) nG=0. 

Notice that the Inverse Mapping Theorem implies that äak(B) C a,, (UB) for all k. 
Therefore c9ak(B) nG=0 for all k >, ko (if ko is large enough). 

Therefore fork >, ko, either GC ak(B) or ak(B)nG = 0. But since ak(0) -> 0 and 
G is a neighbourhood of 0, we see that a, ß(0) nG#0 for all k large. Thus GC ak(B) 
for k >, ko (if ko is large enough), implying that (akI B)-1(0) 0. 

Thus we can take a sequence {zk}k, ko CB such that ak(zk) =0 for k >, ko. Sup- 
posing for contradiction that Zk 74 0, there will be an accumulation point z* EB\ {0} 
of {zk}k ko. But then by continuity we must have ao(z*) = 0, which contradicts the 
assertion the ao is biholomorphic on B. Thus Zk --* 0 as required. 

Now suppose for contradiction that for all ko the sequence {Zk}k>, ko is not unique. 
Then there is some {mn}n>l CN so that mr -* +oo, and sequences {at},, >z and {b�}, 

a, >l 
in Bsuch that a,,,,, (a,, )=a, 

n�(bn)=0and a7z0b,, for all nEN, and with a,,, b,, -+ 0 

asn-*+oo. 
So then let F(w) = ao (w), F,, (w) = amn (w + bm�) and wn =a n� - b,,, 

� . 
Then 

we can use Lemma 3.7.33 below which contradicts the fact that Jac,, o(0) 
; 0. Thus 

{zk}k k0 is unique if ko is large enough. 0 

Lemma 3.7.33 Suppose that DC C"` is a domain containing 0, and that 
F: D -i C' is holomorphic with F(0) = 0. Now suppose that Fk converges 
to F uniformly on compact sets and there is a sequence {wk}k, >o CD\ {0} 

converging to 0 with Fk(wk) = Fk(0) =0 for all k>0. 
Then JacF(0) = 0. 

Proof. Let A: ("` --* C"` and Ak : C"` Ctm be the linear maps associated with the 
"Jacobian matrices at 0. " These satisfy det A= JacF(0), det Ak = JacFk (0), and 

IIF(w) - AwII 

iiwii -+0 and IlFk(w) - AkwIl 
-+ 0 (3.25) 

Iiwl 

as w -* 0 (where 11 " 11 is the Euclidean norm). 
Suppose for contradiction that det A 54 0. Then there is ap>0 such that jIAwII > 

PIIwII for all wEC. For k large we must also have jIAkw11 > 2jIwjj for all wE Cm. 
Let G(w) = F(w) - Aw and Gk(w) = Fk(w) - AkW for wED. It is clear that 

Gk --3 G uniformly on compact sets. Then by (3.25) there is a neighbourhood D' CD of 
0 so that JjG(w)lI <8 11wil for all wE D' and k large. Also we will have jjGk(w)ll 4 IIw++ 
for all wE D' if k is large enough. 
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Therefore for wE D\ {0} and k large we have 

liF'k(w)11 = IIAk(w)+Gk(w)II 
3 IIAk(w)ll - lIGk(w)II 

21IwlI 
- 

4IIWII 

=4llwll >0. 

This contradicts the existence of wk -* 0 in D\ {0} with Fk(wk) =0 for all k. Thus our 
assumption that JacF(0) 0 was wrong. 0 

Proof of Theorem 2.7.4 on page 28 (Simultaneous orbit correspondence) To 
keep the notation simple we assume that GE Admissible has no closed gates, but the 
same argument works even if this is not so. 

Then for each ie Z/v7G we let 9ti := cPj, _j, 
(bj(fo)) - 4)i, +, lo(ai(fo)) if Gi = j. If 

Z= (zl, 
... , z�) E C", we set hk, 

y :=f (G; Bl -k- zj, ... , 
eý -k- zv) (in the notation of 

Corollary 2.7.2). 
Now for iE Z/vZ set j= Gti we let 

ki) a(z) : =Dj, -, hk,. (bj(hk, 
z)) - (Di, 

-, hk,. (hk, 
z(ai(h'k, z))) 

=ei, -, hk, I(bj(hk, z)) - 
['1>i, 

+, hk, %(ai1%tk, z)) 
+k+ Ij(hk, 

z)] 

=[ý*J, -, hk, I(bj(hk, z)) -'*i, +, hk, s(ai(hk, z))] -k- fi(hk, 
z) 

=[Bi+o(1)]-k-[Bi-k-zi] 

=z2 + o(1) = aox)(z) + o(1) 

as k -+ +oo. Notice that if akt)(z) =0 then h'., (ag(hk, Z)) = bj(hk, a). 
If ak(z) = (a(1) (z), 

... ,c' (z)) we find that for fixed z we will have ak(z) -3 ao(z) _ 
z as k -+ +oo uniformly on compact sets. So then we can apply Lemma 3.7.32 to show 
that there will be a sequence Zk --* 0 as k --* +oo, such that ak(zk) = 0. So if we set 
fk = hk, zk then everything will work as it is supposed to. 

This sequence { fk}k>k0 then satisfies (1. ), (2. ) (and converges to fo). 

We still need to prove that this is unique for a sufficiently large ko. Suppose for 
contradiction that we have sequences {Gk}k and {Hk}k in WB(G) n .F satisfying (1. ) 
and (2. ) and that there is a strictly increasing sequence of integers {k�},, such that 
Gk� Hk� for all n. (Note that we do not assume that Gk� -4 fo or Hk� -4 fo. ) 

We know that for all iEZ,,, sE {+, -} the map fH ýD;, s, f on W13 is continuous 
in the compact-open topology. It follows that there is some M>0 such that for each 
iE 7G,, we have '145i, f, fJIX; <M and Jj(Dj, 

_, 1jjyj <M for all fE W13 sufficiently close to 
fo. So if i, jE Z/vZ with Gti =j then 

f (Gk,, ) 'ýDj, 
-, Gkn 

(b3 (Gkn )) 
-'i, +, Gkn 

(b3 (Gki ) 

ýC 
(Q't (`^lýn )/ ) 

(I)7, 
->Gkn 

(bl (V 
1cn 

)) 
- 'ýD: 

>+>Ckn 

(G k,, 

= 
{j, 

-, Gk 
n 

(b (Gkn)) 
- 

4ý1, 
+' kn 

(a1(`^k ))] 
- 

kn = 
0(1) 

-k 
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as n -+ +oo and similarly, TZ (Hk�) = 0(l)-kn. Then Lemma 3.7.8 implies that Gk� -; fo 
and Hk� --+ fo as n -+ +oo. The continuity of the Fatou coordinates then ensures that 
Tti(Gk, ) = [Bi + o(1)] - kn and T1(Hk, ) = [Bi + o(1)] - k, y as n -a +oo. So if 

akn, i : =By -k,, -Ti(Gkn), 
bk,, 

i : =Bi -kn, - 
fi(Hkn 

and ak� := (ak,,, l .... ak,,,,, ), bkn := (bk.,, 
... ) b'kn ,, 

) then ak� --ý 0 and bk� -3 0, as 
n -4 +oo. But Corollary 2.7.2 implies that hkf, ak = Gk� and hk,,, bk = Hk� for n large. 
Thus ak� (Zk�) = ak� (ztkn) =0 for all n large. This contradicts the uniqueness in 
Lemma 3.7.32. U 

3.8 Parameterisation of the well behaved maps 
Proof of Theorem 2.8.1 on page 28 (Injectivity of T#) For a fixed ao close to 0 
and u close to u f,,, consider the holomorphic family F' of maps of the form 

f$(z) = z+(z-o0)(z-s1)". "(z-s)u(z) 

where s= (s1, 
... , s�) is close to 0. One can show that T is injective on W13(G) fl . F' 

with basically the same proof that was used for Theorem 2.7.1. 
The rest of the proof follows easily. U 

Proof of Corollary 2.8.2 on page 29 (Existence of f (G; B2, ... , BY; Qo; u)) Simple 
extension of Corollary 2.7.2. N 



Appendix A 

Fundamental Regions for Non-Well 
Behaved f 's 

Here we give a couple of examples of f's which are not well behaved, but still have "Fatou 
coordinates" of some kind. No details are given. 

We can also consider h3, o(z) =z+ z(z - s)2 where s>0. This h3, o will not be 
well behaved. Significantly, lyi, t, h3 o (t) E KO for all i. We can then try to define the 
fundamental regions S=, t, h,,,, as the closed region bounded by the closure of y1, ±, h, a 

(R) U 
"3,0 

( 
lj, f, he. 0 

(R)). 

Then we get Sl, 
_, h,, o and Sl, +, h,, o = S2, +, h,, o which are "fundamental regions, " and 

S2, 
_, h,,, which is an annulus. (This is true even if s>0 is relatively large. ) We can then 

perturb the double fixed point s to give h3, t(z) =z+ z(z -s+ it) (z -s- it) with t>0 
small, which will have the dynamics shown in Figure 1.1(d), and have the fundamental 
regions shown in Figure A. 1. 

Fatou coordinates can be defined upon the fundamental regions Sl, _, h3, t and Sl, +, h,, t = 
S2, +, h,, t in the usual way. However S= S2, 

_, h,, t is an annulus, and if we try to define a 
coordinate on this, then the coordinate must be interpreted modulo 77 :_ 3(f, a), where 
o, is the fixed point inside S. That is to say there is an analytic 1: S -4 C/ijZ such 
that ýD(f (z)) = b(z) +1 (mod z) for all zES. (This comes from the fact that h,, o in a 
neighbourhood of a is conjugate to z +-4 e21rinz in some neighbourhood of 0. ) This extends 
to the whole "punctured disc" U which is bounded by h;, t(22, _, h,,, ) and punctured at a. 
This 1 is unique up to addition by a constant. 

The bifurcation of h3, o to give h3, t is used in [La] to prove the non-local connectivity 
of the cubic connectedness locus. (See also [EY, Appendix B]. ) 

We find however that J(h3, t) -3 J(ho, o) and K(h,, t) -4 K(ho, o) as (s, t) -+ 0, which is 
not really very interesting. 

However we can give an example of a sequence of non-well behaved functions converg- 
ing to fo, which have a non-trivial limit behaviour. 

Consider the map fa(z) =z+ (z - a)(z + a)(z - ä)(z + ä) close to fo(z) =z+ z4, 
where Rea >0 and Im a>0. Clearly the restriction f,, :R -+ R is a strictly increasing 
function and the critical point on the real line must escape. 

By the symmetry we can show that Sl, +, fa = S3, +, fa and S2, 
_, f. = S3, 

_, fa, as shown 
in Figure A. 2. Note that for any a we will have T(a) = 21ri[t(f,, a) + t(fa, -ä)] E R. 
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S2, 
-J 

S3, 
-J 

S1, 
+J 

= S3, 
+J 

S2. 
+f 

Figure A. 2: 

SI, 
-J 

There will be coordinates 'i, ±, fa : Si"±, fa -ý C, and we can normalise these so that 
ýD1, _, fa (zl, 

_) =0 and 41)2, +, f. (Z2, +) =0 for all k. Then we have ý1 
_ f4 4)1, 

_, fo and 
41ý2, +, fa 41)2, +, fo as a -* 0. 

Suppose that ak -* 0 is a sequence and there is a small o>0 such that arg ak E 
[E, 2- -] for all k. Suppose also that Nk - +oo is a sequence of integers such that 
Nk + T(ak) -+ 0ER it can be shown that 

fkk ý9 

uniformly on compact subsets of U2, +, f, where g= g(G; oo, B, oc) is the Lavaurs map with 
G= (*, 1, *). (Note that we are not using the preferred normalisation here. ) This g maps 
{x Ix< 0} onto {x Ix> 0}. It is then to be expected that K(f,,,, 

k) converges in some 
way to K(fo, g). See Figures A. 3 and A. 4. 

Figure A. 3: K(fak ), where ak is small. fak Figure A. 4: The associated li (fo, g). 
has two repelling fixed points -ak, -ak to 
the left of the imaginary axis, and two at- 
tracting fixed points ak, äk to the right. 

Figure A. 1: 
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